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In this catalog, general infornnation about the College is presented in
Spanish and in English. Curricular offerings have been listed in English
only.
En este catálogo, la información general sobre el Colegio se presenta
en español y en inglés. El currículo académico ha sido insertado en inglés
solamente.
The programs, requirements, and tuition and fees set forth in this bulletin
are necessarily subject to change without notice at any time at the
discretion of the College.
Los programas, requisitos, cuotas y derechos de colegiatura establecidos en
este boletm, estarán necesariamente sujetos a cambios sin previo aviso, de
acuerdo al criterio y discreción del Colegio.
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ERRATA
On page 3, th e follcfwlng date was a r ltte d and shcjuld be noted:

November 25^28^'Tkur8day~'Sicndayi TJianksgiving recess
On page 5, paragraph 5 should read;

The. Cottege is a Correspondent fo r AooredCtation with the Middle States
Association o f Colleges and Secondary Schools,

On page 9 5 under Securing an A pplication, item 2, th e sentence beginning on lin e
3 should read:

Bostos Community College^ does n o t haoe a SEEK Program; hoLíever, admission
through College.Discovery i s offered to a lim ited nunéer o f students,

Qi_page-1:4, under'-Fteilind P o licy , paragraph 4 should read:
■

Jívthdbpa¡¡)al during the. second week a fte r the scheduled opening d/xte o f
the' session
S0%

Paragraph -5 -should re a d :'

■

Withdraij)al during the th ird week a fte r the scheduled opei^ng date o f
the session
25%

On page 29; th e follow ing date was om itted and should be noted: ^

^

^ ■

Jueves 25 al domingo 28 de noviembre^ Receso de Dta de Acci3n de Gracias
Qn page 39, under Cuotas^ item 1, U ne 3 should read:

Asooiajdtm. djel Colegio Comunal Eostos

$30.00

page 58, th e fo u rth module lis te d should read:

ANT 002 Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology' 1 cred it
On page 69, under G rouping o f Modules In to Course E q u i^ e n ts , th e follow ing '
grouping was om itted and should be noted:
.. SWA 001-^02 Ccmersational Sw ckili
II
Elementary S m h iti I
SWA 003^04 Conversational Swahili III» JV - Elementary Swahili TI
On page 97, \Jnder Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents, Item 3 should
read:
CHE 001 <ieneral Chem istry I ; CHE 002 G eneral Chem istry I I ; CHE 003 General
Chem istry I I I ; CHE 004 G eneral Chem istry I V - a one^year course in . g en eru l
ch em istry.

On page 104, th e second module lis t e d should read:
PHI 070 Philosophy I

1 -3 c r e d its
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College Calendar

COLLEGE CALENDAR*
1971-72 Academic Year

September 6 — Monday
Holiday-Labor Day (no classes)
September 7-10 — Tuesday-Friday
Registration, orientation, and payment of fees and/or tuition
for first half-academic year
September 13 — Monday
First day of classes, cycle 1
September 20-21 — Monday-Tuesday
Holiday, Rosh Hashonah (no classes)
September 28 — Tuesday
No classes after 4:00 p.m. - Yom Kippur
September 29 - Wednesday
Holiday-Yom Kippur (no classes)
October 11 — Monday
Holiday-Columbus Day (no classes)
October 25 — Monday
Holiday-Veterans Day (no classes)
November 2 — Tuesday
Election Day (no classes)
November 8-12 - Monday-Friday
Module completion, independent study/tutorial period
November 15— Monday
First day of classes, cycle f I
December 24-January 2 - Friday-Sunday
Winter recess (Christmas-New Year's week)
January 10-14 — Monday-Friday
Module completion, independent study/tutorial period;
payment of fees second half-academic-year
January 11 — Tuesday
Holiday-Hostos' birthday (College closed)
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January 15 — Saturday
Human Rights Day-Martin Luther King's birthday (no classes)
January 17 — Monday
First day of classes, cycle III
February 21 — Monday
Holiday-Washington's birthday (no classes)
March 6-10 — Monday-Friday
Module completion, independent study/tutorial period
March 13 — Monday
First day of classes, cycle IV
March 30-April 5 — Thursday-Wednesday
Spring recess (Easter holiday)
May 8-12 — Monday-Friday
Module completion, independent study/tutorial period

This calendar is subject to such changes and/or modifications as are
deemed necessary to guarantee the achievement of the educational mission
of Hostos Community College.

Mostos Community College: A New Educational Resource
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HOSTOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE:
A NEW EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE
On January 22, 1968, the Board of Higher Education of the City of New
York approved in principle the establishment of the eighth community
college of the City University of New York (CUNY). Eugenio Maria de
Hostos Community College, now beginning its second academic year, is
committed to serving the educational needs of the South Bronx
community. On September 29,1969, the College was named by the Board
of Higher Education for a famed Puerto Rican educator, Eugenio Maria de
Hostos, thus making Hostos the first college in the continental United
States to be named for a Puerto Rican.
Hostos Community College offers a wide variety of programs in the arts
and sciences and the health sciences. Its career programs specialize in the
health sciences, an area in which there exists a critical manpower shortage
and increasing career opportunities. Students in both the arts and sciences
and health sciences programs work closely with faculty, staff, and
community representatives in developing programs that are personally
interesting and that contribute to a greater understanding of the special
problems and unique cultural assets of the South Bronx community.
All bona fide residents of New York City who are high school graduates or
the equivalent are eligible for enrollment at Hostos, which, like the other
units of CUNY, is tuition-free.
Hostos Community College is approved as an institution of higher
education by the Board o f Regents of the University of the State of NewYork and is authorized by the Board to award the Associate Degree in arts
or science or applied science as well as appropriate diplomas and
certificates.
The College is a Recognized Candidate for Accreditation by the Middle
States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
The College is a member of the American Association of Junior Colleges.

THE HOSTOS APPROACH TO EDUCATION
Being a student at Hostos is somewhat different from being a student at
other colleges. The Hostos approach does away w ith some of the rigid
aspects of traditional college learning. Students are encouraged to be
independent, self-pacing learners.
To begin with, "learner" is a better term than "student" fo r people who
attend Hostos. Credit is awarded fo r learning, not fo r serving time in the
presence of a teacher. When a person demonstrates that he has the ability
and knowledge that make up the objectives of a unit of instruction, he
receives the appropriate credit. Time is not a critical factor; performance
of other learners does not affect his progress. Where and when the Jearner
learns is not considered important; that he has learned and shows it is what
counts.
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Performance objectives define what an Hostos student is expected to know
or be able to do when he completes a unit o f instruction. These objectives
are available to the student to guide his learning, and if he has already
accomplished them, in school or elsewhere, he can get credit for what he
knows by demonstrating mastery of them. In contrast, in many colleges
the student is expected to guess the objectives of a course and to take
many courses even though he already knows what is offered in them.
Teachers at Hostos tell learners in advance what is expected of them, and
they help each individual to achieve these objectives as effectively and
efficiently as he can. Teachers w ill suggest different ways for learners to
achieve objectives, ways that best f it individual preferred ways of learning.
Some of the ways of learning include work experience, independent study,
films, audio tapes, and of course, tutorials, seminars, and lectures.
Grades are not used at Hostos - no " A " to " F " scale - only a symbol for
completion of a unit of learning and one to show continuing progress.
"C R " means completion and credit; " I " means "in progress." Achieve
ment of "C R " is not tied to a semester or other calendar period. The
learner receives a "C R " whenver he demonstrates that he has achieved the
objectives of a major unit of instruction. No failing grades exist.
Grades are a way of sorting people by how well they do compared to one
another based on some measuring standard. Therefore, people who answer
more questions correctly than others in their group are somehow "smart
er," and they get higher grades. Likewise, people who answer fewer
questions correctly than most of the group are not as "sm art," and so they
get low grades or fail. In most " A " through " F " grading systems, learning
or achieving performance objectives is seldom taken into account. The
approach to instruction at Hostos rests upon performance objectives. All
students must achieve at least the same minimum level of performance to
receive credit for a module; only time of learning, amount of effort, or
amount of practice differ among students. Clearly, if you are interested in
whether someone can or cannot do something (and not in how hard he
had to work to be able to do it) the credit/in progress system of keeping
track of student progress is most appropriate.
Semesters or semester-length courses do not exist at Hostos. Smaller units
of instruction called modules, which w ill take the average person seven or
eight weeks to complete, are used. Each module consists of several
milestones, which are units of learning progress. Each milestone is
composed of several performance objectives that a learner is expected to
achieve. When a person feels he has learned what is required to show
achievement of the performance objectives in a milestone, he may take
some kind of test to demonstrate it. When he has completed all the
milestones in a module, he receives credit for the module. This organiza
tion fo r learning makes it easier for the learner to proceed at his own pace.
It also permits him to pursue his own interest at any given time, because
he is not tied to a rigid calendar for completion of his work.
In general, learning at Hostos is success-oriented. The learner always knows

Degree Programs/Admission to the College
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in advance what is expected of him; teachers help him to achieve what is
expected; and each learner receives credit for what he can do when he can
do it.

DEGREE PROGRAMS
Hostos Community College offers the Associate in Arts (A.A.) and
Associate in Science (A.S.) programs, which prepare a student fo r transfer
with junior status to a four-year college upon graduation from Hostos, and
the Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S.) program, which prepares a
student for a specific career.
Candidates fo r the Associate in Arts (A.A.) degree study the arts and
sciences. These include behavioral sciences, communication skills (English,
mathematics, and modern languages), cultural studies (Black studies,
Puerto Rican studies, and visual and performing arts), life skills, natural
sciences, and social sciences.
Candidates fo r the Associate in Science (A.S.) degree follow programs
which closely parallel the A.A. program, but with greater concentration in
the mathematics or science areas in which they plan to major. In addition,
there is no foreign language requirement fo r the A.S. degree.
Candidates fo r the Associate in Applied Science (A.A.S.) degree follow
programs in which there is concentration in the applied field. The
professional fields in which programs are offered currently include nursing,
child care (early childhood education), dental hygiene, dental assisting,
medical laboratory technology, radiologic technology, and medical secre
tarial science.

ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
The admissions program of the College is administered by the Office of the
Registrar and Admission Services. Inquiries regarding admission should be
directed to the following address:
Office of the Registrar and Admission Services
Hostos Community College
City University of New York
260 East 161 st Street
Bronx, New York 10451
Telephone: (212) 993-8000, ext. 309-15
Persons wishing to make inquiries in person may visit the Registrar's Office
Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (during the Summer
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.). The Registrar's Office is located in Room
236, 475 Grand Concourse (at 149th Street), Bronx, New York 10451.
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An applicant for admission to the College may be approved fo r one of the
College's programs if he fulfills the basic admission requirements and
follows the procedures established for admission.
High School Diploma
A diploma from an accredited high school is required for admission to the
College. A high school certificate is not an acceptable substitute fo r the
diploma. A New York State Equivalency Diploma and General Education
Development Examination may be substituted. A USAFI diploma must be
converted to a New York State Equivalency Diploma.
Residence
A resident of New York City who is admitted to Hostos as a matriculated
student does not pay tuition. However, the residency of a student under
21 years of age is determined by the legal residency of his parents or legal
guardian.
The tuition charges for nonresidents of New York City admitted to the
College are determined by the place of legal residency, with the exception
of New. York State residents admitted to the nursing program, who attend
tuition-free. (See Fees and Tuition.)
The New York State Education Law (Section 630, Paragraph 4) defines a
New York State resident as "a person who has resided in New York State
for a period of at least one year and in the county for a period of at least
six months, both immediately preceding the date of such person's
registration in a community college."
All New York State residents who live outside of New York City and plan
to register at Hostos Community College are required to secure a blank
affidavit and certificate of residency from the Office of the Registrar and
Admission Services. The affidavit is to be completed and filed with the
fiscal officer of the county of residency. The fiscal officer w ill complete
the certificate of residency, which should be returned to the Bursar before
registration. A certificate of residency is valid for only one year from the
date of issurance. New York State residents who live outside New York
City and fail to submit a valid certificate of residency w ill be required to
pay full tuition according to the schedule established for nonresidents.
Health
All students, regardless of their status, must submit, as part of their
application, a medical examination report on the form provided by the
College. In addition, students admitted to programs in the health sciences
w ill be required to submit evidence of additional medical examinations
before they w ill be eligible to participate in the clinical training aspects of
their programs. These students should report to the Office of the College
Physician (Room 201) immediately upon being notified of the date of
their initial registration so that they can receive specific instructions
regarding the additional medical requirements.

Goal of the College/Application Procedures
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GOAL OF THE COLLEGE AS IT AFFECTS
ADMISSION POLICIES
The Board of Higher Education of the City of New York has assigned
Hostos Community College the special goal of providing direct services to
the South Bronx community by offering unique educational opportunities
in the area of health care. In line with this special goal, the College's
admission policy is designed to evaluate fairly and accurately the achieve
ment and potential of underemployed and unemployed adults — particu
larly health care workers because of the College's health care orientation —
as well as recent high school graduates whose records may not fu lfill
traditional admission standards. Therefore, admission to Hostos is based
not soely on high school performance, but also on the following:
1 — To serve current and recent high school graduates, as well as former
high school graduates, w ith special emphasis on the South Bronx com
munity.
2 - To train persons in the health professions and upgrade those currently
employed in the health fields.
3 — To provide degree programs, as well as a wide range of short-term
educational programs, especially for the people of the South Bronx
community.
4 —To recruit intensively among high school students in the South Bronx
community and among disadvantaged groups throughout the city.
5 — To establish long-range programs in conjunction with local schools and
community organizations that w ill actively encourage and assist students
to apply to and attend college.

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
Securing an Application
The three application forms in use at the City University of New York
(CUNY) are described below:
1 — The Regular Application Form permits students to apply to as many
as six regular college programs of CUNY on a single form . Even if the six
are administered in six different units of the university, the student need
file only one application.
2 — The Special Programs Application is designed fo r use by those
students seeking admission to the university through the SEEK or College
Discovery Programs. Hostos Community College does have a SEEK
Program; however, admission through College Discovery is offered to a
limited number of students. It should be noted that those applicants not
accomodated in these programs but who meet CUNY admission require
ments w ill be automatically admitted to a regular community or senior
college program.
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3 —The Foreign Student Application is intended fo r use by all students
who have completed more than one year of secondary school training
outside the United States. Applicants must submit w ith their applications
a notorized photostat of their secondary school credentials. If the
secondary school records are in a language other than English, an officially
notorized translation of the records is required.
The prospective applicant may secure the appropriate application form
either from his high school or from:
The Office of Admission Services
The City University of New York
875 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10001
In addition, the Office of the Registrar and Admission Services maintains a
limited supply of all three application forms.

Where to Apply
The following applicants should complete either the Regular or the Special
Programs Application Form and return it directly to:
The University Application Processing Center
Box 148
Vanderveer Station
Brooklyn, New York 11210
1 — Students who are presently attending high school and wish to be
admitted as matriculated students (lower freshmen) at Hostos. The
applicant must have completed at least six semesters ( 1 1 th year) of high
school.
2 — Students who have earned an Equivalency Diploma and passed the
General Education Development Examination.
3 —Students who have been graduated from high school and have never
attended any institution of higher learning.
4 — Students who have had no more than one year of secondary schooling
outside the United States.
The following applicants should apply directly to Hostos Community
College:
1 — Students who have been graduated from high school and have
attended any institution of higher learning. An applicant who has pre
viously attended another college, university, nursing school, or profes
sional school must report that fact in his application and have the
institution submit an official transcript, including an official statement of
the conditions of withdrawal, directly to the Office of the Registrar and
Admission Services. Even if attendance at such a college was for a short
period of time, and no grades were recorded, a certificate of honorable
dismissal is required. (See Advanced Standing Admission.)

Application Procedures/Advanced Standing Admission
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2 — Students holding a Puerto Rican G .E.D. These applicants will have
their applications considered on an individual basis.

Application Fee
All applications must be accompanied by checks or money orders for
$10.00 made payable to the City University of New York.
Deadlines for Applications
All applications must be submitted by the following deadlines:
Lower freshman applications:
(Including foreign students)
January 15 for the Fall Half-Academlc-Year
October 15 for the Spring Half-Academlc-Year
Advanced standing applications:
(transfer students)
March 15 for the Full Half-Academlc-Year
November 15 for the Spring Half-Academlc-Year
All applications filed late w ill receive consideration only if time and
availability in specific programs permit action.
Notification Dates
Applicants for Fall admission w ill be notified by m id-April; applicants for
Spring by mid-December. Applicants who file late applications w ill receive
notification of action to be taken as soon as practicable.

ADVANCED STANDING ADMISSION
A student seeking advanced standing admission must have his records
evaluated by the College to determine his matriculation status and the
remaining requirements fo r the degree. This evaluation w ill be completed
only after the student has been admitted and has indicated his intention to
attend Hostos. The College offers credit to transfer students for those
courses completed at other accredited colleges and universities which are
comparable to those offered at Hostos, provided that the grades received
are satisfactory. Generally, a student w ill receive a maximum of 30 credits
with advanced standing (transfer credit). In some cases, the student might
receive waivers of requirements or prerequisites for the degree at Hostos
(without college credit) based on college courses completed elsewhere. It is
in the best interest of each Hostos student admitted to be placed at the
level of development. best suited for him. Personal counseling w ill be
provided by program directors in each area to determine the precise point
at which the student shoüid enter the program.
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Students admitted with advanced standing may take only the total number
of credits, plus four, required for their degree w ithout paying tuition.

FEES AND TUITION
The following student fees and tuition have been established in the
guidelines developed by the Board of Higher Education. All fees and
tuition listed in this catalog and in any registration material issued by
Hostos Community College are subject to change by action o f the Board
of Higher Education w ithout prior notice.
All students are required to report for payment of fees and tuition where
applicable twice a year. The consolidated fee is usually collected in
September for the Fall session and in 'January fo r the Spring session.
Students who elect to attend a summer session w ill also be required to pay
a consolidated fee, usually collected in late May or early June. All students
must report for the collection of fees even if the cost of the fees is covered
by financial aid.
Any student who has not paid the total fees and tuition by the time
indicated w ill not be considered as registered and w ill not be admitted to
classes.
Fees
1 -- Consolidated Fee
The consolidated fee consists of the following:
General College Fee
Hostos Community College Association Fee

$20.00
30.00

Total

$50.00

The consolidated fee is a nonrefundable fee which must be paid by all
students twice each year (September and February) to cover laboratory,
library, registration, and bursar expenses, the cost of student activities,
accident insurance, special health services, and graduation and convocation
expenses.
2 — Special Fees
a Application Fee (nonrefundable) |
All applicants for admission must pay a $10.00 application fee.

$ 1 0 .0 0

b Transcript Fee-Duplicate Bursar Receipt
$2.00
The $2.00 fee for each transcript will be waived for transcripts sent to
units of the City University and State University of New York.
c I.D. Card (duplicate)
$2 . 0 0
Students are required to have their I.D. cards with them at all times. A
charge of $2.00 is made for the issuance of a duplicate I.D. card by the
Registrar's Office.

Fees and Tuition
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d Miscellaneous Charges
In addition to those charges previously listed, there are other charges for
overdue library books, replacement of keys and locks, and repair or
replacement of any College equipment damaged or lost.
Other Expenses
In general, expenses other than tuition and fees fo r a full-tim e student are
limited to the cost of books and supplies. This amounts to approximately
$250.00 per year.
Special Program Expenses
Students enrolled in certain programs w ill be required to purchase special
equipment and supplies. Jhe following chart is an estimate of what w ill be
required in health sciences programs:

Uniforms
Shoes

Nursing

Dental

Radiologic
Technology

$32.00(2)

$64.00(4)

$34.00 (2)

15.00

Lab Coats
Name tags,
patches, caps,
scissors

15.00

15.00

13.00

1 0 .0 0

Medical Lab
Technology

$25.00

2 .0 0

6 .0 0

Film markers

3.00

Notebook
(technique)

.75

Slide Ruler

5.00

Malpractice
insurance

1 0 .0 0

TOTALS

$67.00

1 0 .0 0

$94.00

$68.75

$30.00

Tuition
Matriculated Students — Full-time (12 credits)
1 — Bona fide residents of New York City receive tuition free up to 3
credits above the degree requirement, except in the following cases:
a A student who has received one associate degree from any college of the
City University either wholly or partially tuition-free —
$275.00 / 12 or more credits per half-year
b A student who has commenced work on an associate degree and has
changed his degree objective more than once —
$275.00 / 12 or more credits per half-year
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The first change of a degree objective, if made as the result of the College
guidance procedures, w ill permit the student to take the remaining credits
required for the new degree on a tuition-free basis.
c A student exceeding by more than 3 credits the number of credits
required for a degree —
$20.00 per credit for those credits in excess of 3 above the degree
requirement
2 — Nonresidents of New York city
a Residents of New York State:
1. With a Certificate of Residency

$20.00 per credit
(maximum of $275.00 per half-year)

2. Without a Certificate of Residency

$40.00 per credit
(maximum of $450.00 per half-year)

b Non-residents of New York State

$40.00 per credit
(maximum of $450.00 per half-year)

Refund Policy
If a student wishes to withdraw from a module or modules, any refund
granted w ill be based on the date on which he files withdrawal forms with
the Registrar, not on the last date of his attendance in class. No portion of
the consolidated fee, special fees, or penalty fees is refundable, except
when the student's registration is cancelled or altered fo r the College's
convenience. Refunding of tuition fo r modules dropped by a student will
be made in accordance with the following schedule:
Withdrawal before the scheduled opening date of the session
Withdrawal
the session

w ithin

100%

one week after the scheduled opening date of
75%

Withdrawal during the second week after the scheduled opening date of
the session
25%
Withdrawal during the third week after the scheduled opening date of the
session
10%
Withdrawal after completion of the third week of the session

None

M ilitary Refund
The following principles govern refunds to students withdrawing for
military service:
1 — M ilitary service must be documented with a copy of induction or
military orders.
2 — In order to obtain credit, a student must complete 80 percent of a
module. No refund will be made to a student who has received credit.
3 — In instances where students who have enlisted in the Armed Forces do
not attend for a sufficient time to qualify for credit, but continue in

Records
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attendance to w ithin two weeks of active duty, refund of tuition and all
fees, except application fee, w ill be made in accordance w ith the
previously mentioned refund schedule.
4 — In instances where students who are drafted into the Armed Services
do not attend for a sufficient time to qualify for credit, there w ill be a 1 0 0
percent refund of tuition and all fees, except the application fee.

RECORDS
The Office of the Registrar and Admission Services is the repository of the
student's College records. The staff of the Registrar's Office w ill supply
students with information related to their College records and refer those
students requiring additional assistance to the proper College official.
Following are explanations of various items pertaining to the student's
College record and descriptions of services available to the students,
faculty, and staff of the College:
Student Identification Number and Card
When a student files his initial application to attend Hostos, he is asked to
supply the College with his social security number. This number becomes
the student's identification number. The purpose of the identification
number is to prevent the misfiling of any student records and to enable the
College to utilize its data processing facilities and programs in keeping
student records. Entry to the data bank is by numeric identification of the
student. The use of the social security number eliminates the need to
assign another number to the student.
Transcripts and Certified Statements
To secure a transcript, complete the Transcript Request form available in
the Office of the Registrar. There is a charge of $2.00 per transcript
requested to be sent; however, transcripts to be sent to another college of
the City University of New York or the State University of New York are
forwarded free of charge.
Transcripts are never sent automatically, whether fo r transfer, employ
ment, or any other reason; each must be specifically requested. This is
done to safeguard the privacy of the student's official record from
unauthorized reviews.
Certified statements required fo r such things as proving current or past
attendance may be secured, w ithout charge, upon filing of an application
available in the Office of the Registrar.
Changes of Name and/or Address
. Any change of address or name must be reported to the College on the
form available in the Registrar's Office. In the case of a change of name
because of marriage, the^ student should report the change and indicate
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whether she wants to retain her maiden name on all of her College records.
In the case of a change of name because of court order, it is necessary for
the student to produce the court order at the time of reporting the change.
The court order w ill be returned to the student.
Veterans' Affairs
All students who are planning to receive educational benefits under the
provisions of the Gl Bill must report to the Veterans Administration, 252
Seventh Avenue, New York, New York, prior to registering to secure a
"Certificate of E ligibility." The veteran should then report to the Regis
trar's Office with the form. It is necessary for every veteran attending
Hostos to report to the Registrar's Office each successive session (that is,
in September, January, and June) to initiate a VA Form 21E-1999.
Foreign Students
Foreign students who are studying on student visas and registering for the
first time at Hostos Community College must report to the Office of the
Registrar before registration in order to initiate an "1-20" form.

REQUESTS FOR PERMITS TO ATTEND
ANOTHER COLLEGE
The student is responsible for securing a bulletin from the prospective host
college and fulfilling whatever requirements it may establish for his
attendance there. In addition, the student must report to the Registrar's
Office to arrange for a permit to attend another college. This is required in
order to insure that the student w ill receive credit toward his degree at
Hostos. Permits granted to students to attend other units of the City
University include waivers of both tuition and an additional consolidated
fee.

HOW TO TRANSFER TO ANOTHER COLLEGE
A student who has decided to apply for transfer to another college must
contact that institution and comply with the requirements for admission
set down by its administration. The student should arrange fo r an official
transcript from Hostos to be sent in support of his application for
admission. All questions concerning specific information should be
directed to the Office of Admission at the school to which the student is
seeking admission. An Hostos student who contemplates such a transfer
should arrange to see his College counselor to discuss the advisability of
the transfer before making a final decision. It is necessary for all students
transferring, with the exception of those who transfer upon graduation
from Hostos, to arrange for a leave of absence.

Leave of Absence/Readmíssion
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APPLICATION FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Any student who decides, upon consultation w ith his counselor, to arrange
for a leave of absence from Hostos must file a properly completed
application fo r the "leave." The major purposes of filing an application for
leave of absence are to clear the student's record and make it possible for
him to return to the College with relative ease and to set down clearly the
terms of the student's future matriculation and financial aid, when
applicable. Blank forms are available in the Office of the Registrar.

READMISSION
A student who has been granted a leave of absence and wishes to return to
matriculate at Hostos should contact the Registrar at least one month
prior to the beginning of classes In a given session of the College.

REINSTATEMENT
A student who has lost his matriculation and wishes to return to
matriculated status, after having fulfilled the conditions set down at the
time of his dismissal, should contact the Registrar at least one month prior
to the beginning of classes in a given session of the College.

CHANGE OF CURRICULUM
The opportunity fo r all students at Hostos Community College to change
their career and/or educational objectives is provided for. Students wishing
to change their curriculum area should report to the Office of the
Registrar to place their names on the waiting list for the program in which
they wish to enroll. Priority w ill be given to students already enrolled at
Hostos. As openings occur, eligible students w ill receive instructions by
mail from the Office of the Registrar.

APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION
A t least six months prior to the date of expected graduation, the student
must file an application fo r graduation. This w ill provide time fo r the
Office of the Registrar to check the student's records thoroughly and thus
insure his graduation.

ACADEMIC STANDING
The following policy statement was approved by the College Council
(December 1970):
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All students enrolled in the College as full-time students are required to
complete:
1 - A t least nine credits during the first half-academic-year of attendance
at the College. No more than one credit of the required nine may be in life
skills; no more than one credit may be in student services offerings.
2 — A t least 18 credits during the first full academic year of attendance.
No more than two credits may be in life skills; no more than two credits
may be in student services offerings.
3 — A t least 12 credits during the third half-academic-year of attendance
and an additional 1 2 credits each succeeding half-year until the require
ments for an associate degree are completed.
A student who needs fewer than 12 credits to complete the requirements
for an associate degree need complete only these credits during his last
half-year of attendance as a full-tim e student.
The programs of the College are designed to be completed in tw o years.
However, these regulations permit a student to take up to three years of
full-time study to complete an associate degree program. It is, of course,
possible for a student to fu lfill the degree requirements of any program in
fewer than two years.
Some health career programs, such as radiologic technology, may impose a
shorter time requirement because of state licensing regulations.
Probation
Each student is responsible for his credit standing. A student who feels
that he is in danger of falling behind in his academic progress should
consult his counselor for assistance.
A student who completes fewer than the required number of credits in
each academic half-year w ill be placed on probation. The Registrar w ill
notify each student who has been placed on probation and w ill forward a
list of all such students to the Office of Student Services. Each student so
placed on probation w ill then make up his deficiencies.
Suspension
Probationary status w ill be reviewed at the end of each academic half-year.
Each student suspended w ill be notified within one month following the
end of the academic half-year.
A student who receives notice of suspension shojuld meet with his
counselor to develop plans for removing his credit deficit or to determine
whether he should consider other educational opportunities. A suspended
student may remove his credit deficit by attending classes as a part-time,
tuition-paying student at Hostos or another recognized institution of
higher education.
Reinstatement
A student suspended from full-tim e status may apply for reinstatement at
any time he completes his credit deficit.

Statement on Public Order
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STATEMENT ON PUBLIC ORDER:
Policy of the City University of New York on Student Decorum
RESOLVED, That the Board of Higher Education in compliance with
Chapter 191 of the Laws of 1969, hereby adopt the following rules and
regulations for the maintenance of public order on college campuses and
other college property used for educational purposes.
Rules and Regulations for the Maintenance of Public Order Pursuant to
Article 129A of the Education Law
The tradition of the university as a sanctuary of academic freedom and
center of informed discussion is an honored one, to be guarded vigilantly.
The basic significance of that sanctuary lies in the protection of intellec
tual freedoms: the rights of professors to teach, of scholars to engage in
the advancement of knowledge, of students to learn and to express their
views, free from external pressures or interference. These freedoms can
flourish only in an atmosphere of mutual respect, civility and trust among
teachers and students, only when members of the university community
are willing to accept self-restraint and reciprocity as the condition upon
which they share in its intellectual autonomy.
Academic freedom and the sanctuary of the university campus extend to
all who share these aims and responsibilities. They cannot be invoked by
those who would subordinate intellectual freedom to political ends, or
who violate the norms of conduct established to protect that freedom.
Against such offenders the university has the right, and indeed the
obligation, to defend itself. We accordingly announce the following rules
and regulations to be in effect at each of our colleges which are to be
administered in accordance w ith the requirements of due process as
provided in the Bylaws of the Board of Higher Education.
With respect to enforcement of these rules and regulations we note that
the Bylaws of the Board of Higher Education provide that:
THE PRESIDENT. The president, with respect to his educational unit,
shall:
"a. Have the affirmative responsibility of conserving and enhancing the
educational standards of the college and schools under his jurisdiction;
"b. Be the advisor and executive agent to the Board and of his respective
College Committee and as such shall have the immediate supervision w ith
full discretionary power in carrying into effect the bylaws, resolutions and
policies of the Board, the lawful resolutions of any of its committees and
the policies, programs and lawful resolutions of the several faculties;
"c. Exercise general superintendence over the
employees and students of his educational u n it."

concerns,

officers,

I. Rules
1. A member of the academic community shall not intentionally obstruct
and/or forcibly prevent others from the exercise of their rights. Nor shall
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he interfere with the institution's educational process or facilities, or the
rights of those who wish to avail themselves of any of the institution's
instructional, personal, administrative, recreational, and community
services.
2. Individuals are liable for failure to comply with lawful directions issued
by representatives of the University/college when they are acting in their
official capacities. Memebers of the academic community are required to
show their identification cards when requested to do so by an official of
the college.
3. Unauthorized occupancy of University/college facilities or blocking
access to or from such areas is prohibited. Permission from appropriate
colleged authorities must be obtained for removal, relocation and use of
University/college equipment and/or supplies.
4. Theft from or damage to University/college premises or property/or
theft of or damage to property of any person on University/college
premises is prohibited.
5. Each member of the academic community or an invited quest has the
right to advocate his position w ithout having to fear abuse, physical,
verbal, or otherwise from others supporting conflicting points of view.
Members of the academic community and other persons on the college
grounds, shall not use language or take actions reasonably likely to
provoke or encourage physical violence by demonstrators, those demon
strated against, or spectators.
6.

Action may be taken against any and all persons who have no
legitimate reason for their presence on any campus w ithin the University/
college, or whose presence on any such campus obstructs and/or forcibly
prevents others from the exercise of their rights or interferes with the
institution's educational processes or facilities, or the rights of those who
wish to avail themselves of any of the institution's instructional, personal,
administrative, recreational, and community services.
7. Disorderly or indecent conduct on University/college-owned or con
trolled property is prohibited.
8.

No individual shall have in his possession a rifle, shotgun or firearm or
knowingly have in his possession any other dangerous instrument or
material that can be used to inflict bodily damage upon a building or the
grounds of the University/college w ithout the written authorization of
such educational institution. Nor shall any individual have in his possession
any other instrument or material which can be used and is intended to
inflict bodily harm on an individual or damage upon a building or the
grounds of the University/college.

II. Penalties
1. Any student engaging in any manner in conduct prohibited under
substantive Rules 1-8 shall be subject to the following range of sanctions as
hereafter defined in the attached Appendix; admonition, warning, censure.
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disciplinary probation, restitution, suspension, expulsion, ejection, and/or
arrest by the civil authorities.
2. Any tenured or non-tenured faculty member, or tenured or non
tenured member of the administrative or custodial staff engaging in any
manner in conduct prohibited under substantive Rules 1-8 shall be subject
to the following range of penalties: warning, censure, restitution, fine not
exceeding those permitted by law or by the Bylaws of the Board of Higher
Education, or suspension w ith/w ithout pay pending a hearing before an
appropriate college authority, dismissal after a hearing, ejection, and/or
arrest by the civil authorities. In addition, in the case of a tenured faculty
member, or tenured member of the administrative or custodial staff
engaging in any manner in conduct prohibited under substantive Rules 1-8
shall be entitled to be treated in accordance w ith applicable provisions of
the Education Law or Civil Service Law.
3. Any visitor, licensee, or invitee, engaging in any manner in conduct
prohibited under substantive Rules 1-8 shall be subject to ejection, and/or
arrested by the civil authorities.
Sanctions Defined:
A. ADMONITION. An oral statement to the offender that he has violated
university rules.
B. WARNING. Notice to the offender, orally or in writing, that
continuation or repetition of the wrongful conduct, w ithin a period of
time stated in the warning, may be cause fo r more severe disciplinary
action.
C. CENSURE. Written reprimand for violation of specified regulation,
including the possibility of more severe disciplinary sanction in the event
of conviction for the violation of any university regulation w ithin a period
stated in the letter of reprimand.
D. DISCIPLINARY PROBATION. Exclusion from participation in priv
ileges or extra-curricular activities as set forth in the notice of disciplinary
probation for a specified period of time.
E. RESTITUTION. Reimbursement fo r damange to or misappropriation
of property. Reimbursement may take the form of appropriate service to
repair or otherwise compensate for damages.
F. SUSPENSION. Exclusion from classes and other privileges or activities
as set forth in the notice of suspension for a definite period of time.
G. EXPULSION. Termination of student status for an indefinite period.
The conditions of readmission, if any is permitted, shall be stated in the
order of expulsion.
H. COMPLAINT TO C IV IL AUTHORITIES.
I. EJECTION.
RESOLVED, That a copy of these rules and regulations be filed with the
Regents of the State of New York and w ith the Commissioner of
Education.
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RESOLVED, That these rules and regulations be incorporated in each
college bulletin.
Adopted by the Board of Higher Education June 23, 1969, Calendar No,
3(b)

STUDENT SERVICES
Located in Room 209 of the Concourse Campus building, the Student
Services division of Hostos Community College offers a fu ll range of
student services, including counseling, student activities, financial aid and
placement, and health services.
Counseling Services
The Counseling Services unit provides a comprehensive, integrated pro
gram of individual and group experiences, including:
• Academic advertisement
• Financial aid counseling
• Personal and social counseling
• Referral services
• New student orientation
The counseling program offers a series of required and elective creditbearing modules, which explore the conceptual foundations underlying the
aforementioned counseling activities.
Complementing the group counseling program are individual counseling
services which assist students in dealing with questions relating to their
academic programs, career choices, and social concerns. The function of
the counselor is to initiate and maintain an on-going relationship with the
student through individual and group counseling sessions.
Student Activities
The student activities unit, in conjunction with the student government
provides a vehicle for the creation, design, and implementation of a
co-curricular activities program which meets the social and personal needs
of students. The program includes a continuation of the socialization
process of the individual, opportunities fo r experiences in good group
interaction, and the development of leaders on the campus and for later
life. Under the guidance of the student activities unit, a wide range of
cultural and social activities are planned and carried out by students.
Financial Aid and Placement
There are four types of assistance — loans, grants, work-study programs,
and scholarships — for which students may qualify at Hostos Community

The Counseling Center
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College. Students may apply for loans, grants, and work-study programs in
the Financial Aid Office, which is located in Room 231 of the Concourse
Campus building. When the Financial Aid Office has received a student's
financial aid application, the student is interviewed by a counselor to
define the exact nature of need, to explore avenues of resolution, and to
assist the student in developing a plan of action to meet his needs.
Low-income and moderate-income students who are able to show satis
factory proof of residence in the South Bronx Model Cities area of at least
six months may apply for scholarships under the Sylvia Chee Memorial
Scholarship Award Program/South Bronx Model Cities. Information about
these scholarships can be obtained in the Office of the Director of the
Sylvia Chee Memorial Scholarship Award Program at Hostos.
Graduates seeking full-tim e employment can obtain information about
career opportunities in the Financial Aid Office. A job-development
program is now being developed at Hostos to supplement the financial aid
program currently available to students.
Health Services
The Health Services unit provides the services of a full-tim e nurse,
part-time physician, and a part-time psychiatrist to meet the personal
health needs of students. Services are available to handle both routine and
emergency needs. The Health Services Office is located in Room 201 of
the Concourse Campus building.

THE COUNSELING CENTER
The Counseling Center offers an integrated program focusing on the
development and growth of the individual student. The major emphasis is
on individual counseling. Multiple-counseling programs (group counseling)
are also utilized to help deal w ith appropriate problems and concerns. The
individual counseling activity includes academic and curriculum advise
ment, vocational and career counseling, financial aid and placement
services, as well as personal and social counseling.
The program also offers modules, seminars, and workshops under its group
programs in the following areas:
1. Selected topics in the socialization of the young adult.
2. Interpersonal relations (a group-centered experience).
3. Techniques and skills fo r effective study habits.
4. Problem-solving and decision-making skills.
5. Orientation and information (an introduction for the new student to
the administrative and organizational demands and process of the College).
All newly enrolled students are required to enroll in the first module, PSY
001 Personality and Society. Module requirements include term papers,
milestone or module tests, and class participation. Personality and Society
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is a first module In a three-credit sequence offered by the behavioral
science area equivalent to a three-credit course in general psychology. (See
Behavioral Sciences.)
In the workshops, enrollment is voluntary, but once a student is enrolled,
his attendance is required. Student logs, term papers, and examinations
may also be required by the individual instructors. (See Student
Services — Counseling.)

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES
The principal goal of the educational media program is to contribute to
the development of the learner's fu ll potential by providing supportive
audio-visual materials and equipment to students. Educational media
services are designed to help the student to learn at his own pace and to
achieve his instructional objectives.
The Educational Media Office is located in Room 114 at the Concourse
Campus building. Services include the following:
Learning Resources Center
Located in Room 108 of th& Concourse Campus building, the Learning
Resources Center is designated to assist the student who wishes to study
independently or pursue individualized instruction. It contains 42 carrels
as well as audio-visual equipment and materials such as audio-tapes, films,
filmstrips, slides, transparencies, and videotapes.
Circulation and Distribution of Equipment and Materials
Upon request by the faculty, equipment and materials are provided by the
educational media staff for student use.
Recording Facilities
Materials are prepared and recorded on reels or audio-cassettes and
videotapes.
Booking and Scheduling of Films
Films are shown when requested by the faculty for student use.
Audio-cassette Duplicating
Audio-cassettes are used to duplicate materials already recorded.
Photographic and Graphic Services
These services are provided to aid in the production of instructional
materials.

Testing Center/Library
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THE TESTING CENTER
In the testing center students can demonstrate achievement in module or
milestone units whenever they feel they are ready. Tests for most modules
and milestones are stored in the Testing Center, which is open daily. When
ready to take a test, the student simply reports to the testing center
(Room 312) and signs in. The completed test is then sent to the instructor
for scoring and credit.

THE LIBRARY
The library is located on the first floor of the Concourse Campus building.
The new quarters are large, bright, and comfortable, w ith enough sapee to
accommodate the considerable student growth expected in the next few
years at Hostos.
Although the present collection of books is small, the materials available
have been carefully selected to meet the curriculum needs and special
interests of the College Community. For example, the Black and Puerto
Rican studies and Spanish language collections are expanding rapidly.
Also, a special collection of works by and about Eugenio Maria de Hostos
has been started. For entertainment and light reading, many popular titles
are available in the paperback collection.
A librarian is always on duty to assist students and faculty with reference
questions about the use of library materials.
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En este catálogo, la información general sobre el Colegio se presenta
en español y en inglés. El currículo acadénnico ha sido insertado en inglés
solamente.
In this catalog, general information about the College is presented in
Spanish and In English. Curricular offerings have been listed in English
only.
Los programas, requisitos, cuotas y derechos de colegiatura establecidos en
este boletín, estarán necesariamente sujetos a cambios sin previo aviso, de
acuerdo al criterio y discreción del Colegio.
The programs, requirements, and tuition and fees set forth in this bulletin
are necessarily subject to change w ithout notice at any time at the
discretion of the College.
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CALENDARIO COLEGIAL
Año académico 1971-72
Lunes 6 de septiembre
Feriado — Día del Trabajo
Martes 7 de septiembre, al viernes 10 de septiembre
Matrículas, orientación, pago de cuotas y/ó derechos de colegiatura ó
matrícula, por la primera mitad del año académico
Lunes 13 de septiembre
Primer día de clases, ciclo I

-

Lunes 20 y martes 21 de septiembre
Feriado — Rosh Hashonah (no habrán clases)
Martes 28 de septiembre
No habrán clases después de las 4 de la tarde - Yom Kippur
Miercoles 29 de septiembre
Feriado —Yom Kippur (no habrán clases)
Lunes 11 de octubre
Feriado — Día de Cristóbal Colón (no habrán clases)
Lunes 25 de octubre
Feriado — Día de los Veteranos (no habrán clases)
Martes 2 de noviembre
Día de elecciones (no habrán clases)
Lunes 8 al viernes 12 de noviembre
Terminación de curso, período de estudio dirigido independiente
Lunes 15 de noviembre
Primer día de clases, ciclo II
Viernes 24 de diciembre al domingo 2 de enero
Receso de invierno (Semana de Navidad y Año Nuevo)
Lunes 10 al viernes 14 de enero
Terminación de curso, período de estudio dirigido independiente; pago de
cuotas y/ó derechos de colegiatura o matrícula, por la segunda mitad del
año académico
Martes 11 de enero
Natalicio de Eugenio María de Mostos (el Colegio estará cerrado)
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Sabado 15 de enero
Feriado - Natalicio de Martin
Humanos (no habrán clases)

Luther

King - Día de los Derechos

Lunes 17 de enero
Primer día de clases, ciclo III
Lunes 21 de febrero
Feriado - Natalicio de George Washington (no habrán clases)
Lunes 6 al viernes 10 de marzo
Terminación de curso, período de estudio dirigido independiente
Lunes 13 de marzo
Primer día de clases, ciclo IV
Jueves 30 de marzo al miercoles 5 de abril
Receso de primavera (Semana de Pascua)
Lunes 8 al viernes 12 de mayo
Terminación de curso, período de estudio dirigido independiente
Este calendario estará sujeto a los cambios y modificaciones que se
consideren necesarios para garantizar la realización de la misión
educacional del Colegio Comunal Eugenio María de Mostos.
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COLEGIO COMUNAL MOSTOS: UN
NUEVO RECURSO EDUCACIONAL
El 22 de enero de 1968, la Junta de Educación Superior de la Ciudad de
Nueva York, aprobó en principio, el establecimiento del octavo colegio
comunal de la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva York (CUNY). El
Colegio Comunal Eugenio María de Mostos, actualmente comenzando su
segundo año académico, está dedicado a servir y llenar las necesidades
educacionales de la comunidad del sur del Bronx. El 29 de septiembre de
1969, la Junta de Educación Superior le impuso el nombre del insigne
educador y prócer puertorriqueño Eugenio María de Mostos al nuevo
colegio, haciendo del mismo el primer colegio en los Estados Unidos
continentales nombrado en honor de un puertorriqueño.
El Colegio Comunal Mostos ofrece una amplia variedad de programas en las
artes, las ciencias y en las ciencias sanitarias. Sus programas de carreras se
especializan en las ciencias sanitarias, un campo en el que hay escasez de
potencial humano y como consecuencia de esto, un incremento en las
oportunidades de carreras. Los estudiantes de los programas de artes,
ciencias y ciencias sanitarias trabajan estrechamente con la facultad,
personal y representantes de la comunidad, en el desarrollo de programas
que interesan personal e individualmente y que contribuyen a un mayor
entendimiento y comprensión de los problemas especiales inherentes al
exclusivo patrimonio cultural de la comunidad del sur del Bronx.
Todos los residentes legítimos de la ciudad de Nueva York graduados de
escuela superior ó su equivalente, son elegibles para inscribirse en el
Colegio Comunal Mostos, el cual, al igual que las demás unidades de
CUNY, exime al estudiante del pago de matrícula ó colegiatura.
El Colegio Comunal Mostos está aprobado como una institución de
enseñanza superior por la Junta de Regentes de la Universidad del Estado
de Nueva York y está autorizado por dicha Junta para otorgar los Grados
Asociados en Artes, Ciencias ó Ciencias Aplicadas, así como los diplomas y
certificados apropiados.
El Colegio es un Candidato Reconocido para Crédito por la Asociación de
Colegios y Escuelas Secundarias de los Estados Intermedios (Nueva York,
Nueva Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware y Maryland). También es miembro
de la Asociación Americana de Colegios Menores ("American Association
of Junior Colleges").

LA TECNICA EDUCATIVA DEL COLEGIO MOSTOS
Ser un estudiante en Mostos es diferente a ser un estudiante en otros
colegios. La técnica educativa de Mostos es distinta a algunos de los rígidos
aspectos tradicionales de aprendizaje colegial. A los estudiantes se les
alienta para que sean aprendices independientes.
Para comenzar, el término de "^aprendiz" es preferible al de "estudiante"
para las personas que asisten a Mostos. El crédito se otorga por aprendizaje.
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por conocimiento y no por haber pasado ó transcurrido un período de
tiempo determinado ante un maestro. Cuando una persona demuestra que
posee la habilidad y conocimientos que componen los objetivos de una
unidad de instrucción, dicha persona recibe el crédito apropiado. El
tiempo no es factor crítico y la actuación ó ritm o de desarrollo de los
demás aprendices no afecta su progreso. Dónde y cuándo el aprendiz
adquiere sus conocimientos no se considera importante. Lo que
verdaderamente cuenta es que demuestre que ha aprendido.
El logro de objetivos define lo que se espera que sea capaz de hacer ó sepa
un estudiante de Mostos, después de completar una unidad de instrucción.
Estos objetivos están a la disposición del estudiante para guiar su
aprendizaje y si ya ha alcanzado los mismos en la escuela ó por otro medio,
obtendrá crédito por ellos previa demostración de su dominio y
conocimientos. En contraste con lo que antecede, en muchos colegios se
espera que el estudiante adivine los objetivos de un curso y que tome
muchos otros, aunque ya sepa ó haya aprendido lo que en ellos se ofrece.
Los maestros en Mostos le informarán de antemano a los aprendices lo que
se espera de ellos y ayudarán a cada individuo para que alcance estos
objetivos tan efectiva y eficientemente como puedan. Los maestros
sugerirán también a los aprendices los diferentes medios factibles para
lograr sus aspiraciones, de acuerdo con las preferencias individuales de
aprendizaje de cada uno. Algunos de los métodos de aprendizaje incluyen
experiencia de trabajo, estudio independiente, películas, cintas
magnetofónicas, asesoría, seminarios y conferencias.
La escala de notas de la " A " a la " F " no se utiliza en Mostos. Solo se
emplea un símbolo para indicar que se ha completado una unidad de
instrucción y otro para señalar progreso continuado. "C R " significa
completado y logro de crédito; " I " significa en progreso. El logro del
símbolo de calificación "C R " no está sujeto al tiempo comprendido en un
semestre ni a ningún otro período de calendario. El aprendiz recibe el
calificativo "C R " siempre que demuestre que ha alcanzado los objetivos de
una unidad mayor de instrucción. No existen calificaciones ó notas de
fracaso.
Las notas son una forma de evaluar a una persona comparándola a otra
sobre una base de medida determinada. Por lo tanto, aquellas personas que
contesten correctamente más preguntas que otras en su grupo son
consideradas hasta cierto punto más inteligentes y se les califica con notas
altas. Asimismo, las personas que no contestan igual número de preguntas
correctamente serán consideradas menos inteligentes. En el sistema de
puntuación de la " A " a la " F " el aprendizaje o logro de objetivos es rara
vez tomado en cuenta. El método de enseñanza ó instrucción en Mostos
descansa en el logro de objetivos. Todos los estudiantes deben de alcanzar
por lo menos el mismo nivel mínimo de logros para recibir crédito por un
curso. Lo único que diferencia a los estudiantes entre sí en estos
propósitos, es el tiempo invertido en el aprendizaje, el grado de esfuerzo
individual y la práctica realizada. Evidentemente, si se tiene interés en
saber cuándo una persona puede ó no hacer algo sin tener en cuenta cuán
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duro trabajó para poder hacerlo, el sistema de crédito relacionado al
progreso es el más apropiado.
Los cursos semestrales no existen en Hostos. En su lugar se utilizan
pequeñas unidades de instrucción llamadas cursillos ("modules"), las
cuales tomarán al estudiante promedio de 7 a 8 semanas para ser
terminadas. Cada cursillo ("m odule"), se compone de varios pasos
("milestones"), los cuales son a su vez unidades de progreso en el
aprendizaje. Cuando una persona cree que ha adquirido los conocimientos
requeridos para demostrar suficiencia y dominio de los logros de objetivos
comprendidos en los pasos ("milestones"), debe de someterse a una prueba
de aptitud para demostrarlo y una vez que haya logrado terminar todos los
pasos ("milestones") comprendidos en un cursillo ("m odule"), recibirá el
crédito correspondiente. Este método de aprendizaje permite al estudiante
avanzar en sus conocimientos de acuerdo a su ritm o individually personal.
De igual forma y manera, puede también alcanzar sus aspiraciones en
cualquier momento dado, ya que no está atado a restricciones de
calendario para la cumplimentación de su trabajo.
En general, el aprendizaje en Hostos está orientado hacia el éxito. El
aprendiz siempre sabe de antemano lo que se espera de él, los profesores le
ayudan a alcanzar la meta deseada y cada cual recibe crédito por lo que
puede hacer cuando puede hacerlo.

PROGRAMAS DE GRADOS ACADEMICOS
El Colegio Comunal Hostos ofrece los programas conducentes a los Grados
Asociados en Artes (A.A.), y en Ciencias (A.S.), los cuales preparan al
estudiante para ser transferido en calidad ó "status" de "ju n io r" a un
colegio regular de cuatro años de estudios, después de haberse graduado en
Hostos, además del Grado Asociado en Ciencias Aplicadas (A.A.S.), que
prepara el estudiante para una carrera especifica.
Los candidatos para el Grado Asociado en Artes (A.A.), estudian las artes
y las ciencias. Esto incluye ciencias de comportamiento ó conducta,
habilidades de comunicación (inglés, matemáticas e idiomas modernos);
estudios culturales (cultura africana ó negra, cultura puertorriqueña, y
artes visuales y de representación); educación ffsica, ciencias naturales y
ciencias sociales.
Los candidatos para el Grado Asociado en Ciencias (A.S.) siguen
programas paralelos a los estudios requeridos para el Grado Asociado en
Artes, pero con mayor concentración en las áreas de matemáticas y
ciencias en que piensan especializarse. No se requiere el estudio de un
idioma extranjero para el Grado Asociado en Ciencias.
Los candidatos para el Grado Asociado en Ciencias Aplicadas (A.A.S.),
siguen programas con concentración en los campos aplicados. Los campos
profesionales en los cuales se ofrecen programas, corrientemente incluyen
enfermería, puericultura,.higiene dental, asistencia dental, tecnología de
laboratorio médico, tecnología radiológica y ciencia médico-secretarial.
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ADMISION AL COLEGIO
El programa de admisión del Colegio es administrado por la Oficina del
Registrador y por los Servicios de Admisión. Las solicitudes concernientes
a las admisiones deberán dirigirse a:
Office of the Registrar and Admission Services
Hostos Community College
of the City University of New York
260 East 161st Street
Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Telephone: (212) 993-8000, ext. 309-15
Las personas que deseen información personalmente, podrán visitar la
Oficina del Registrador de lunes a viernes, entre las horas de 9 de la
mañana a 5 de la tarde. En verano el horario será de 9 de la mañana a 4 de
la tarde. La mencionada oficina se encuentra ubicada en el 475 de Grand
Concourse (esquina a la calle 149), cuarto 236, Bronx, N.Y. 10451. Un
aspirante a admisión podría ser aprobado para participar en uno de los
programas del Colegio, si reúne los requisitos básicos y sigue los
procedimientos de admisión establecidos.
Diploma De Escuela Superior
Para ser admitido en el Colegio se requiere estar en posesión de un diploma
de escuela superior. Un certificado de escuela superior no es un substituto
aceptable para el diploma. El diploma de equivalencia del Estado de Nueva
York y el de Desarrollo de Educación General podrían ser substitutos. El
diploma de escuela superior de las fuerzas armadas tiene que ser convertido
ó cambiado por el de equivalencia del Estado de Nueva York.
Residencia
Un residente de la ciudad de Nueva York que sea adniitido en Hostos
como estudiante matriculado no tendrá que pagar derechos de colegiatura.
Sin embargo, la residencia de un estudiante menor de 21 años se
determinará de acuerdo al domicilio de sus padres ó tutor legal.
Los cargos por matrícula, para no residentes de la ciudad de Nueva York
admitidos al Colegio, se determinan por el lugar ó ubicación domiciliaria, a
excepción de aquellos residentes del Estado de Nueva York admitidos en el
programa de enfermería, los cuales estarán exentos del pago de matrícula.
(Véase cuotas y derechos de matrícula).
La Ley de Educación del Estado de Nueva York (Sección 630, Párrafo 4),
define a un residente del Estado de Nueva York como sigue: "Una persona
que haya residido en el Estado por el período de un año y en el Condado
por lo menos seis meses, ambas cosas deben ser inmediatamente
precedentes a la fecha de inscripción de la persona en un Colegio
Comunal."
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Todas las personas residentes en el Estado que vivan fuera de la ciudad de
Nueva York y piensen inscribirse en el Colegio Comunal Mostos, deberán
procurar los formularios de declaración jurada ("affidavits” ) y de
certificado de residencia en la oficina del Registrador. La declaración
jurada deberá ser cumplimentada por y sometida al oficial del Condado de
residencia. Una vez hecho esto, el certificado de residencia deberá
devolverse a la Oficina del Tesorero del Colegio antes de la inscripción. La
validez de un certificado de residencia expira al año de su expedición. Los
residentes del Estado, que vivan fuera de la ciudad de Nueva York y fallen
en someter un certificado de residencia válido, tendrán que atenerse al
pago de matrícula completa de acuerdo a las tarifas establecidas para los
no residentes.
Salud
Todos los estudiantes, no importa cuál sea su estado, deberán someter
como parte de sus solicitudes, un informe de exámen médico en el
formulario provisto para este fin por el Colegio. En adición a lo que
antecede, los estudiantes admitidos en los programas de ciencias sanitarias,
tendrán que someter evidencia de exámenes médicos adicionales, antes de
ser elegibles para participar en los entrenamientos de aspectos clínicos de
sus programas respectivos. Estos estudiantes deberán acudir a la oficina del
médico del Colegio (cuarto 201), inmediatamente después de haber
recibido notificación de las fechas de sus inscripciones, de manera que
puedan recibir información específica relacionada con los requisitos
médicos adicionales.

OBJETIVO DEL COLEGIO Y COMO AFECTA ESTE
LAS NORMAS DE ADMISION
La Junta de Educación Superior de la Ciudad de Nueva York, asignó al
Colegio Comunal Mostos la tarea especial de proveer servicios directos a la
comunidad del Sur del Bronx, mediante la viabilidad de poder ofrecer
oportunidades educacionales únicas en el área de cuidado de la salud ó
salubridad. En concordancia con esta encomienda, las normas de admisión
del Colegio han sido designadas para evaluar lo mejor posible el potencial
de los adultos desempleados y subdesempleados, particularmente a
aquellos empleados an las áreas ó campos de salubridad, (debido a la
orientación del Colegio, enfocada hacia las ciencias sanitarias), así como a
estudiantes recién graduados de escuela superior cuyos expedientes no
reúnan los cánones tradicionales de admisión. Por lo tanto, la admisión a
Mostos se basa no solamente en el aprovechamiento obtenido en la escuela
superior, si no también en lo siguiente:
1 — Servir a los estudiantes actuales de escuela superior, a los
recientemente graduados y a los que obtuvieron su diploma con antelación
a estos últimos, enfatizando especialmente en aquellos que formen parte
de la comunidad del sur del BVonx.
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2 — Entrenar personal en las profesiones sanitarias y ascender en sus grados
actuales a aquellos que ya están empleados en estos campos y menesteres,
mediante la preparación adecuada.
3 — Proveer programas de grados académicos así como una amplia variedad
de programas educacionales a corto plazo, especialmente para las personas
de la comunidad del sur del Bronx.
4 - Hacer reclutamiento intensivo entre estudiantes de escuela superior del
sur del Bronx y entre los grupos desventajados de la ciudad.
5 — Establecer programas de larga duración en conjunción con las escuelas
de la localidad y organizaciones comunales que estimulen y ayuden a los
estudiantes a solicitar admisión para asistir a un colegio.

PROCEDIMIENTOS PARA SOLICITAR ADMISION
Forma de obtener una solicitud
Los tres formularios de solicitud actualmente en uso en la Universidad de
la Ciudad de Nueva York (CUNY), se describen como sigue:
1 - El formulario regular de solicitud permite a los estudiantes pedir
inscripción en tantos como seis programas colegiales regulares en un solo
formato. Aunque los programas se desarrollen en unidades diferentes de la
Universidad, solo será necesario someter una petición.
2 - El formulario de petición para programas especiales se designó para ser
usado por aquellos estudiantes que busquen ser admitidos en la
Universidad ó a través de SEEK ó el Programa de Decubrimiento de
Colegios. El Colegio Comunal Hostos tiene un programa de SEEK, de
todas maneras, la admisión a través del Programa de Descubrimiento se
ofrece solo a un número limitado de estudiantes. Se debe de tener en
cuenta que aquellos que no hayan podido ser acomodados en estos
programas pero que reúnan los requisitos para admisión exigidos por
CUNY, serán automáticamente admitidos a un colegio comunal ó a un
programa de colegio regular.
3 — El formulario de solicitud para estudiantes extranjeros se designó para
ser usado por todos aquellos estudiantes que hayan completado más de un
año de educación secundaria fuera de los Estados Unidos. Los solicitantes
deberán someter con sus peticiones una copia fotostática notarizada de sus
credenciales. Si los expedientes de escuela secundaria fueren en otro
idioma que no sea el inglés, se requerirá una traducción notarizada.
El prospectivo solicitante deberá proveerse un formulario de petición bien
sea a través de la escuela superior donde curse estudios ó a través de:
The Office of Admission Services
The City University of New York
875 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10001
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En adición a esto, la Oficina del Registrador y la de Servicios de
Admisiones mantienen un abastecimiento limitado de los tres tipos de
formularios de solicitud.
Donde solicitar
Los siguientes solicitantes deberán cumplimentar bien sean los formularios
especiales ó regulares de petición para ingreso y devolverlo directamente:
The University Application Processing Center
Box 148
Vanderveer Station
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210
1 — Estudiantes que actualmente asistan a la escuela superior y deseen ser
admitidos como estudiantes matriculados (“ lower freshmen") en Mostos.
El solicitante deberá haber completado por lo menos el undécimo año de
escuela superior.
2 — Estudiantes que hayan obtenido un diploma de equivalencia y pasado
el examen general de desarrollo de educación.
3 — Estudiantes que se hayan graduado de escuela superior y que nunca
hayan asistido a una institución de enseñanza universitaria.
4 — Estudiantes que hayan obtenido no más de un año de escuela
secundaria fuera de los Estados Unidos.
Los siguientes solicitantes deberán someter sus peticiones directamente al
Colegio Comunal Mostos:
1 — Estudiantes que se hayan graduado de escuela superior y hayan
asisitido a una institución de enseñanza universitaria. El estudiante que
hayan asistido previamente a otro colegio, universidad, escuela de enfer
mería ó escuela profesional, deberá notificar este hecho en su solicitud y
hacer que la institución correspondiente someta una transcripción oficial,
incluyéndose en la misma una certificación oficial de las circumstancias
por las que se dio de baja el estudiante, directamente a la Oficina del
Registrador y al Servido de Admisiones. Aunque la asistencia a los
antedichos centros de enseñanza hubiese sido por un corto período de
tiempo y no se hubiesen registrado notas ó calificaciones, se requiere un
certificado honorable de baja. (Véase Admisiones de Estudiantes con
créditos Universitarios Aprobados).
2 — Los estudiantes titulares de un diploma de equivalencia general
(G.E.D.) cuando soliciten admisión, sus peticiones serán consideradas
sobre bases individiduales.
Cuotas de Solicitud
Todas las solicitudes deberán acompañarse de un cheque ó giro por la
cantidad de $10.00 pagaderos a la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva
York.
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Fechas Limites para Solicitud
Todas las solicitudes deben de estar sometidas para las siguientes fechas:
Solicitudes de estudiantes para ser admitidos al primer año, aún cursando
la escuela superior (Estudiantes con estudios cursados en el extranjero
inclusive), para el medio año académico de otoño, la fecha límite será el 15
de enero y para el medio año académico de primavera, el 15 de octubre.
Solicitudes de estudiantes con créditos universitarios aprobados.
(Estudiantes que desean ser transferidos). Para el medio año académico
total, la fecha lím ite será el 15 de marzo, y para el medio año académico
de primavera, el 15 de noviembre.
Todas las solicitudes sometidas tardíamente recibirán consideración
siempre y cuando el tiempo y la viabilidad de los programas específicos lo
permitan.
Fechas de notificación
Los solicitantes de admisión para el otoño serán notificados a mediados de
abril y los de primavera a mediados de diciembre. Las solicitudes sometidas
tardíamente recibirán contestación relacionada con la acción a tomarse tan
pronto como sea factible.

SOLICITUDES DE ESTUDIANTES CON CREDITOS
UNIVERSITARIOS APROBADOS
Un estudiante con créditos universitarios aprobados que pretenda ser
admitido, deberá someter su expediente para que el mismo sea evaluado
por el Colegio para que se pueda determinar su estado ó "status" de
matriculación y los requisitos pendientes para la obtención del grado. Esta
evaluación se hará solamente cuando el estudiante haya sido admitido y
haya indicado su deseo de asistir a Mostos. El Colegio ofrece créditos a
aquellos estudiantes transferidos por aquellos cursos completados en otros
colegios y universidades que sean comparables con los que se ofrecen en
Mostos, siempre y cuando que las notas obtenidas sean satisfactorias.
Generalmente el estudiante recibirá un máximo de 30 créditos. En algunos
casos el estudiante podría ser eximido de requisitos o pre-requisitos para
obtener el grado en Mostos (sin créditos colegiales), basado en curso
universitarios terminados en otros lugares. Para beneficio de cada
estudiante admitido en Mostos, es preferible ser situado en el nivel de
desarrollo que mejor le cuadre. Se proveerá consejo y asesoramiento a
través de los directores de programas en cada área, para determinar el
punto preciso donde el estudiante debería entrar al programa. Los
estudiantes que posean créditos universitarios aprobados y que hayan sido
admitidos al programa, podrán tomar solamente el número total de
créditos, más cuatro adicionales, requeridos para su grado sin pagar
matrícula.

Cuotas Y Derechos De Ensenanza
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CUOTAS Y DERECHOS DE ENSENANZA
Las siguientes cuotas de estudiante y matrículas han sido establecidos en
las pautas desarrolladas por la Junta de Educación Superior.
Todas las cuotas de estudiante y de matrículas enunciadas en este catálogo
y en cualquier material expedido por el Colegio Comunal Mostos están
sujetas a cambios por la Junta de Educación Superior sin previo aviso.
Se requiere que cuando sea necesario, todos los estudiantes se presenten
para el pago de cuota y matrículas dos veces al año. La cuota consolidada
usualmente se recoge en septiembre para la sesión de otoño y en enero
para sesión de primavera. Los estudiantes que elijan asistir a la sesión de
verano estarán obligados a pagar una cuota consolidada, usualmente
recogida a finales de mayo o a principios de junio. Todos los estudiantes
deberán presentarse para el pago de cuotas, aunque dichas cuotas estén
subvencionadas o cubiertas por ayuda económica.
El estudiante que no haya pagado la totalidad de las cuotas y derechos de
colegiatura para fas fechas indicadas, no será admitido en clases.
Cuotas
1 — Cuota consolidada consiste de lo siguiente:
Cuota Colegial General
Asociación del Colegio Comunal Mostos

$20.00
$20.00
$50.00

La cuota consolidada no es de carácter devolutivo y debe ser pagada por
todos los estudiantes dos veces al año, durante los meses de septiembre y
febrero para cubrir los gastos de laboratorio, biblioteca, inscripción, y
desembolso de tesorería, actividades de estudiantes, seguros de accidentes,
servicios especiales de salud y de convocatorias.
2 — Cuotas especiales
a Cuota de solicitud de ingreso (irrestituible). Todos los solicitantes de
admisión deberán pagar la cantidad de $ 1 0 . 0 0 ai someter sus peticiones.
b Cuotas de transcripción (Recibo duplicado del Tesorero). La cantidad
de $ 2 . 0 0 por cada transcripción deberá ser abonada por cada transcripción
enviada a las unidades de las Universidades de la Ciudad y del Estado.
c Duplicados de tarjetas de identidad:
Los estudiantes están obligados a llevar consigo en todo momento sus
tarjetas de identificación. La Oficina del Registrador cargará la cantidad de
$ 2 . 0 0 por expedir un duplicado de estas tarjetas.
d Cargos misceláneos:
Además de los gastos anteriormente enunciados, existen otros estipendios
establecidos para deudas morosas por libros, reemplazo de llaves y
cerraduras, y por la reparación ó reemplazo de cualquier equipo del
Colegio estropeado ó perdido.
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Otros gastos
Exceptuando los gastos de inscripción y matrícula, los desembolsos
monetarios de un estudiante se limitan generalmente a la compra de libros
y material escolar, calculándose que la cantidad invertida usualmente en
estas necesidades no asciende a más de $250.00 anuales.
Gastos de programas especiales:
A los estudiantes inscritos en ciertos programas, se les requerirá la compra
de ciertos equipos especiales y materials. La relación siquiente es un
cálculo aproximado de lo que se requerirá en los programas de ciencias:

Uniformes
Zapatos

Enfermería

Asistente e
Higienista
Dental

$32.00 (2)

$64.00 (2)

15.00

Batas de
laboratorio

Tecnologia
Radiológica
$34.00 (2)

15.00

15.00

13.00

Marbetes, parches,
gorras, tijeras
1 0 .0 0

25.00

6.00

2.00

Marcadores de
radiografías

3.00
.75

Cuaderno
Regla de
cálculo

5.00

Seguro contra
práctica profesional
errónea
1 0 .0 0
TOTALES

Tecnologia
de Laboratorio
Medico

$67.00

10.00
$94.00

$68.75

$30.00

Colegiatura
Estudiantes regulares matículados (12 créditos)
1 — Los estudiantes con residencia legítima en la ciudad de Nueva York
estarán extentos de pagar matrícula en tantos como hasta 3 créditos sobre
los requeridos para el grado, excepto en los casos siguientes:
a El estudiante que haya recibido un grado asociado de cualquier colegio
de la Universidad de la Ciudad, exento de matrícula total ó parcialmente —
$275.00 (12 ó más créditos por medio año)
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b El estudiante que haya comenzado a trabajar hacia la obtención de un
grado asociado y haya cambiado sus objetivos académicos más de una
vez —
$275.00 (12 ó más créditos por medio año)
Si el primer cambio de objetivos académicos fuese resultado de las pautas
indicadas en los procedimientos de asesoramiento del Colegio, se le
permitirá al estudiante tomar los créditos restantes requeridos para la
obtención del nuevo grado, exento del pago de matrícula.
o El estudiante que exceda por más de 3 créditos el número requerido
para la obtención del grado —
$20.00 por crédito para aquellos que se excedan de 3 sobre los que se requieren.

2 — No residentes de la ciudad de Nueva York:
a Residentes del Estado de Nueva York con certificado de residencia —
$20.00 por crédito (máximo, $275.00 por el medio año)
b Sin certificado de residencia —
$40.00 por crédito (máximo, $450.00 por el medio año)
c No residentes del Estado de Nueva York —
$40.00 por crédito (máximo, $450.00 por el medio año)
Política de reembolsos
Si un estudiante desea retirarse ó darse de baja en el cursillo ("m odule"), el
reembolso que se le conceda, se basará en la fecha de sometimiento del
formulario de petición de baja en la oficina del Registrador y no en la
fecha en que asistió por última vez a clase. Nunguna de las porciones de las
cuotas consolidadas, especiales ó de multas es reembolsable, excepto
cuando la inscripción del estudiante es alterada ó cancelada por
conveniencia del Colegio. El reembolso de las colegiaturas desechadas por
un estudiante se harán de acuerdo al siguiente esquema:
Baja antes de la fecha establecida para el comienzo de la sesión

100%

Baja durante la primera semana siguiente a la fecha de comienzo
de la sesión
-

75%

Baja durante la segunda semana siguiente a la fecha de comienzo
de la sesión

50%

Baja durante la tercera semana siguiente a la fecha de comienzo
de la sesión
25%
Baja después de haber finalizado la tercera semana de la sesión
ningún reembolso
Reembolso por enlistamiento m ilitar
Los siguientes principios rigen los reembolsos a los estudiantes que se den
de baja por enlistamiento en el servicio m ilitar:
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1 — El estado castrense deberá demostrarse mediante la presentación de
una copia de la carta de llamada a filas ó de las órdenes militares.
2 — Para obtener un crédito, el estudiante deberá haber completado el
80% de un cursillo ("m odule"). Ningún reembolso se concederá al
estudiante que haya recibido crédito.
3 — En los casos en que los estudiantes enlistados en el servicio m ilitar no
asistan a clase el tiempo suficiente como para obtener crédito, pero
continúen asistiendo hasta por dos semanas estando en servicio activo,
recibirán reembolso de matrícula y de todas las cuotas a excepción de la
cuota de solicitud de admisión, de acuerdo con las pautas establecidas en el
mencionado esquema de reembolsos.
4 — Cuando los estudiantes, que han sido llamados
armadas, no hayan esistido a clases por el tiempo
haber podido obtener crédito, se hará un reembolso
la matrícula y cuotas en general, a excepción de la
ingreso.

a filas por las fuerzas
suficiente como para
del cien por ciento en
cuota de solicitud de

REGISTROS O EXPEDIENTES
La Oficina del Registrador y Servicios de Admisión es la depositaría de los
expedientes académicos de los estudiantes. El personal de la Oficina del
Registrador le proveerá información relacionada con sus registros y referirá
a los estudiantes que deseen información adicional a los oficiales colegiales
apropiados.
A continuación se ofrece una relación de los asuntos pertenecientes a los
expedientes de los estudiantes y de los servicios facilitados a estos últimos,
a la facultad y al personal del Colegio por la Oficina del Registrador:
Numero y tarjeta de identificación del estudiante
Cuando un estudiante somete su solicitud inicial para asistir a Mostos se le
pide que suministre su número de seguro social. Dicho número se convierte
en el número de identificación del estudiante. El propósito de esto es
evitar arrores al archivar documentos y ayudar al Colegio en la utilización
de sus facilidades de procesamiento de información ó datos, así como en
los programas de mantenimiento y custodia de los expedientes
estudiantiles. La inserción en el banco de datos informativos se hace por
identificación numérica del estudiante. El uso del número de seguro social
elimina la necesidad de asignar otro número
Transcripciones y declaraciones certificadas
Para obtener una transcripción hay que cumplimentar el formulario
correspondiente obtenbile en la Oficina del Registrador. Hay un cargo de
$2.00 por cada transcripción solicitada. No obstante, las transcripciones
para ser enviadas a otro colegio de las Universidades de la Ciudad ó del
Estado de Nueva York serán remitidas libre de cargo.
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Las transcripciones nunca se envían automáticamente. Si las mismas fueren
requeridas por razones de transferencia ó empleo, deberá de ser
especificado así. Esto se hace para salvaguardar la privacidad de los
expedientes oficiales de los estudiantes y evitar indiscreciones.
Certificaciones requeridas con fines de demostrar asistencia al Colegio
actual ó pasado, podrán ser solicitadas mediante el sometimiento de los
formularios al respecto, disponibles en la Oficina del Registrador.
Cambios de nombre y/o de dirección
Cualquier cambio de nombre ó de dirección deberá de ser notificado al
Colegio en el formulario correspondiente disponible en la Oficina del
Registrador. En los casos de cambio de nombres por virtud de matrimonio,
se deberá notificar el cambio e' indicar si se desea retener el apellido de
soltera en todos los documentos colegiales. En los casos de cambio de
nombres por decreto judicial, habrá que producir prueba de la orden del
tribunal al notificar el cambio. El documento ofrecido como prueba en
estos casos será remitido al estudiante nuevamente.
Asuntos de Veteranos
Todos los estudiantes que proyecten recibir beneficios educacionales bajo
las provisiones de la Ley de Veteranos (“ Gl B ill"), deberán personarse a las
oficinas administrativas de dicha entidad, ubicadas en número 252 de la
Séptima Avenida, Neuva York, N.Y., antes de inscribirse, para poder
obtener un "certificado de eligibilidad." El veterano deberá entonces
presentarse a la Oficina del Registrador. Es necesario que todos los
veteranos asistiendo a Mostos se presenten en la Oficina del Registrador
sucesivamente en cada sesión (septiembre, enero y junio), para firmar los
formularios ("V A Form 21 E 1999") de la Administración de Veteranos.
Estudiantes extranjeros
Los extranjeros que posean visas de estudiantes y que se inscriban por
primera vez en el Colegio Comunal Mostos, deberán presentarse en la
Oficina del Registrador antes de matricularse, para firmar el formulario

1-20.

SOLICITUDES DE PERMISO PARA ASISTIR A OTRO
COLEGIO
El estudiante es responsable de procurarse a sí mismo un catálogo
informativo del colegio prospectivo y de reunir los requisitos que éste
exigiese para poder formar parte de su estudiantado. Además, el estudiante
deberá presentarse en la Oficina del Registrador para hacer los arreglos
correspondientes a la obtención del permiso para asistir a otro colegio. El
propósito de esto es asegurarse de que el estudiante recibirá crédito hacia
su grado en Mostos. Los permisos concedidos a los estudiantes para asistir a
otras unidades de la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva York, conlleva el
relevo de pago adicional de coligiatura y cuota consolidada.
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COMO TRANSFERIRSE A OTRO COLEGIO
El estudiante, que haya decidido solicitar para ser transferido a otro
colegio, deberá ponerse en contacto con esa institución y cumplir con los
requisitos de admisión establecidos por su administración. Deberá también
hacer los arreglos necesarios para que una transcripción oficial de Mostos
sea enviada respaldando su solicitud de admisión. Todas las cuestiones
concernientes a información específica, deberán ser dirigidas a la Oficina
de Admisión del centro de enseñanza donde el estudiante busca ser
admitido. El estudiante de Mostos que proyecte un transferimiento,
debería de buscar la forma de ver a su consejero colegial con el propósito
de discutir la conveniencia del cambio antes de tomar una decisión
definitiva. Es necesario para todos los estudiantes de Mostos en trámite de
cambio, (a excepción de aquellos que se transfieran después de graduarse),
hacer los arreglos necesarios para obtener licencia de ausencia.

SOLICITUD PARA AUSENTARSE CON LICENCIA
Cualquier estudiante que decida (previa consulta con su consejero) hacer
los trámites necesarios para obtener una licencia de ausencia de Mostos,
deberá someter la solicitud apropiada al respecto. Los propósitos
primordiales perseguidos con esto son; esclarecer el expediente del
estudiante y facilitarle el regreso al Colegio con comodidad relativa.
Además, de esta manera, se podrán especificar con claridad los términos
relacionados con futuras matriculaciones del estudiante, y ayuda
económica cuando fuere aplicable. Los formularios necesarios a este fin , se
encuentran disponibles en la Oficina del Registrador.

READMISION
Un estudiante al que se le haya concedido licencia de ausencia y que desee
regresar a matricularse en Mostos, deberá informar al Registrador por lo
menos un mes antes del comienzo de las clases de una sesión determinada
del Colegio.

REINTEGRACION
Un estudiante que haya perdido su colegiatura y desee recuperar su estado
de estudiante matriculado, después de haber cumplido con las condiciones
especificadas en el momento de su destitución, deberá ponerse en contacto
con el Registrador por lo menos un mes antes del comienzo de las clases en
una sesión determinada del Colegio.

CAMBIO DE CURSO
La oportunidad para todos los Estudiantes del Colegio Comunal Mostos de
combiar de carrera ó de objetivos educacionales ha sido provista. Los
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estudiantes que deseen cambiar su área curricular, deberán presentarse en
la Oficina del Registrador para insertar sus nombres en la lista de espera del
programa en el cual desean inscribirse. Se le dará prioridad a los
estudiantes que ya estén matriculados en Mostos. A medida que vayan
surgiendo las vacantes, los estudiantes elegibles recibirán información de la
Oficina del Registrador.

SOLICITUD PARA GRADUACION
Por lo menos seis meses antes de la fecha de graduación, el estudiante
deberá someter una solicitud para tal fin. Esto proveerá el tiempo que la
Oficina del Registrador necesita para revisar el expediente del estudiante
intensivamente y garantizar de esa manera su graduación.

INDICE ACADEMICO
Las siguientes pautas fueron aprobadas por el Consejo Colegial en
diciembre de 1970:
A todos los estudiantes inscritos en el Colegio como estudiantes regulares
se les requiere completar:
1 — Por lo menos nueve créditos durante la primera mitad del año
académico que asistan al Colegio. No más de uno de los nueve créditos
requeridos serán en educación física y no más de un crédito podría ser en
ofertas de servicios de estudiantes.
2 — Por lo menos dieciocho créditos durante el primer año académico
completo de asistencia. No más de dos créditos serán en educación física y
no más de dos en ofertas de servicios de estudiantes.
3 — Por lo menos doce créditos durante el tercer medio año de asistencia y
doce créditos adicionales cada medio año sucesivo, hasta que los requisitos
para un grado asociado hayan sido completados.
El estudiante que necesite menos de doce créditos para completar los
requisitos de un grado asociado, solo necesitará obtener ese número de
créditos durante su últim o medio año de asistencia como un estudiante
regular.
Los programas del Colegio están delineados para completarse en dos años.
De todas maneras, el reglamento permite al estudiante tomarse hasta tres
años de estudios regulares ("fu ll time study") para finalizar un programa
de grado asociado. Naturalmente, es factible que un estudiante cumpla con
los requisitos de cualquier programa en menos de dos años.
Algunos de los programas de salud, como el de tecnología radiológica,
podrían tomar menos tiempo debido a los requisitos del reglamento de
licencias (ó permiso para ejercer) estatal.
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Probatoria
Cada estudiante es responsable de su índice académico. El estudiante que
crea que está en peligro de retrasarse en su progreso académico deberá
entrevistarse con su consejero para recibir ayuda.
Suspension
El estado de probatoria será revisado al final de cada medio año
académico. Cada estudiante suspendido será notificado dentro del mes
siguiente al final del medio año académico.
El estudiante que reciba notificación de suspensión, deberá reunirse con su
consejero para desarrollar planes que le permitan eliminar el déficit y para
determinar si debería considerar otras oportunidades educacionales. Un
estudiante suspendido podrá eliminar el déficit de créditos asistiendo a
clases como estudiante de tiempo parcial pagando matrícula en Mostos, ó
en cualquier otra institución reconocida de educación superior.
Reinstalación
El estudiante suspendido y privado de su estado de estudiante regular
("fu ll time student"), podrá solicitar ser reinstalado tan pronto como haya
completado su déficit de créditos.

INFORME RELATIVO AL ORDEN PUBLICO
Normas de la Universidad de la Ciudad de Nueva York concernientes a la
conducta y decoro de los estudiantes.
SE RESUELVE, que la Junta de Educación Superior en cumplimiento con
el capítulo 191 de las Leyes de 1969, por la presente adoptará las siguientes
reglas y reglamentos para el mantenimiento del orden público en los
campos colegiales y en todas aquellas propiedades utilizadas con
propósitos educacionales.
Reglas y Reglamientos para el Mantenimiento del Orden Publico Según el
Articulo 129 A de la Ley de Educación.
La tradición de la universidad como santuario de libertad académica y
fuente de discusión informada, es una tradición venerada y debe de ser
guardada celosamente. El significado básico de ese santuario yace en la
protección de las libertades intelectuales a saber: los derechos de los
profesores a enseñar, de los escalares comprometerse a la adquisición de
conocimientos, de los estudiantes aprender y expresar sus ideas libres de
presiones externas ó interferencias. Estas libertades pueden florecer
únicamente en una atmósfera de respeto mutuo, civismo y confianza entre
profesores y alumnos solamente cuando los miembros de la comunidad
universitaria están dispuestos a aceptar el autocontrol y reciprocidad como
la condición sobre la cual comparten autonomía intelectual.
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La libertad académica y el santuario del campus universitario se extiende a
todos los que comparten estos propósitos y responsabilidades. Estos
conceptos no pueden ser invocados por aquellos que subordinarían la
libertad intelectual a fines políticos ó que violarían las normas de conducta
establecidas para proteger esa libertad. Ante tales ofensores, la universidad
tiene el derecho y ciertamente la obligación de defenderse a sí misma.
Nosotros, por consecuencia, anunciamos las siguientes reglas y reglamentos
para estar en vigor en cada uno de nuestros colegios que vayan a ser regidos
de acuerdo con los requisitos provistos en los Estatutos de la Junta de
Educación Superior.
Con respecto a la observación de estas reglas, hacemos notar que los
Estatutos de la Junta de Educación Superior proveen que:
EL PRESIDENTE: El Presidente, con respecto a su unidad educacional:
"a. Tendrá la responsabilidad de conservar y enaltecer los niveles
educacionales del colegio y escuelas bajo su jurisdicción.
"b. Será consejero y agente ejecutivo de la Junta y del Comité-Colegial de
su colegio respectivo y como tal tendrá supervisión inmediata con plenos
poderes de discreción para poner en vigor los estatutos, resoluciones y
pautas de la Junta; las resoluciones legales de cualquiera de sus comités y
las normas, programas y resoluciones legales de sus varias facultades.
"c. Ejercerá superintendencia general sobre los incumbentes, oficiales,
empleados y estudiantes de su unidad educacional."
I Reglas
1. Un miembro de la comunidad académica no obstruirá intencionalmente
y/ó tratara de prevenir por la fuerza que otros ejerzan sus derechos.
Tampoco interferirá en el proceso educacional de la institución o sus
facilidades, o con aquellos que deseen aprovecharse de cualquiera de los
servicios de instrucción, personal, administración, recreación y comunidad.
2. Los individuos estarán sujetos a responsabilidades por incumplimiento
de las directrices legales expedidas por representantes legales de la
Universidad o colegio actuando en sus capacidades oficiales. Se requiere a
los miembros de la comunidad académica que muestren sus credenciales de
identificación cuando así se los requiera un oficial del colegio.
3. Ocupación desautorizada de las facilidades de la Universidad o colegio o
la obstrucción de acceso a esas áreas está prohibida. Se debe de obtener un
permiso de las autoridades colegiales apropiadas, para remoción,
relocalización y uso del equipo y/o materiales de la Universidad o colegio.
4. El robo de o daño a los predios y propiedad de la Universidad o colegio;
o robo de o daño a la propiedad de cualquier persona en los predios de la
Universidad o colegio está prohibido.
5. Cada miembro de la comunidad colegial o un invitado, tiene derecho a
sostener su posición sin temer^ abuso físico o verbal de otros respaldando
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puntos de vista conflictivos. Los miembros de la comunidad colegial no
usarán lenguaje ni tomarán acciones que provoquen, o inciten a la violencia
física por demostradores; por aquellos en su contra o por expectadores.
6.

Se tomará acción contra cualquiera y todas las personas que no tengan
ninguna razón legítima para estar en cualquier campus dentro de la
Universidad o colegio; o cuyas presencias en cualquiera de dichos campus
obstruyan y/ó forzosamente impidan o interfieran con las facilidades y
proceso educacional ó con los derechos de aquellos que deseen
aprovecharse de cualquiera de los servcios de instrucción, personal,
administración, recreación y comunidad de la institución.
í
7. La conducta indecente y desordenada dentro de los predios poseidos ó
controlados por la Universidad ó colegio, está prohibida.
8.

Ningún individuo podrá tener en su posesión ningún rifle, revólver ó
arma de fuego de ninguna índole, así como ningún otro instrumento ó
material que pueda ser utilizado para infligir daño físico a un edificio ó
terreno de la Universidad ó colegio, sin la autorización escrita de dicha
institución educacional. Tampoco podrá ningún individuo tener en su
posesión ningún otro instrumento ó material que pueda ser utilizado y esté
dedicado a infligir daño físico a un edificio ó terreno de la Universidad ó
colegio.
II. Penalidades
1. Cualquier estudiante comprometido en alguna manera en conducta
prohibida por las reglas enunciadas en el apartado precedente bajo la
numeración del 1 al 8 , estará sujeto a las sanciones definidas en el apéndice
adjunto siguiente: admonición, aviso, censura, probatoria disciplinaria,
restitución, suspensión, expulsión, lanzamiento y/ó arresto por las
autoridades civiles.
2. Cualquier miembro de la facultad en propiedad ó sin ella, ó miembros
del cuerpo administrativo ó de conserjería comprometido de alguna
manera en conducta prohibida por las reglas enunciadas anteriormente
bajo la numeración del 1 al 8 , estará sujeto a las siguientes penalidades:
aviso, censura, restitución, multa no mayor de las permitidas por ley ó por
los Estatutos de la Junta de Educación Superior; ó suspensión con ó sin
paga, pendiente de una vista ante una autoridad colegial autorizada;
distitución después de la vista y/ó arresto por las autoridades civiles.
Además, en el caso de ufi miembro^n propiedad de la facultad, ó miembro
en propiedad del cuerpo administrativo ó de consejería, comprometido de
alguna manera en conducta prohibida por los enunciados con anterioridad
enumerados del 1 al 8 , será tratado de acuerdo con las provisiones aplicable
de la Ley de Educación ó de la Ley de Servicio Civil.
3. Cualquier visitante, licenciado ó invitado comprometido en alguna
manera en conducta prohibida por los enunciados referidos en el párrafo
precedente, estará sujeto a lanzamiento y/ó arresto por las autoridades
civiles.
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Definición de Sanciones
A. ADMONICION: Exposición oral al ofensor indicando que ha violado
las reglas de la Universidad.
B. AVISO: Notificación oral ó escrita al ofensor indicándole que la
continuación ó repetición de conducta errónea dentro del período de
tiempo establecido en el aviso, será la causa de acción disciplinaria más
severa.
C. CENSURA: Reprimenda escrita por la violación de reglas específicas,
incluyendo la posibilidad de sanción disciplinaria más severa en el evento
de convicción por la violación de cualquier norma de la Universidad,
dentro del período de tiempo establecido en la carta de reprimenda.
D. PROBATORIA DISCIPLINARIA: Exclusión de participación en los
privilegios ó actividades extracurriculares, según se establezca en la
notificación de probatoria disciplinaria, por un período específico de
tiempo.
E. RESTITUCION: Reembolso por daños a ó apropiación inadecuada de
propiedad. El reembolso podrá hacerse en la forma de servicos apropiados
para reparación ó de compensación económica por daño.
F. SUSPENSION: Exclusión de clases y otros privilegios ó actividades,
según se provea en la notificación de suspención, por un período definido
de tiempo.
G. EXPULSION: Terminación del status de estudiante por un período
indefinido de tiempo. Las condiciones de readmisión, si alguna fuese
permitida, serán especificadas en la orden de expulsión.
H. QUEJA A LAS AUTORIDADES CIVILES
I. LANZAMIENTO
SE REVUELVE, que una copia de estas normas y reglamento sea sometida
a los Regentes del Estado de Nueva York y al Comisionado de Educación.
SE RESUELVE, que estas normas y reglamento se incorporen en cada
boletín del Colegio.
Adoptado por la Junta de Educación Superior el 23 de junio de 1969,
calendario número 3 (b).

SERVICIOS AL ESTUDIANTE
La divisón de Servicios al Estudiante del Colegio Comunal Mostos,
localizada en el 209 del edificio del campus, ofrece al estudiante servicios
de consejos, actividades estudiantiles, ayuda financiera y de ubicación, y
servicios de salud.
Servicios de Consejeros o Asesores
La unidad de servcios de asesoramiento provee un comprensivo programa
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integrado de experiencias individuales y de grupo que comprenden de:
• Asesoramiento académico
• Asesoramiento de ayuda económica
• Asesoramiento personal y social
• Servicios de referimiento
• Orientación para estudiantes nuevos
Los servicios de asesoramiento individual complementan el programa de
asesoramiento de grupo, dando asistencia a los estudiantes en cuestiones
relacionadas con sus programaciones académicas, elección de carreras e
intereses sociales. La función del consejero es la de iniciar y mantener
activa la relación con el estudiante a través de sesiones individuales y de
grupo.
Actividades estudiantiles
La unidad de actividades estudiantiles, en conjunción con el gobierno de
estudiantes, provee un vehículo para la creación, diseño e implementación
de un programa de actividades co-curriculares, que llena las necesidaes
sociales y personales de los estudiantes. El programa incluye una
continuación del proceso de socialización del individuo, oportunidades
para experiencias en acción de grupos y desarrollo de líderes. Bajo la tutela
y derectrices de la unidad de servicios estudiantiles, una gran variedad de
actividades'culturales y sociales han sido planificadas y llevadas a cabo por
los estudiantes.
Ayuda Financiera y de ubicación
Hay cuatro tipos de ayuda: préstamos, donaciones, programas de trabajo y
estudios y becas, para las cuales los estudiantes pueden cualificar en el
Colegio Hostos. Los estudiantes podrán solicitar cualquiera de estos cuatro
tipos de ayuda financiera en la oficina del mismo nombre ubicada en el
cuarto 231 del edificio del campus. Cuando la Oficina recibe una solicitud,
el estudiante es entrevistado por un consejero para definir la naturaleza
exacta de la necesidad económica, explorar las vías de solución y para
asistir al estudiante en el desarrollo de un plan de acción que cubra sus
necesidades.
Los estudiantes de ingresos bajos y de ingresos moderados, que puedan
someter prueba satisfactoria de residencia en el Area de Ciudades Modelos
del Sur del Bronx, por un período de por lo menos seis meses, podrán
solicitar becas al programa conocido como "Sylvia Chee Memorial Scholar
ship Award Program". La información de estas becas puede ser obtenida
en la Oficina del Director de dicho programa en Hostos.
Los graduados de escuela superior en búsqueda de empleo por tiempo
completo, podrán obtener información acerca de oportunidades de carrera
en la Oficina de Ayuda Económica. Actualmente se está implementando
en Hostos un programa de desarrollo de empleo como suplemento de los
programas de ayuda económica ya disponibles para los estudiantes.

Centro Del Consejeros/Servicios De Medios Educacionales
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Servicios de Salud
Esta unidad provee los servicios de enfermera por tiempo completo y de
médico y siquiatra por tiempo parcial, para llenar las necesidades
personales de salud de los estudiantes. La oficina está localizada en el
cuarto 201 del edificio del campus de Grand Concourse.

EL CENTRO DE CONSEJEROS O ASESORES
El Centro de Consejeros ofrece un programa integrado enfocado hacia el
desarrollo y crecimiento individual del estudiante. Además de los servicios
usuales en este campo, el énfasis mayor se concentra en el asesoramiento
individual.
El programa ofrece cursillos, seminarios y talleres bajo sus programas de
grupo en las áreas siguientes:
1. Tópicos selectos en la socialización del joven adultto.
2. Relaciones interpersonales. (Experiencia de grupo).
3. Técnicas para hábitos efectivos de estudio.
4. Habilidades para resolver problemas y tomar decisiones.
5. Orientación e información. (Una introducción al nuevo estudiante del
proceso administrativo y organizativo del Colegio).
Se requiere que todos los estudiantes nuevos se inscriban en el primer
cursillo (PSY 001 - Personalidad y Sociedad). El cursillo requiere
informes escritos ("term-papers"), prueba de pasos ("Milestone test") y
participación en la clase. Este curso se compone de una secuencia de tres
créditos ofrecida por la unidad de Ciencias de Comportamiento.
En estos talleres, la inscripción es voluntaria pero una vez que el estudiante
se haya inscrito la asistencia será requerida. Los instructores podrán exigir
informes y exámenes. (Véase Servicios al Estudiante — Asesoramiento).

SERVICIOS DE MEDIOS EDUCACIONALES
El objetivo principal de este programa es de contribuir al potencial total
del desarrollo del estudiante, proveyéndole respaldo con material audio
visual y equipo.
La Oficina de Medios Educacionales está ubicada en el cuarto 114 del
edificio de Grand Concourse. Los servicios ofrecidos incluyen:
Centro de Recursos de Aprendizaje
Localizado en el cuarto 108 del edificio de Grand Concourse. Este centro
ha sido designado con el propósito de asistir al estudiante que desee
estudiar independientemente. Contiene equipo audiovisual y los materiales
necesarios para utilizarse con dicho equipo.
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Circulación y Distribución de Equipo y Materiales
El personal de medios educacionales proveerá el equipo y material
necesario para el uso de los estudiantes, a petición de la facultad.
Facilidades de Grabación
Los materiales son preparados y grabados en cintas, "cassettes" y "video
tapes".
Solicitud e Itinerario de Peliculas
Las películas se exhibirán para el uso de los estudiantes cuando la facultad
lo solicite.
Duplicación de "Cassettes"
Para duplicar materiales pre-grabados se utilizan "audio-cassettes".
Servicios Gráficos y Fotográficos
Estos servicios se proveen para ayudar en la producción de materiales de
instrucción.

EL CENTRO DE PRUEBAS
En el centro de pruebas los estudiantes pueden demostrar los logros
obtenidos en los cursillos ("modules" y pasos ("milestone units"), cuando
crean estar preparados. Estos exámenes se almacenan en el Centro de
Pruebas, el cual está abierto diariamente. Cuando el estudiante desee
examinarse, lo único que tiene que hacer es acudir al cuarto 312 y firmar.
Después, el examen será enviado al instructor para evaluación y créditos.

LA BIBLIOTECA
La Biblioteca está localizada en el primer piso del edificio de Grand
Concourse. El nuevo local es amplio, claro y confortable, con espacio
suficiente para acomodar los estudiantes esperados en Hostos en los años
futuros inmediatos.
Aunque la colección de libros actual es pequeña, la misma ha sido
cuidadosamente seleccionada. Por ejemplo, hay libros de estudios
puertorriqueños y africanos, y las colecciones de idioma español se están
incrementando rápidamente. Además de esto, hay una colección especial
de trabajos por y acerca de Eugenio María de Hostos.
Siempre hay un bibliotecario de servicio para asistir a los estudiantes y a la
facultad con asuntos referentes a uso de materiales de la biblioteca.

Curricular Offerings
Arts and Sciences/Health Sciences
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Degree Requirements

REQUIREMENTS FOR ASSOCIATE IN
ARTS (A.A.) AND ASSOCIATE IN
SCIENCE (A.S.) DEGREES
A minimum of 64 credits is required for either the A.A. or A.S. degree and
must include the specified number of credits in each subject area indicated
below. Students planning to continue studies leading to a B.A. or B.S.
degree should contact either the counseling center or the appropriate area
coordinator or program director at Hostos for information regarding
suggested concentrations and procedures for applying to senior colleges.
Suggested programs of study for students planning to transfer to a
four-year college and continue studies toward a degree in an area not
included in the Hostos curriculum can be developed in consultation with a
counselor in the student services area.

Associate in Arts
English

Associate in Science

9 — 11 credits

6 — 10

12

credits

6

Modern
Language

6

credits

No requirements

Mathematics

6

credits

12 — 14 credits

Cultural Studies

4 credits

2

credits

Life Skills

2

credits

2

credits

Science

8

credits

BehavioralSocial Science

Electives

1 3 — 17 credits
64 credits required
for degree

credits
credits (same discipline)

24 credits (one science for 2
years, either biology,
chemistry, or physics, plus
a one-year sequence in a
different science)
6 — 12

credits

64 credits required
for degree

Behavioral Sciences
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
The behavioral science area offers programs of instruction in psychology,
sociology, anthropology, and statistics. Combinations of modules are
available leading to course equivalents of: introductory psychology (3-6
credits), child development (3 credits), personality and adjustment (3
credits), introduction to statistics (3-4 credits), introductory anthropology
(3 credits), and introductory sociology (3 credits).

Credit may be achieved in all modules by satisfactory completion of the
module examinations which measure attainment of the performance
objectives. For each module, specific performance objectives are provided.
The student may attend lecture-discussion classes or he may enroll for the
module by independent study, in which case he is expected to attend one
session or conference each week until he successfully completes the
module. Printed and audio-taped lecture summaries fo r most modules are
available in English and in Spanish. Credit may be earned for any module
in the behavioral science area at any time by satisfactory performance on
the criterion examination.
Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
PSY 002 Learning and Memory; PSY 003 Human Development; PSY 004
Personality and Behavior Disorders
-In tro d u cto ry Psychology I 3 credits
PSY 008 Biological Basis of Behavior; PSY 005 Motivation, Emotion,
Reactions to Stress; PSY 007 Social Psychology
-In tro d u cto ry Psychology II 3 credits
PSY 003 Human Development; PSY 021 Infancy and Childhood; PSY 022
Adolescence
—Child Development 3 credits
PSY 001 Personality and Society; PSY 004 Personality and Behavior
Disorders; PSY 005 Motivation, Emotion, Reactions to Stress
—Personality and Adjustment 3 credits
STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts; STA 002 Basic Descriptive
Statistics and STA 003 Statistical Significance or STA 004 Measuring
Individuals or STA 005 Sampling or STA 006 Business Applications of
Statistics
—Introduction to Statistics 3 credits
ANT 001 Introduction to Cultrual Anthropology; ANT 002 Case Studies
in Cultural Anthropology; ANT 003 Project in Cultural Anthropology
—Introductory Cultural Anthropology 3 credits
SOC 001 Introduction to Sociology; SOC 002 Urban Sociology; SOC 003
Social Problems
—Introductory Sociology 3 credits
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PSY 001 Personality and Society 1 credit
Selected topics in the socialization of the young adult. Emphasis is on the
practical applications of psychological and sociological principles to the
issues of personal, social, educational, and vocational development. Re
quired of all students during their first term at Hostos.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar. Lang
uages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November
15, January 17, March 13.

PSY 002 Learning and Memory 1 credit
Introduction to human learning and conditioning. Focuses on major
principles and processes of learning, problem solving, memory, and
transfer of learning.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods; lecture-discussion, independent
study, audio-tapes, and printed lecture summaries. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.

PSY 003 Human Development 1 credit
Physical, social, and behavioral development from conception through
childhood; major principles and generalizations.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study, audio-tapes, and printed lecture summaries. Languages offered:
English, Spanish, Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.

PSY 004 Personality and Behavior Disorders 1 credit
The nature of the personality and its determinants; selected theories of
personality; behavior disorders/psychoses, neuroses, and character dis
orders; approaches to treatment.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study, audio-tapes and printed lecture summaries. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.
PSY 005 Motivation, Emotion, Reactions to Stress 1 credit
Physiological and psychological aspects and reactions to motivation,
emotion, and stress; frustration, conflict, and anxiety.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study, audio-tapes and printed lecture summaries. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.

Behavioral Sciences
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PSY 006 Special Project in the Behavioral Sciences 1 credit
Tutorial study of topics arranged in advance with an instructor in the
behavioral science area. May include field work in community, participa
tion in research, or study in depth of topics of interest.
Prerequisites: at least 3 credits in behavioral science area modules.
Learning methods: tutorial. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13.
PSY 007 Social Psychology 1 credit
Social preception, norms, roles, and deviance; attitude and attitude
measurements; persuasion and group processes. Prerequisite: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January
17.
PSY 008 Biological Basis of Behavior 1 credit
Basic topics relating the biology of the organism to its behavior.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.

PSY 021 Infancy and Childhood 1 credit
Physical and behavioral development from conception to adolescence. The
effects of early experience on later development.
Prerequisites: PSY 003 Human Development. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, Independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
PSY 022 Adolescence 1 credit
Physical, social, and behavioral development from puberty to maturity.
Prerequisites: PSY 003 Human Development. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
PSY 023 Intelligence and individual Differences 1 credit
Intelligence tests, nature and development of intelligence, differences in
intelligence, aptitude, and interests; influence of heredity and environment
on intelligence and personality.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Language of
fered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
SOC 001 Introduction to Sociology 1 credit
Basic topics of sociology: social mobility, role, status, race, and prejudice,
and factors leading to social change..
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Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-disucssion, independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
November 15.
SOC 002 Urban Sociology 1 credit
A detailed analysis of the urban phenomenon. Its relationship with
industrial and economic development will be traced. Its relationship with
social organization and social disorganization will be studied. Emphasis
will be placed on studying the bureaucracy and complex bureaucratic
sturctures in the urban setting.
Prerequisites: SOC 001 Introduction to Sociology. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English,
Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, January 17.
SOC 003 Social Problems 1 credit
A detailed analysis of the Americans and the dynamics of major social
problems. The Functional and disfunctional effects of these problems
upon society will be studied. A broad discussion will be carried out related
to major social problems affecting large cities and metropolises.
Prerequisites: SOC 001 Introduction to Sociology. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English,
Spanish. Dates offered: January 17, March 13.
ANT 001 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology 1 credit
Basic topics of cultural anthropology including the concept of cultures,
cultural development, sex and marriage patterns, family and kinship
patterns, social controls, and religion-magic-science-arts.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
A N T 002 Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology
A detailed examination of five representative societies: the Tiwi of North
Australia, the Eskimos of North Alaska, the Cheyenne Indians, the Swazi
of Africa, the Mexican-Americans of South Texas.
Prerequisites: A N T 001 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
A NT 003 Project in Cultural Anthropology 1 credit
To be arranged with instructor. Requires a paper examining a current
social problem or issue in light of anthropological knowledge from
previous two modules and other sources.
Prerequisites: A N T 001 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology, A NT 002
Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology. Learning methods: tutorial. Lang
uage offered: English. Dates offered: by appointment.
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STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts 1 credit
What is statistics? Understanding statistical information, single probability,
inference, and chance association; numbers as samples; drawing valid
conclusions, uses and applications of statistics; misuses.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
STA 002 Basic Descriptive Statistics 1 credit
Data sources, making and reading graphs and tables, ratios, control
tendency, dispersion.
Prerequisites: STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15
STA 003 Statistical Significance 1 credit
Causation, surveys, and experiments, Chi-square, correlations, binomial
approximations, normal distribution, t-tests, analysis of variance.
Prerequisites: STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts, STA 002
Basic Descriptive Statistics. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Lan
guages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
STA 004 Measuring Individuals 1 credit
Score conversions, reliability, validity, testing issues.
Prerequisites: STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts, STA 002
Basic Descriptive Statistics. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Lan
guages off ered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
STA 005 Sampling 1 credit
Binomial approximation, normal distribution, quality control, confidence
limits, setting sample size, sampling procedures, survey errors.
Prerequisites: STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts, STA 002
Basic Descriptive Statistics. Learning methods: seminar. Languages of
fered: English. Dates offered: by appointment.
STA 006 Business Applications of Statistics 1 credit
Log and semi-log scales, time series, seasonal and moving averages, cycles,
index numbers.
Prerequisites: STA 001 Introduction to Statistical Concepts, STA 002
Basic Descriptive Statistics. Learning methods: seminar. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: by appointment.
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS
English
The first-year sequence of five English modules is required for every
student at Hostos. It is designed to enable the student to use written and
spoken English as a flexible, creative tool for the expression of his ideas.
Major attention is given to developnnental work in basic skills, study of the
nature of language, writing as a comnnunication process, and imaginative
literature as a vitalizing and humanizing source of experience.
In the second year a wide variety of literature, speech, and writing
modules is available.
The English staff works closely with the individual student, providing
extensive diagnostic, tutorial, and program advisement services.
All entering students will be enrolled in ENG 001 (language) and ENG 003
(Basic Language Skills). Assignment to hours in the Basic Language Skills
Workshop will be made on the basis of entering tests, and students may
receive credit for ENG 003 on the basis of these tests. The student's
instructor in ENG 001 will supervise his progress in ENG 003.
Upon completion of ENG 001, students will enter ENG 002 (Intro
duction to Expository Writing), meanwhile continuing their work in ENG
003 until its successful completion. ENG 003 isa prerequisite for work in
any module above it in number.
ENG 004 (Reading, Discussion, and Critical Writing) and ENG 005
(Advanced Expository Writing) — Vá credits each — can be taken in either
order, but both must be completed before the student moves on to
advanced work in literature and specialized writing modules.
The class-centered discussion method is the preferred mode of instruction
in English modules. However, some modules are offered on an indepen
dent study or tutorial basis, and a Basic Skills Workshop is available for
students needing work in reading or language skills
ENG 001 Language 1 credit
An introduction to the basic, generic concepts of language and to the
variety of verbal and nonverbal systems of expression.
Corequisites: ENG 003 Basic Language Skills. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17.
ENG 002 Introduction to Expository Writing 1 credit
Development of the basic skills of grammar, rhetoric, vocabulary, and
spelling in paragraphs of description, narration, and exposition.
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Corequisites: ENG 003 Basic Language Skills. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered. November 15,
January 17, March 13.
ENG 003 Basic Language Skills 1 credit
Developmental work in reading and composition. Students will be
scheduled into the Basic Skills Workshop on the basis of demonstrated
need. This module is prerequisite to all others above it in number.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, tutorial. Lan
guages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
ENG 004 Reading, Discussion, and Critical Writing Vá credits
Examination of ways of reading, analyzing, and responding to literature in
a variety of genres.
Prerequisites: ENG 003 Basic Language Skills. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17, March 13.
ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing 1V2 credits
Practice in the expression of ideas, the reporting of information, the
explanation of facts and opinions. Specific attention will be given to
process definition, argumentation, and analysis.
Prerequisites: ENG 003 Basic Language Skills. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15, January 17, March 13.
ENG 006 Technical Writing 2 credits
Introduction to the principles and mechanics of good technical writing
(letters, reports, articles).
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discusslon, tutorial (with consent of instructor). Languages of
fered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
ENG 007 Research Writing 2 credits
Introduction to the principles of library research and their practical
application.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-dlscussion, independent study, tutorial (with consent of Instruc
tor). Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
ENG 008 Creative Expression 2 credits
Exposure to a variety of art media leading the student to concentration on
a creative project in fiction, poetry> or prose.
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Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
independent study, seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
March 13.
SPE 001 Speech 2 credits
Practice in oral communication including approaches to speaking and
listening and creating and projecting the message.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar. Lan
guages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
ENG 021-022 English as a Second Language 2 credits each
The basic elements of written and spoken English for non-English
speakers.
Prerequisites: instructor approval. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
ENG 031-032-033 Intensive English 2 credits each
For students who already have an elementary knowledge of English and
wish to develop their skills in the written and spoken language. The
modules parallel ENG 001, 002, and 003 and may be substituted for them
toward the completion of the English requirement.
Prerequisites: instructor approval. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
ENG 035-036 Conversational English 1 credit each
For non-English speakers who want practice in the spoken language to
develop their listening and speaking skills.
Prerequisites: consent of instructor. Learning methods: seminar. Lang
uages offered: English. Dates offeree^: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
Eng 041-042 Studies in Fiction V/2 credits each
An approach to fiction through the work of such major modern figures as
Dostoevsky, Mann, Kafka, and Ellison.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September
13, November 15.
ENG 043-044 Studies in Poetry V/ 2 credits each
Approaches to the reading and enjoyment of poetry with emphasis on a
few major modern poets such as Robert Frost, Federico Garcia-Lorca, and
Langston Hughes.
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Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17,
IVIarch 13.
ENG 045-046 Studies in Drama V/2 credits each
The emerging structures of modern drama as represented by playwrights
such as Ibsen, Shaw, Beckett, and Jones.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September
13, November 15.
ENG 047-048 Contemporary Short Stories V/2 credits each
An examination of some new techniques in storytelling among contempor
ary American writers.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17,
March 13.
ENG 051 Shakespeare I IVz credits
Introduction to reading Shakespeare to include a selected history, comedy,
and tragedy. Cultural and political currents of Shakespeare's age.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September
13.
ENG 052 Shakespeare II IVz credits
The evolution of the playwright's career; the Shakespearian theatre;
records, films, and slides; continued reading and viewing of selected plays.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15.
ENG 053-054 American Writers of the 19th Century IV2 credits each
An examination of the American Renaissance through the work of
Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, and Melville.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17,
March 13.
ENG 055-056 Women in Literature V/2 credits each
An examination of the roles women have played in literature from
medieval times to the present, and the relationship of these roles to their
current status.
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Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study.. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13, November 15.
ENG 057-058 Science and Literature V/2 credits each
An examination of the changes that scientific thought has made in the
intellectual environment and how those changes have been reflected in
literature from the Renaissance to the modern age. Readings in the work
of Chaucer, Milton, Tennyson, and Eliot.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17,
March 13.
ENG 059-060 The Literature of Political Satire V/2 credits each
An examination of the political content and expressiveness of the works of
such writers as Swift, Defoe, Dickens, and Orwell.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17,
March 13.
ENG 070 Faculty-Student Seminar 1-3 credits
An in-depth exploration of a major writer or writers to be chosen by the
group.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods,
seminar (limited to 15). Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17, March 13.
ENG 080 Special Studies in English 1-3 credits
Individual work in consultation with and at the discretion of the
instructor. Work may be in conjunction with other instructional areas.
Prerequisites: ENG 005 Advanced Expository Writing. Learning methods:
independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September
13, November 15, January 17, March 13.

Mathematics
The general goals of the mathematics curriculum are twofold:
• To prepare students in the natural and social sciences with the particular
skills they need for higher level work in their specialty.
• To give to students in the arts and sciences a deeper appreciation for the
reality of mathematics that lies beyond mere computional skill. The
emphasis is on logic and systematic construction leading to more sophisti
cated mathematical models.
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The mathematics curriculum provides a variety of offerings that survey the
meaning of mathematics as a logical system. The particular models chosen
to exemplify these logical principles will vary from time to time depending
on the current interests of students and faculty. Since such models are
meant to be illustrations only, the choice can be selective without any
change of purpose.
A student will receive credit for a module when he or she has satisfied the
criterion for each of the milestones in the modules. This is most
commonly done by súccessfully answering 80 percent or more of the
problems on written milestone examinations. In some instances oral
examinations may be taken in place of the written form.
Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
MAT 031-032 Introductory College Mathematics I, II
— First course In introductory mathematics
MAT 033-034 Introductory College Mathematics III, IV
— Second course in introductory mathematics
MAT 051-052 Precalculus 1,11
MAT 053—054 Precalculus III, IV

— First course in college algebra
— Second course in college algebra

MAT 131-132 Number Theory I, II
— One semester in number theory
MAT 061-062 Introductory Calculus I, II
— First semester of calculus
MAT 063-064 Introductory Calculus III, IV
— Second semester of calculus
MAT 071-072 Mathematical Analysis 1,11
— Third semester of calculus
MAT 081-082 Introduction to Probability and Statistics I, II
— One semester of probability and statistics

MAT 001 Basic Mathematical Skills for Technical Science 1 credit
The basic mathematical skills are developed and then applied to problems
drawn from the technical science areas.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, Novem
ber 15, January 17, March 13.
MAT 031 Introductory College Mathematics I IVz credits
Study of the foundations of various number systems; decimal system,
metric system, modular arithmetic, set theory.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17.
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MAT 032 Introductory College Mathematics II V/ 2 credits
Preliminary study of logic and the real number system; factorization of
counting numbers; integers, rational and irrational numbers.
Prerequisites: MAT 031 Introductory College Mathematics I Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
MAT 033 Introductory College Mathematics III V/ 2 credits
Fundamentals of geometry; plane and solid geometry, networks, topology.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17,
MAT 034 Introductory College Mathematics IV V/ 2 credits
Fundamentals of algebra, linear equations in one and two variables,
graphing of linear equations, relations, functions, linear programming
Prerequisites: MAT 033 Introductory College Mathematics ill. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered:
English, Spanish, Dates offered: November 15, March 13,
MAT 051 Precalculus I IVa credits
Fundamentals of intermediate algebra; relations, linear functions, linear
inequalities, polynomials, factoring, and rational algebraic, expressions.
Prerequisites: Students must satisfy one of the following prerequisites: (1)
Complete two years of high school algebra; (2) Complete MAT 033-034
Introductory College Mathematics III, IV; (3) Pass qualifying examination.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages of
fered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
MAT 052 Precalculus II 1V2 credits
Study of exponents, radicals, complex numbers, and quadratic functions.
Prerequisites: M AT 051 Precalculus I. Learning methods: lecture-discus
sion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish, Dates
offered: November 15,
MAT 053 Precalculus III 1V2 credits
Study of different techniques for solving equations and systems of
equations.
Prerequisites: MAT 052 Precalculus II. Learning methods: lecture-discus
sion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: January 17.
MAT 054 Precalculus IV V/ 2 credits
Study of exponential and logarithmic functions, numerical trigonometry.
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Prerequisites: M AT 053 Precalculus III. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: March 13.

MAT 061 Introductory Calculus I 2 credits
Review of coordinate geometry; treatment of increments, slope, derivative
as slope, limits.
Prerequisites: Students must satisfy one of the following prerequisites: (1)
Complete three years of high school algebra; (2) Complete MAT 051-054
Precalculus l-IV; (3) Pass a qualifying examination. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: January 17.
MAT 062 Introductory Calculus II 2 credits
Elementary functions and their limits; polynomial functions, rational
functions, trigonometric functions, applications.
Prerequisites: M AT 061 Introductory Calculus I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.

MAT 063 Introductory Calculus III 2 credits
Integral Calculus; the integral of a limit of a sum, antiderivatives,
exponential and logarithmic functions, fundamental theorem of calculus.
Prerequisites: MAT 062 Introductory Calculus II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13.
MAT 064 Introductory Calculus IV 2 credits
Applications of the definite integral; areas, volumes, arc length, surface of
revolution, moment and center of mass, centroid, hydrostatic pressure,
work.
Prerequisites: MAT 063 Introductory Calculus III. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15.
MAT 071 Mathematical Analysis I IV2 credits
Various techniques of integration; integration by method of -partial
fractions, integration by parts, improper integrals, simple differential
equations, numerical methods for approximating definite integrals.
Prerequisites: M AT 064 Introductory Calculus IV . Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: January 17.
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MAT 072 Mathematical Analysis li V/2 credits
Sequences and series, limit of a sequence of constants, limit of a series of
constants, convergence, divergence, tests for convergence of a series of
functions, Taylor's theorem with remainder.
Prerequisites: MAT 071 Mathematical Analysis I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
MAT 131 Number Theory I IV2 credits
Elementary number theory, divisibility, numerical systems, Euclid's algor
ithm, factorization, the distribution of prime numbers.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
MAT 132 Number Theory II V/ 2 credits
Perfect numbers and related concepts, Euler's function, dipphantine
equations, congruences.
Prerequisites: MAT 131 Number Theory I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: November 15.
MAT 081 Introduction to Probability and Statistics I V/ 2 credits
Collection analysis, and inference of data. Sample spaces, probability of an
event, random variables, and probability distributions. Measures of central
tendency; arithemetic means, median, mode, and dispersion; range,
standard deviation, and others.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MAT 082 Introduction to Probability and Statistics II V/ 2 credits
Continuous random variables and distributions, normal distributions, use
of tables, normal approximations to binomial and sampling theory.
Prerequisites: MAT 081 Introduction to Probability and Statistics I.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
Modern Languages
Study of the modern languages is designed to enable the student to acquire
elementary conversational skills in French, Italian, Spanish, or Swahili for
everyday social and professional contacts. Students with the requisite
background can pursue advanced offerings in literature and writing
(French and Spanish), including independent readings.
In the elementary conversational language offerings, the student can mark
his progress by achieving the performance objectives in each module either
through oral or written tests. To achieve conversational proficiency in the
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basic offerings (especially FRE 001-004 Conversational French l-IV )
attendance is essential at each class meeting, reinforced by a one-hour-perweek minimum of oral practice in the language laboratory. This is true also
of the Intensive French and Spanish conversation offerings (FRE 011-012
and SPA 011-012).
In the advanced offerings, credit is earned by the development of skills
essential to the appreciation of literature and the organization of ideas in
writing techniques. Frequent individual conferences with the instructor
guide the student in evaluating his own progress.
A three-credit module sequence in language offerings insures course
equivalency when transferring to other colleges. All language modules
carry one-and-one-half credits except the Intensive French and Spanish
conversation offerings, which carry one credit each.
Grouping Of Modules Into Course Equivalents
FRE 001-002 Conversational French 1,11

-Elementary French I

FRE 003-004 Conversational French III, IV

—Elementary French II

FRE 005-006 Speaking and Reading French I, II

—Intermediate French I

FRE 007-008 Speaking and Reading French III, IV
—Intermediate French II
FRE 011-012 Intensive French I, II

—Advanced Conversational French

FRE 031-032 Writing French I, II

-French Composition

FRE 041-042 Readings in Modern French Literature 1,11
—French literature of the 19th and 20th centuries
FRE 043-044 Extensive Readings in French 1,11
—Independent Readings in French
ITA 001-002 Conversational Italian I, II

—Elementary Italian I

ITA 003-004 Conversational Italian III, IV

—Elementary Italian II

SPA 001-002 Conversational Spanish 1,11

—Elementary Spanish I

SPA 003-004 Conversational Spanish III, IV

—Elementary Spanish II

SPA 005-006 Speaking and Reading Spanish I, II

—Intermediate Spanish I

SPA 007-008 Speaking and Reading Spanish III, IV
SPA 011-012 Intensive Spanish 1,11

—Intermediate Spanish II
—Advanced Conversational Spanish

SPA 021-022 Contemporary Latin American Literature 1,11
SPA 031-032 Writing Spanish 1,11

—Same title

—Spanish Composition

SPA 041-042 Readings in Modern Spanish Literatue 1,11
—Spanish Literature of the 19th and 20th Centuries
SPA 043-044 Extensive Readings in Spanish 1,11
—Independent Readings in Spanish
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French
PRE 001 Conversational French I V/2 credits
Content of module includes: greetings, pronunciation, articles, partitives,
present tense of first conjugation verbs, numbers, interrogative format, and
two poems illustrating grammatical patterns.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: student recitation based on oral
aural stimuli and response. Languages offered: English, French, Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
FRE 002 Conversational French II IV2 credits
Content of module includes: four classes of adjectives, past composed
tense, second and third conjugation verbs, reflexive verbs, unstressed
pronoun objects, a poem using a reflexive verb.
Prerequisites: FRE 001 Conversational French I Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English, French. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
FRE 003 Conversational French III IV2 credits
Content of module includes: future tense, imperative, stressed pronoun
objects, imperfect and conditional tenses, possessive and interrogative
pronouns, a poem using imperfect and conditional tenses.
Prerequisites: FRE 001-002 Conversational French I, II. Learning
methods: student recitation. Languages offered: English, French. Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
FRE 004 Conversational French IV IV2 credits
Content of module includes: pluperfect, future and conditional perfect
tenses, relative and demonstrative pronouns, irregular verbs, present and
past subjunctive.
Prerequisites: FRE 001-002-003 Conversational French I, II, III. Learning
methods: student recitation. Languages offered: English, French. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
FRE 005 Speaking and Reading French I V/ 2 credits
Content of module includes: review of greetings, interrogative, descriptive
adjectives and adverbs, idiomatic expressions, pronouns, literary analysis
of sample texts.
Prerequisites: FRE 001-004 Conversational French l-IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: student recitation. Languages offered: English as
needed, French. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
FRE 006 Speaking and Reading French II V/2 credits
Content of module includes: review of possessives, demonstratives, partic
ipial forms, imperfect tense, literary analysis, a biographical essay, and an
oral report.
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Prerequisites: FRE 001-004 Conversation French l-IV , FRE 005 Speaking
and Reading French I or equivalent. Learning methods: student recitation.
Languages offered: English as needed, French. Dates offered: November
15, March 13.
FRE 007 Speaking and Reading French III V/ 2 credits
Content of module includes: review of all tenses, relatives, subjunctive,
reading and translation, literary analysis, passive voice, and causative
constructions.
Prerequisites: FRE 001-004 Conversational French l-IV or equivalent.
FRE 005-006 Speaking and Reading French I, II. Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English as needed, French. Dates
offered: January 17.
FRE 008 Speaking and Reading French IV V/2 credits
Content of module includes: functions of verb devoir; idiomatic expres
sions; prepositional constructions; reading and summarizing.
Prerequisites: FRE 001-004 Conversational French l-IV or equivalent,
FRE 005-007 Speaking and Reading French I, II. Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English as needed, French. Dates
offered: January 17.
FRE O il Intensive French I 1 credit
The module is primarily for non-French-speaking students in the health
sciences, emphasizing conversation based on medical terminology, hospital
situations, useful expressions, and idioms.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: French. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
FRE 012 Intensive French II 1 credit
The module is primarily for non-French-speaking students in the health
sciences, emphasizing conversation based on medical terminology, hospital
situations, useful expressions, and idioms.
Prerequisites: FRE O il Intensive French I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: French. Dates offered: November 15,
March 13.
FRE 031 Writing French I Vh credits
Content of module includes: techniques for effective presentation of ideas
when writing French prose, whether expository, argumentative, descript
ive, or narrative.
Prerequisites: FRE 008 Speaking and Reading French IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, tutorial. Languages offered: French.
Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
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FRE 032 Writing French II V/z credits
Content of module includes: development of techniques, use of idiomatic
expressions for smooth translation of English into French prose.
Prerequisites: FRE 031 Writing French I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, tutorial. Languages offered: French, Dates offered: November
15, March 13.
FRE 041 Readings in Modern French Literature I V/2 credits
Readings and discussions followed by oral and written reports treating
short works of selected nineteenth and twentieth century French writers.
Prerequisites: FRE 008 Speaking and Reading French IV , Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: French, Dates offered:
January 17,
FRE 042 Readings in Modern French Literature II V/ 2 credits
Readings and discussions followed by oral and written reports treating
short works of selected nineteenth and twentieth century French writers.
Prerequisites: FRE 041 Readings in Modern French Literature I, Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: French. Dates offered:
March 13.
FRE 043 Extensive Readings in French I V/ 2 credits
Independent readings requiring written reports on each work chosen from
a recommended list of authors, or suggested by the student and approved
by the instructor.
Prerequisites: consent of Instructor. Learning methods: independent
study. Languages offered: French. Dates offered: January 17.
FRE 044 Extensive Readings in French II V/ 2 credits
Independent readings requiring written reports on each work chosen from
a recommended list of authors, or suggested by the student and approved
by the instructor.
Prerequisites: consent of instructor. Learning methods:
study. Languages offered: French. Dates offered: March 13.

independent

Italian
ITA 001 Conversational Italian I IVz credits
Module covers: sound system of Italian; articles and interrogatives; nouns
and adjectives; pronouns and verbal system; possessives; present perfect
tense; and object pronouns.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: student recitation. Languages
offered: English, Italian. Dates offered: September 13.
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IT A 002 Conversational Italian II IV2 credits
Module covers: future tense; object pronouns; commands; reflexive verbs,
demonstratives and numerals; past definite and comparisons; imperfect
tense and contractions; conditional tense and personal pronouns.
Prerequisites: ITA 001 Conversational Italian I. Learning methods: student
recitation. Languages offered: English, Italian. Dates offered: November
15.
ITA 003 Conversational Italian III V/2 credits
Module covers: particles; pronouns; present and imperfect subjunctive;
commands, impersonal expressions; comparisons; and compound tenses.
Prerequisites: ITA 001-002 Conversational Italian I, II. Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English, Italian. Dates offered:
January 17.
ITA 004 Conversational Italian IV IV2 credits
Module covers: regular and irregular past tense, uses of the gerund;
formation of adverbs and metric system; sequence of tenses, uses of
infinitive; adjectival suffixes.
Prerequisites: ITA 001-003 Conversational Italian l-lll. Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English, Italian. Dates offered:
March 13.
Spanish
SPA 001 Conversational Spanish I 1V2 credits
The module covers: greetings, Spanish sound system, present tense of
verbal system.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: student recitation. Languages
offered: Engish, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
SPA 002 Conversational Spanish II IV2 credits
The module covers: irregular and reflexive verbs, formal commands, past
and imperfect tenses, numeral system; and estar (uses of).
Prerequisites: SPA 001 Conversational Spanish I. Learning methods:
student recitation. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
SPA 003 Conversational Spanish III V/ 2 credits
The module covers: irregular and complex forms of the past tense, future
and conditional tenses, comparisons, and present subjunctive.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-002 Conversational Spanish I, II. Learning
methods: student recitation. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
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Spanish

SPA 004 Conversational Spanish IV 1

credits

The module covers: relative pronouns, imperfect subjunctive, possessives,
passive voice, familiar commands, letter writing.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-003 Conversational Spanish l-lll. Learning
methods: student recitation. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
SPA 005 Speaking and Reading Spanish I V/2 credits
The module covers (review of): greetings, translation rules; articles, gender,
and adjectives; verbal present tense system; pronoun objects; and uses of
infinitive.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-004 Conversational Spanish l-IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English as
needed, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
SPA 006 Speaking and Reading Spanish II 1V2 credits
The module covers (review of): irregular and imperfect tense verbs;
adjectival forms and comparisons; uses of ser and estar.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-004 Conversational Spanish l-IV or equivalent,
SPA 005 Speaking and Reading Spanish I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English as needed, Spanish. Dates offered:
November 15,
SPA 007 Speaking and Reading Spanish III IV2 credits
The module covers (review of): participial and complex verbal forms, past
tense, gerundives, future and conditional tenses, passive voice, and
command forms.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-004 Conversational Spanish l-IV or equivalent,
SPA 005-006 Speaking and Reading Spanish I, II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English as needed, Spanish. Dates
offered: January 17.
SPA 008 Speaking and Reading Spanish IV Vh credits
The module covers (review of): present and imperfect subjunctive, imper
sonal subjunctive, relative pronouns, reflexive and verbs, and verbs with
special spelling changes.
Prerequisites: SPA 001-004 Conversational Spanish l-IV or equivalent,
SPA 005-007 Speaking and Reading Spanish l-lll. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English as needed, Spanish. Dates
offered: March 13.
SPA 011 Intensive Spanish I 1 credit
The module is primarily for non-Spanish-speaking students in the health
sciences, emphasizing conversation based on medical terminology, hospital
situations, useful expressions and idioms.
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Prerequisites: none. Learning methods; lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
SPA 012 Intensive Spanish II 1 credit
The module is primarily for non-Spanish-speaking students in the health
sciences, emphasizing conversation based on medical terminology, hospital
situations, useful expressions and idioms.
Prerequisites: SPA O il Intensive Spanish I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered: November 15,
March 13.
SPA 021 Contemporary Latin American Literature I IV2 credits
Involves readings, discussions, oral and written reports on representative
works of contemporary Latin American authors.
Prerequisites: SPA 008 Speaking and Reading Spanish IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13.

SPA 022 Contemporary Latin American Literature II IV2 credits
Involves readings, discussions, oral and written reports on representative
works of contemporary Latin American authors.
Prerequisites: SPA 008 Speaking and Reading Spanish IV or equivalent,
SPA 021 Contemporary Latin American Literature I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered: November
15.
SPA 031 Writing Spanish I V/2 credits
For students who already have Spanish speaking and reading skills and
wish to develop ability to present ideas effectively in writing Spanish
(expository, descriptive, narrative, argumentative), and English translate
prose.
Prerequisites: SPA 008 Speakiog and Reading Spanish IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion,' tutorial. Languages offered:
Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
SPA 032 Writing Spanish II V/2 credits
For students who already have Spanish speaking and reading skills and
wish to develop ability to present ideas effectively in writing Spanish
(expository, descriptive, narrative, argumentative), and to translate English
prose.
Prerequisites: SPA 031 Writing Spanish I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, tutorial. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered: November
15, March 13.
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SPA 041 Readings in Modern Spanish Literature I V/2 credits
Readings, discussions, oral and written reports on the representative works
of the authors of nineteenth and twentieth century Spain.
Prerequisites: SPA 008 Speaking and Reading Spanish IV or equivalent.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates
offered: January 17.
SPA 042 Readings in Modern Spanish Literature II V/2 credits
Readings, discussions, oral and written reports on the representative works
of the authors of nineteenth and twentieth century Spain.
Prerequisites: SPA 041 Readings in Modern Spanish Literature I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered:
March 13.
SPA 043 Extensive Readings in Spanish I V/ 2 credits
Independent readings requiring written reports on each reading, which can
come from a recommended list or a student's own suggestions (with
guidance of instructor).
Prerequisites: consent of instructor. Learning methods: independent
study. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January
17.
SPA 044 Extensive Readings in Spanish II 1V2 credits
Independent readings requiring written reports on each reading, which can
come from a recommended list or a student's own suggestions (with
guidance of instructor).
Prerequisites: SPA 043 Extensive Readings in Spanish I. Learning
methods: independent study. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
Note: Student can elect to take 3 to 6 credits in Puerto Rican literature to
satisfy the language requirement. (See Puerto Rican Studies.)

Swahili
SWA 001 Conversational Swahili I V/ 2 credits
The module covers Swahili sounds, pronunciation, and intonations;
demonstratives; pronouns; present tense and past tense.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: tutorial, class conversation, and
student recitation. Languages offered: English, Swahili. Dates offered:
September 13.
SWA 002 Conversational Swahili II IV2 credits
The module covers future tense, perfect tense, personal possessives
(adjectives and pronouns), numbers, time, and verbs of motion.
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Prerequisites: SWA 001 Conversational Swahili I. Learning methods:
student conversation. Languages offered: English, Swahili. Dates offered:
November 15.
SWA 003 Conversational Swahili III V/ 2 credits
This module covers the five noun classes of Swahili: Ki-vi, M-WA, M-mi,
Ma, and N- class — their meaning and usage in conversation.
Prerequisites: SWA 001-002 Conversational Swahili I, II. Learning
methods: student conversation, recitation, oral stimuli and response.
Languages offered: English, Swahili. Dates offered: January 17.
SWA 004 Conversational Swahili IV IV2 credits
This module covers prepositions, infinitive me and ja, tenses Ka-tense,
conditional, concordial agreement of nouns and verbs, and letters in
Swahili.
Prerequisites: SWA 001-003 Conversational Swahili l-lll. Learning
methods: Students response to each other in simple conversation in
Swahili. Languages offered: English, Swahili. Dates offered: March 13.

CULTURAL STUDIES
Black Studies
Black studies examines aspects of the Black experience, both in the United
States and abroad. Some modules treat in depth the urban experience of
the Black American, while others trace the historical events pertinent to
the development of the Black people of the world.
Completion of each milestone in Black studies earns a credit. Each credit
offered is equivalent to one credit in a semester-length course.
CUB 001 Early African History I V/2 credits
Deals primarily with the history of the kingdoms of Ghana, Mali, Songhai,
Dahamey, Kush, and Ethiopia. Emphasis is placed on political, social,
cultural; and economic history of the kingdoms south of the Sahara.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar;
student response through class participation. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: September 13.
CUB 002 Early African History II V/ 2 credits
Covers the history of the early African kingdoms of Benin, Kanem-Bornu,
Kongo, Angola, Buganda, Zimbabwe, Zulu, and the east coast of Africa.
Prerequisites: CUB 001 Early African History I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, seminar, student response through class participation.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
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CUB 003 African History 1885-1920 V/s credits
Examines European interest in Africa as exemplified by the scramble for
the partition of Africa by the European powers, and their impact.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar; critical
discussion of problems posed by the textual material. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: January 17.
CUB 004 African History of Nationalism
and Struggle for I ndependence 1920-1960

1

cred its

Deals primarily with the origins of African nationalism, Africa and the
World Wars, politics of and the road to independence.
Prerequisites: none. Learning Methods: lecture-discussion, seminar;
student response through class participation. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: March 13.
CUB 006 Politics and the Black Experience I Vh credits
Reviews the politics of Black people within the system and examines
alternate possibilites.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUB 007 Politics and the Black Experience II Vh credits
Considers the significance of bloc voting and the Black Congressional
Caucus movements.
Prerequisites: CUB 006 Politics and the Black Experience I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
CUB 008 Organized Religion and Racial Adjustment I V/ 2 credits
Explores the role of the Black church as an historical unit and as a
liberator.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.

seminar.

CUB 009 Organized Religion and Racial Adjustment II IV2 credits
Explores the role of the Black Church as an organizer and as a revolution
ary force.
Prerequisites: CUB 008 Organized Religion and Racial Adjustment I.
Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15.
CUB 010 Black Writers and their Philosophies I IV2 credits
Explores the writing of Black contemporary and historical poets and
novelists.
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Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUB 011 Black Writers and Their Philosophies II V/z credits
Explores the writings of Black dramatists and historians.
Prerequisites: CUB 010 Black Writers and Their Philosophies I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
CUB 012 African Literature I 1 credit
Covers origins of African literature, significance of African literature, oral
tradition, African writers and their contribution to African historiography.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar. Lang
uages offered: English. Dates off ered: September 13.
CUB 013 African Literature II 1 credit
Deals with African mythology, its role in African religion, life, and African
history.
Prerequisites: CUB 012 African Literature I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates off ered: November
15.
CUB 014 The Black American in the Urban Setting I 1V2 credits
Explores problems confronting Black Americans in the cities. Reveals the
effect of poor schools, substandard housing, unemployment, political
inadequacy.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
CUB 015 The Black American in the Urban Setting II V/ 2 credits
Discusses possible solutions of problems confronting Black Americans.
Prerequisites: CUB 014 The Black American in the Urban Setting I.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, sem'inar. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: March 13.
CUB 016 The Black Labor Movement I V/ 2 credits
Examines the historical significance of the early Black Labor movement
and its implications for present-day organization.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
CUB 017 The Black Labor Movement II IV2 credits
The Black labor movement is examined as expressed in the activities of
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Black caucuses within trade unions, as a function of tlie total Black
community.
Prerequisites: CUB 016 The Black Labor Movement I. Learning methods:
seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
CUB 018 Phllosphy of the Black Experience I V/ 2 credits
Philosophies as they form the bases for political action are explored.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.

seminar.

CUB 019 Philosophy of the Black Experience II V/2 credits
Philosophy as expressed in the movements of Marcus Garvey and Malcolm
X is examined.
Prerequisites: CUB 018 Philosophy of the Black Experience I. Learning
methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15.

Puerto Rican Studies
Puerto Rican studies offers a variety of courses dealing with the history of
Puerto Rico and its culture, economics, and literature. Classes are con
ducted in Spanish and In English.
Students concentrating in Puerto Rican studies acquire an understanding
of the unique identity of Puerto Rican culture and a solid preparation for
advanced studies.
The procedure for earning credits and achieving progress in Puerto Rican
studies is to complete the performance objectives of a module by
successfully fulfilling the learning criteria for each module.
Learning methods include participation in seminars, preparation of short
reports, the taking of field trips, and the keeping of a progress journal. For
modules mainly oriented to independent study, learning methods include
individual meetings with the instructor and completion of prepared study
packages or projects designed by the student with the instructor.
Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
CUP 001-002 History of Puerto Rico I, II
—one semester in Puerto Rican history
CUP 003-004 History of Puerto Rico III, IV
-o n e semester in Puerto Rican history
CUP 005-006 Culture of Puerto Rico I, II
—one semester in Puerto Rican culture
CUP 007-008 Puerto Rican Literature 1,11
—one semester in Puerto Rican literature
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CUP 009-010 Puerto Rican Literature III, IV
—one semester in Puerto Rican literature
CUP 011-012 Puerto Rican Music I, II
—one semester in Puerto Rican music
CUP 013-014 Economics of Puerto Rico I, II
—one semester in Puerto Rican economics
CUP 015-016 Puerto Rican Theatre I, II
—one semester in Puerto Rican theatre
CUP 017-018 Puerto Rican A rt I, II
-o n e semester in Puerto Rican art or art history
CUP 019 Independent Projects
—two credits in independent research.

CUP 001 History of Puerto Rico I V/z credits
Survey of the history of Puerto Rico from the pre-colombian era to the
16th century.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
CUP 002 History of Puerto Rico II IVz credits
Sequential continuation of CUP 001, with particular emphasis on the
Indian civilization, the Spanish conquest and colonization, and the
political and social development of the country until the end of the 16th
century.
Prerequisites; CUP 001 History of Puerto Rico I. Learning methods:
seminar. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November
15.
CUP 003 History of Puerto Rico III IVz credits
Survey of the history of Puerto Rico from the beginning of the 17th
century to the present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
CUP 004 History of Puerto Rico IV V/a credits
Sequential continuation of CUP 003, with particular emphasis on the
struggle for independence, the abolition of slavery, the granting of
autonomy in 1897, the Spanish American War, and U.S. - Puerto Rican
relations from 1898 to the present.
Prerequisites: CUP 003 History of Puerto Rico III. Learning methods:
seminar. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
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CUP 005 Culture of Puerto Rico I V/2 credits
A study using films; transparencies, and seminars of the visual patterns of
cultural expression from Indian, African, and Hispanic sources of the
culture of Puerto Rico to the 16th century.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, Jan
uary 17.
CUP 006 Culture of Puerto Rico II IV2 credits
Sequential continuation of CUP 005, from the 16th century to the
present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March
13.
CUP 007 Puerto Rican Literature I IV2 credits
Lectures, readings, and reports on representative Puerto Rican authors,
their prose and poetry, and their relations to the literature of the
Caribbean area. Emphasis will be placed on the early colonial Spanish
period.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
CUP 008 Puerto Rican Literature II IV2 credits
Continuation of CUP 007. Emphasis is placed on the postcolonial period.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
Spanish. Dates offered: November 15.
CUP 009 Puerto Rican Literature III IV2 credits
Continuation of CUP 008. Emphasis is placed on the 19th century.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
CUP 010 Puerto Rican Literature IV IV2 credits
Continuation of CUP 009. Emphasis is placed on the 20th century.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
CUP 011 Puerto Rican Music I 1 credit
A survey of folk and popular Puerto Rican musical forms.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
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CUP 012 Puerto Rican Music II 1 credit
Continuation of CUP 011, including classical Puerto Rican musical forms.
Prequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered: English,
Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUP 013 Economics of Puerto Rico I 1 credit
The interrelationship of the social, economic, and political developments
of Puerto Rico.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
CUP 014 Economics of Puerto Rico II 1 credit
Continuation of CUP 013, with particular references to the changes that
have taken place between 1898 and the present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
CUP 015 Puerto Rican Theatre I 1 credit
Survey of early Puerto Rican theatre.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods; lecturediscussion. Languages
offered: Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
CUP 016 Puerto Rican Theatre II 1 credit
Continuation of CUP 015 to the present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: Spanish. Dates offered: November 15.
CUP 017 Puerto Rican A rt I 1 credit
Survey of early Puerto Rican art.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
CUP 018 Puerto Rican A rt II 1 credit

'

Continuation of CUP 017 to the present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
CUP 019 Independent Projects 2 credits
Independent study available to any student who wishes to do a research
project in Puerto Rican studies. The nature and duration of the project
will be determined by the student with the instructor, but there must be a
commitment to a minimum of 35 hours of involvement. See instructor for
further information.
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Visual And Performing Arts
Visual and Performing Arts is a program composed of modules that
provide introductions to art, music, theatre, and dance for those students
who wish to enrich their programs as well as for those who may choose
one of these fields as a future area of major concentration. Modules in
Western civilization are offered in this program to provide an overview of
the important periods in the development of man.
The procedure for earning credits and achieving progress in this program is
to complete the performance objectives of a module by successfully
fulfilling the learning criteria for each module.
Learning methods vary but include participation in seminars, preparation
of short reports and a progress journal, and the taking of tests and field
trips. For modules mainly oriented to independent study, learning meth
ods include individual meetings with the instructor and completion of
prepared study packages for projects designed by the student with the
instructor.

Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
c u e 001, 002 Civilization 1,11
-o n e semester in the history of civilization (ancient to medieval)
CUC 003, 004 Civilization III, IV
—one semester in the history of civilization
(Renaissance to the present)
CUC 005 People and Places
—one-and-a-half credits in contemporary history
CUC 006 Independent Projects
—two credits in independent research
CUA 001, 002 Introduction to Art 1,11
—one semester of introduction to art or art survey
CUA 003, 004 Applied Art I, II
—one semester of basic design, drawing, art techniques, or
whatever resembles this course content
CUA 005, 006 Applied Art III, IV
—one semester in advanced design, drawing, etc.
CUA 0 11 ,01 2 Introduction to Music 1,11
—one semester in introduction to music, survey of
music, or music appreciation
CUA 013 Applied Music
-o n e to four credits in choral, vocal, or instrumental study
CUA 020, 021 Introduction to Theater 1,11
—one semester in introduction to
theater survey or history of theater
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CUA 022, 023 Theater Production
—one semester of theater production, elennents of theater,
or technical aspects of theater
CUA 024, 025, 026, 027 Acting, I, II, II, IV
—Two semesters in acting
CUA 030 Performing Arts Field Experience
—one to three credits in field experience
CUA 031 Performing Arts Series
-o n e to three credits in applied music,
drama, art, dance, or films
CUA 035, 036 Introduction to Dance 1,11
—one semester of introduction to dance.

CUC001 Civilization I V/2 credits
The student analyzes, investigates, and draws conclusions about the
various cultures of Western civilization by studying the major periods of
development through the visual and performing arts. Emphasis is on the
ancient world.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13.
c u e 002 Civilization II

1V2 credits

Investigation and analysis of Western cultures with emphasis on the Middle
Ages.
Prerequisites; none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15.
CUC 003 Civilization III IV2 credits
Investigation and analysis of Western cultures with emphasis on the
Renaissance.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered; English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
c u e 004 Civilization IV IVa credits
Investigation and analysis of Western cultures with emphasis on the
modern world.
Prerequisites; none. Learning methods: independent study, seminar.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
CUC 005 People and Places 1V2 credits
Independent study requiring the student to create a written, taped or
photographic record of a contemporary community of his own choice.
The module requires 15 personal interviews, a brief history of the origin
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and development of the community, and an essay on the relationship of
this community to contemporary society.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January 17,
March 13.
CUC 006 Independent Projects 2 credits
Independent study available to any student who wishes to do a research
project in civilization. The nature and duration of the project will be
determined by the student with the instructor, but it must involve the
student in a minimum of 35 hours of activity.
Prerequisites: consent of the instructor. Learning methods: independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15,
January 17, March 13.
CUA 001 Introduction to A rt I V/2 credits
This module is designed for students who are interested in obtaining a
background in the forms of the plastic arts as well as an introduction to
the development of art from the ancient world through the Middle Ages.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUA 002 Introduction to A rt II IV2 credits
Continuation of CUA 001. Includes development of Western civilization
from the Renaissance to the modern world.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 003 Applied A rt I 1 credit
Instruction and development in the arts of sculpture, drawing, and
painting for the beginner.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUA 004 Applied A rt II 1 credit
Continuation of CUA 003.
Prerequisites: consent of the instructor. Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 005 Applied A rt III 1 credit
Instruction and development in the arts of sculpture, drawing, and
painting for the advanced student.
Prerequisites: consent of the instructor. Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
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CUA 006 Applied A rt IV 1 credit
Continuation of CUA 005.
Prerequisites: consent of tlie instructor. Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 007 Arts In the City I IV2 credits
Problems of the urban environment confronted in esthetic terms.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUA 008 Arts in the City II IV2 credits
Additional problems in the urban environment confronted in esthetic
terms.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 011 introduction to Music I V/z credits
This module is designed to introduce the student to the major musical
forms and composers from the ancient world to the Middle Ages.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
CUA 012 Introduction to Music II IV2 credits
Continuation of CUA O il. Examines music from the Renaissance to the
present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 013 Applied Music maximum: 4 credits
One credit will be given for every 20 hours'of participation in the College
chorus or its equivalent as well as private vocal or instrumental study on or
off campus.
Prerequisites: consent of the area coordinator, letter of achievement from
instructor or chorus master. Learning methods: choral, vocal, or instru
mental study. Language offered: any available. Dates offered: as arranged
by the student.
CUA 020 Introduction to Theater I IV2 credits
This module is designed to introduce students to the styles, forms, and
major playwrights of the major periods in the history of theater from the
Greeks to the Renaissance.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, ^lanuary 17.
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CU A 021 Introduction to Theater II IVz credits
Continuation of CUA 020. Covers the period from the Renaissance to the
present.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
CUA 022 Theater Production I 1 credit
This module is designed to familizarize the student with the practical items
of theater production.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15.
CUA 023 Theater Production II 1 to 3 credits
This module requires the student to participate in some production aspect
of an actual theater presentation on or off campus. The student may earn
as many as three credits in this module (25 hours of participation equals 1
credit).
Prerequisites: consent of instructor. Learning methods: two seminars,
supervised field work. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January
17, March 13.
CUA 024 Acting I 1 credit
This module is designed for students who are seeking to learn the basic
techniques of acting. Includes exercises in relaxation, concentration, and
improvisation.
Prerequisites: consent of the instructor. Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
CUA 025 Acting II 1 credit
Continuation of CUA 024. Includes the addition of exercises in script
reading.
Prerequisites: CUA 024 Acting I or audition. Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
CUA 026 Acting III 1 credit
Advanced instruction in the techniques of acting, concentrating on short
scenes and one-act plays (2 hours weekly).
Prerequisites: CUA 024, 025 Acting I, II or audition. Learning methods:
seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
CUA 027 Acting IV 1 credit
Continuation of CUA 026, with additional exercises in long scenes and
consideration of full-length plays.
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Prerequisites: CUA 024, 025, 026 Acting I, II, III or audition. Learning
methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
CUA 030 Performing Arts Field Experience 1 credit
The student attends, analyzes, and reports on four live presentations and
four film presentations chosen by himself after consultation with the
instructor (maximum of two credits in this offering).
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
CUA 031 Performing Arts Series 1 credit
The student attends live performances by visiting artists and engages in a
seminar with the artist after each performance (maximum of three credits
in this offering). Attendance required.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study and seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, January 17,
March 13.
CUA 035 Introduction to Dance I 1V2 credits
This module provides students a background in the forms and styles of
dance.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: January 17,
CUA 036 Introduction to Dance II V/2 credits
Continuation of CUA 035. Includes a brief survey of the development of
dance in different parts of the world.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: seminar. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: March 13.

LIFE SKILLS
The goal of the life skills area is to provide an opportunity for the
development of an individualized physical fitness program for all students.
Students learn basic individual, dual, and team physical activities of their
choice that are necessary in order to achieve an active, diversified use of
leisure time.
All students are required to attend at least 80 percent of the scheduled
class meetings until completion of the module. If a student exceeds the
minimum unexcused absence limit, he or she will be dropped from the
module, and will not be allowed to re-register for that module at a
subsequent cycle without the permission of the instructor. Those students
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who have been dropped from a module because of excessive absence will
be given secondary priority in registration for new modules.
One credit is awarded for the completion of each life skills module.
Qualified students who participate on an intercollegiate athletic team for
an entire season may receive one credit. A student may earn as many
credits in intercollegiate athletic participation as he is able to within the
limits of the life skills requirements and free electives. In order to receive
credit for intercollegiate athletic participation, a student must meet all of
the predetermined performance objectives of the intercollegiate sport. The
performance objectives may include: written tests, objective skill tests,
subjective judgments of the coach, and performance levels in practice and
competition. A qualified student is one who meets the standards for
participation as stipulated by the athletic coach. For those intercollegiate
sports which by their nature require a maximum number of participants,
the athletic coach will have the option of selecting the most qualified.

LSK 002 Beginning Swimming 1 credit
Students learn the basic knowledge of water safety and perform the basic
swimming strokes. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
LSK 003 Intermediate Swimming 1 credit
Students learn the more advanced swimming strokes and diving skills and
develop stamina in the basic swimming strokes. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, November 15,
January 17, March 13.
LSK 004 Judo 1 credit
Students learn the basic knowledge and fundamental skills required in the
attainment of the rank of “yellow belt." Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
LSK 005 Weight Lifting 1 credit
Students learn the basic knowledge and skills associated with weight
lifting. A further phase of the module includes the creation and practice of
an individualized weight-lifting program. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.
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LSK 006 Yoga 1 credit
A t the conclusion of this module the student will possess the various
posture and breathing skills necessary for the activity of yoga. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning nnethods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
LSK 007 Beginning Tennis 1 credit
Students learn the basic knowledge and fundamental skills in the activity
of tennis. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, March 13.
LSK 009 Self-Defense for Men and Women 1 credit
Students learn how to defend themselves against attacks from the front,
side, and back. Techniques in judo, karate, aikido jujitsu are used. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.

LSK 010 Techniques of Coaching Men's Baseball and Softball 1 credit
Students learn the basic elements involved in coaching baseball and
softball. Emphasis is placed on practice organization and design, game
skills, and formation of game strategies.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

LSK 011 Techniques of Coaching Men's Basketball 1 credit
Students learn the basic elements involved in coaching basketball.
Emphasis is placed on practice organization and design, game skills, and
formation of game strategies.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17.
LSK 012 Fencing 1 credit
Students learn the fundamental fencing movements and the basics of
competitive fencing with the foil. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, January 17.
LSK 013 Techniquesof Handball, Paddleball, and Badminton 1 credit
Students learn the basic knowledge and fundamental skills associated with
the activities of handball, paddleball, and badminton. Coed.
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Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.
LSK 014 Independent Study 1 and 2 credits
All students are offered an opportunity, in consultation with the area
coordinator, to formulate an individualized independent program of
learning within the life skills area.
Prerequisites: consent of the instructor. Learning methods: independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
November 15, January 17, March 13.
LSK 017 Personal Physical Fitness 1 credit
Students learn the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary to achieve
adequate personal physical fitness by designing and implementing their
own conditioning programs. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.
LSK 018 Slimnastics for Men and Women 1 credit
Students learn the fundamental knowledge and skills necessary to achieve
adequate muscular tone and shape. Students also design their own routines
to reach their desired goals. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13.
LSK 020 Senior Life Saving 1 credit
Students learn all of the knowledge of water safety, swimming strokes, and
life-saving skills required of the American Red Cross senior life-saving card.
Coed.
Prerequisites: Students must pass a basic skills test. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, lab. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered:
November 15, January 17, March 13.
LSK 021 Advanced Athletics 1 credit
Students participate on an intercollegiate athletic team for one season.
Prerequisites: Permission of the instructor. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, lab. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13,
November 15, January 17, March 13.
DAN 001 Jazz Dance 1 credit
Students learn dance techniques which will produce a strong, responsive.
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and well-coordinated body through movement patterns of contemporary
jazz forms. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
DAN 002 Dance of Self-Awareness (Modern) 1 credit
The student achieves total body conditioning, learns to use the body as an
instrument of movement, and develops a heightened sensitivity to non
verbal communication. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
DAN 003 Black-Puerto Rican Ethnic Dance 1 credit
Students learn the origin and basic movements of Black and Puerto Rican
dance. Opportunities for creative movements are offered. Coed.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, lab. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13,

THE NATURAL SCIENCES
Biology
The biology curricula are dual in nature: the transfer curriculum in biology
and the career-oriented curriculum in the health sciences. The biology
program provides the student with the requisite skills either to transfer to
a four-year college as a biology major or to move into a job as a science
technician.
Students can earn credits for each module in biology by satisfactorily
completing all milestone tests and laboratory work for each module. There
are two modes of presentation: lecture-discussion and independent study.
Laboratory attendance is mandatory.
Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood, Food, and
Reproduction in the Human Body
—First semester of general biology
BIO 003 The Diversity of Living Things; BIO 004 The Web of Life
—second semster of general biology
BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 011 Systems of the Human
Body I
—first semester of anatomy and physiology
BIO 005 Systems of the Human Body II; BIO 006 Systems of the Human
Body III
—second semester of anatomy and physiology
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BIO 012 Basic Microbiology; BIO 013 Basic Medical Microbiology
—one semester course in microbiology
BIO 007 General Introduction to the Microbiological World; BIO 008 The
Anatomy and Physiology of Microorganisms
—first semester of microbiology
BIO 009 Pathogenic Microorganisms; BIO 010 Immunity; Destruction and
Control of Micro-organisms
—second semester of microbiology

BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology 2 credits
An introduction to some basic concepts which are fundamental to the
study of the world of living things. (Laboratory required.) 3 hours
lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17.
BIO 002 Blood, Food, and Reproduction in the Human Body 2 credits
A discussion of some important attributes of the human body: blood and
the circulatory system, food, metabolism, and reproduction. (Laboratory
required.) 3 hours lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
BIO 003 The Diversity of Living Things 2 credits
A survey of the many forms of life which exist. Provides a closer look at
some examples of particular interest. (Laboratory required.) 3 hours
lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 002 Blood, Food, and Reproduction in the Human
Body. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
BIO 004 The Web of Life 2 credits
Examines general properties of all living things; how they transmit their
characteristics to succeeding generation; how species adapt themselves to
environmental conditions. (Laboratory attendance required.) 3 hours
lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 003 The Diversity of Living Things. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
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BIO 011 Systems of the Human Body I 2 credits
A study of tlie various systems of the human body and how they interact
(intended primarily for health science students).
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March 13.
BIO 005 Systems of the Human Body II 2 credits
A continuation of BIO 005. (Intended primarily for health science
students.)
Prerequisites: BIO O il Systems of the Human Body I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: January 17.
BIO 006 Systems of the Human Body III 2 credits
A continuation of BIO 005. (Intended primarily for Health Science
students.)
Prerequisites: BIO 005 Systems of the Human Body II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English, Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
BIO 007 General Introduction to the Microbial World. 2 credits
An introduction to the science of microbiology: a survey of microorgan
isms, their characteristics, and methods of study. (Primarily for medical
technician and lab technician students.)
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology & BIO 002 Blood,
Food, and Reproduction in the Human Body or BIO 001 Basic Concepts
Used in Biology & BIO O il Systems of the Human Body I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
BIO 008 The Anatomy and Physiology of Microorganisms. 2 credits
Morphology, cultivation, growth reproduction, genetics, and metabolism
of bacteria; molds, yeast, protozoa, viruses, rickettsial, and other forms of
medical importance are considered. (Primarily for medical technician and
lab technician students. Laboratory attendance required.) 3 hours lecturediscussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 007 General Introduction to the Microbial World.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
BIO 009 Pathogenic Microorganisms 2 credits
The principal medically important microbes and the diseases they cause
are individually considered. Virulence, infection, transmission, epidemiol-
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ogy, and control measures are covered (Primarily for medical technician
and lab technician students.) 3 hours lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 008 The Anatomy and Physiology of Microorganisms.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
BIO 010 Immunity, Destruction, and Control of Microorganisms. 2 credits
The role of phagocytes in protection of the body against invasion by
microbes; the nature of the antigen-antibody reaction; the use of vaccines
and related agents; sterilization, disinfection, and chemotherapy.
(Primarily for medical technician and lab technician students. Laboratory
attendance is required.) 3 hours lecture-discussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 009 Pathogenic Microorganisms. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
BIO 012 BaslcMlcroblology 2 credits
An introduction to the scope of microbiology a survey of microbes, their
characteristics and methods of study. (Primarily for nursing and dental
students. Laboratory attendance required.) 3 hours lecture-discussion, 2
hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology, BIO 002 Blood,
Food and Reproduction in the Human Body or BIO 001 Basic Concepts
Used in Biology, BIO O il Systems of the Human Body I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
BIO 013 Basic Medical Microbiology 2 credits
An introduction to microbes of special importance to health and diseases,
their characteristics, transmission, and control. (Primarily for nursing and
dental students. Laboratory attendance required.) 3 hours lecturediscussion, 2 hours lab.
Prerequisites: BIO 012 Basic Microbiology. Languages offered: English.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
Chemistry
The general chemistry sequence of modules (CHE 001-004 General
Chemistry l-IV ) emphasizes: (1) the correlation of physical and chemical
properties of matter with atomic and molecular structure; (2) quantitative
relationships in chemistry.
The introductory chemistry sequence of modules (CHE O il and 012
Introductory Chemistry l-ll) includes the study of atomic structure and
chemical bonds and a short survey of organic and biological chemistry.
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Attendance of laboratory is mandatory. All laboratory performance
objectives must be completed before completion of the module is
reported.
Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
CHE 001 General Chemistry I; CHE 002 General Chemistry II
-first-semester course in general chemistry
CHE 003 General Chemistry III; CHE 004 General Chemistry IV
—second-semester course in general chemistry
CHE 001 General Chemistry I; CHE 002 General Chemistry II; CHE 003
—a one-year course in general chemistry
CHE O il Introductory Chemistry I; CHE 012 Introductory Chemistry II
—a one-semester course in chemistry

CHE 001 General Chemistry I 2 credits
Examines manipulation of chemical data; atoms, molecules, and moles; the
gas laws and atomic theory. 3 lecture hours a week, 2 lab hours a week.
Prerequisites: MAT 001 Introductory College Mathematics I, CHE 012
Introductory Chemistry II. (A student can register in CHE 001 without
completion of prerequisites provided that he or she performs satisfactorily
in both the mathematics and chemistry tests administered by the natural
sciences area.) Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered; September 13,
January 17.

CHE 002 General Chemistry II 2 credits
Examines matter with a charge; quantities in chemical change; classifica
tion of the elements and periodic properties. 3 lecture hours a week, 2 lab
hours a week.
Prerequisites: CHE 001 General Chemistry I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English (September,
November, March), Spanish (November, March). Dates offered: September
13, November 15, March 13,
CHE 003 General Chemistry III 2 credits
Examines oxidation, coordination, and valence; quantum theory and
atomic structure; electron structure and chemical properties. 3 lecture
hours a week, 2 lab hours a week.
Prerequisites: CHE 002 General Chemistry II. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English (September,
November, January), Spanish (January). Dates offered: September 13,
November 15, January 17.
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CHE 004 General Chemistry IV 2 credits
Examines covalent bond; special role of carbon; nuclear chemistry. 3
lecture hours a week, 2 lab hours a week.
Prerequisites: CHE 003 General Chemistry III. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English (November,
January, March), Spanish (March). Dates offered: November 15, January
17, March 13.
CHE O il Introductory Chemistry I 2 credits
Examines atomic theory; chemical bonds; solutions; organic chemistry. 3
lecture hours a week, 2 lab hours a week.
Prerequisites: MAT 001 Introductory College Mathematics I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered:
English (September, January), Spanish (September). Dates offered:
September 13, January 17.
CHE 012 Introductory Chemistry II 2 credits
Examines the biochemistry of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins;
enzymes; metabolism; chemistry of heredity; radioactivity; inorganic
metabolism. 3 lecture hours a week, 2 lab hours a week.
Prerequisites: CHE O il Introductory Chemistry I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English (Nov
ember, March), Spanish (November). Dates offered: November 15, March
13.
Physics
The physics program provides modules of introduction intended to serve
one or more of these goals:
1. To stimulate the student's interest in science by providing a clear and
understandable view of basic physical science.
2. To provide a sound basis in physics for students intending to transfer to
four-year colleges as science majors.
3. To provide instruction in necessary scientific skills for students in career
programs (such as radiologic technology).
Credits in physics modules are earned by passing all the milestone tests and
completing the laboratory exercises. The milestone tests are based on
performance objectives which are distributed to students at the module's
beginning. Students can prepare for them by attending class, by indepen
dent study from textbqoks, or by making use of natural science tutors.
PHY 001 Introductory Physical Science 2 credits
This module serves as a general introduction to basic physical concepts
which are used in all sciences such as energy, motion, atoms, and
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molecules. It is also the first module in the normal physics sequence,
suitable for science majors and required for X-ray students. Includes lab.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
PHY 002 Motion 2 credits
Examines how bodies move under the influence of forces. Also introduces
wave motion, useful in understanding not only ocean waves, but also the
motion of light, sound, and radio waves. Includes lab.
Prerequisites: PHY 001 Introductory Physical Science. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13, March 13.
PHY 003 Electricity and Light 2 credits
Examines electric charges and magnets; the forces which govern their
behavior. The motion of charges as electric currents. Light and its
relationship to moving charges. Includes lab.
Prerequisites: PHY 002 Motion. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
PHY 004 Atomic and Nuclear Physics 2 credits
Examines atoms, their structure, and how they interact with radiation;
The atomic nucleus, its reactions, and the particles that appear in these
reactions. Includes lab.
Prerequisites: PHY 003 Electricity and Light. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January
17.

Social Sciences
The purposes of the social sciences curriculum are to help students to
secure a more satisfactory perspective on their own situations; to help
strengthen their involvement in the problems of their communities; to
enhance their critical faculties in evaluation ongoing programs in both the
College and the outside community; to analyze the contradictions (or
absence of contradictions) between their commitments to individual
upward mobility and social change; and to give them the necessary social
science background for successful work at the senior college level.
The curriculum is built around a problem-orientation from which a
motivation for more rigorous disciplinary pursuits is generated. Short
student papers are stressed as performance objectives for several reasons:
(a) They reflect the level of student understanding and involvement at
least as well as alternative measures; (b) they serve as excellent spring
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boards for one-to-one student-faculty conferences; (c) they provide
crucially necessary experience with written self-expression. A variable
credit system is employed to operationalize the overall College goal of
self-paced instruction.

Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
ECO 040 Economics: Income Distribution and Economic History; ECO
041 Economics: Capitalism, Imperialism, and Economic Development;
ECO 042 Micro-Economic Theory; ECO 043 Macro-Economic Theory
—a one-year introduction to economics course
POL 050 Power and Politics I; POL 051 Power and Politics II
—a one-semester introduction to political science course
PHI 070 Philosophy I; PHI 071 Philosophy II
- a one-semester introduction to philosophy course
SSC 030 Introduction to Social Science I; SSC 031 Introduction to Social
Science II and any other pair of modules offered in the social science
program
—a one-year integrated social science course

SSC 030 Introduction to Social Science I 1>2 credits
An introduction to the various modules available in the social science
program and to the people who will be teaching them. An analysis of some
of the basic problems inherent in the ways faculty and students relate to
Hostos.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.
SSC 031 Introduction to Social Science II V/ 2 credits
A survey of the content and method of the social sciences as they are
applied to (and reflect) general social problems.
Prerequisites: SSC 030 Introduction to Social Science I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
ECO 040 Economics: Income Distribution and
Economic History 1-3 credits
Who gets what, why, and how? How can these questions be used to
achieve a broad understanding of the sources of historical change?
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
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ECO 041 Economics: Capitalism, Imperialism,
and Economic Development 1-3 credits
A brief historical and analytic treatment of capitalism, particularly in
terms of its relationship to economic development.
Prerequisites: ECO 040 Economics: Income Distribution and Economic
History. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study.
Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates offered: November 15, March
13.
ECO 042 Micro-Economic Theory 1-3 credits
What is micro-economic theory all about? Wow can it be useful in
understanding economic problems? What are its limitations?
Prerequisites: ECO 030-031 Introduction to Social Sciences l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
ECO 043 Macro-Economic Theory 1-3 credits
How do economists measure and explain varying levels of business activity,
employment, and inflation in the country as a whole? What disagreements
do economists have about the explanations for these phenomena?
Prerequisites: ECO 042 Micro-Economic Theory. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
SSC 044 Political Economy of Health I 1-2 credits
How are American health services provided? What are the costs and
benefits associated with our health system? How does this system affect
the health professional?
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
SSC 045 Political Economy of Health II 1-2 credits
What alternative systems are being used to provide health care in other
countries? What are the costs and benefits associated with these systems?
What pressures for change exist in the American health system? How can
these be evaluated? What is the health professional's role in contributing to
them?
Prerequisites: SSC 044 Political Economy of Health I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
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POL 050 Power and Politics I 1-3 credits
The development of economic power and its distribution in tlie United
States. The relationship between economic power and American domestic
politics.
Prerequisites: SBC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: September 13, January 17.
POL 051 Power and Politics II 1-3 credits
An analysis of the relations between American domestic politics and our
involvement in Asia (Vietnam), Africa (South Africa), and the Caribbean
(Puerto Rico).
Prerequisites: POL 050 Power and Politics I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
POL 052 Psychology and Politics I 1-2 credits
Psychology and politics are viewed as contrasting means of organizing our
perception of human experience. The political implications of psycholog
ical theorists such as Freud, Fromm, Homey, Laing, and Marcuse are
analyzed in terms of this view.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
POL 053 Psychology and Politics II 1-2 credits
Continuing with our analysis of the relationship between psychology and
politics, the psychological implications of political and sociological
theorists such as Marx, Michels, Mills, Fanon, and Mao are analyzed.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
March 13.
POL 054

Law and Order 1-2 credits

This module considers the role of law in our everyday lives, in maintaining
social order, and in effecting social change.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecture-
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discussion, seminar, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
POL 056 The United States and Indochina I 1-2 credits
Cultural, historical, and political analysis of Indochina. In-depth study of
United States' involvement in the area.
Prerequisites: BSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science 1-11 (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
POL 057 The United States and Indochina II 1-2 credits
The impact of the Vietnam War on the American people. Subjects such as
the recent revolts within the Armed Forces, the peace movement, and the
question of race as it pertains to the War will be discussed and studied.
Prerequisites: POL 056 The United States and Indochina I. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15,
POL 058 Nationalism and Revolution I 1-2 credits
An analysis of the sources of nationalism and of the causes of revolution.
Case studies from Algeria, China, Vietnam, and Cuba.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science 1-11. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Spanish. Dates
offered: January 17.
POL 059 Nationalism and Revolution II 1-2 credits
An analysis of the contemporary and historical interrelationship between
nationalism and revolution. Case studies from Algeria, China, Vietnam
and Cuba.
Prerequisites: POL 057 Nationalism and Revolution I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English,
Spanish. Dates offered: March 13.
HIS 060 Slavery and Freedom—Past 1-2 credits
Study of the historical slavery of Black people in the United States and
Latin America; analysis of the effects of power and powerlessness in
formal slavery.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science 1-11. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecture-
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discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
SSC 061 Slavery and Freedom-Present 1-2 credits
Analysis of contemporary racism in America, the subjugation of colonized
people, and other forms of oppression as they relate to freedom, power,
and powerlessness.
Prerequisites: HIS 060 Slavery and Freedom-Past. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
PHI 070 Philosophy I 3 credits
When is man free? What is the nature of reality? Is it possible to
understand life? society? history? A study of philosophical views and their
social consequences. Writings analyzed include Beckett, Waiting for Godot;
Camus, The Stranger; &r\á Marx and Engels, The Communist Manifesto.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
PHI 071 Philosophy I! 1-3 credits
Continuing study of basic ways in which philosophers interpret reality.
Writings analyzed include Machiavelli, The Prince; Castaneda, The Teach
ings o f Don Juan: A Yaqui Way o f Knowledge; Herman Hesse, Siddhartha;
and the teachings of Buddha.
Prerequisites: PHI 070 Philosophy I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15.
SOC 080 Education and/or Schools I 1-2 credits
What have schools done in your experience? Why? What do schools
generally do? Why? What should schools do?
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction of Social Science l-!l. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learining methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13, January 17.
SOC 081 Education and/or Schools II 1-2 credits
How do various approaches to schooling relate to the social and economic
structure in which they are used? What changes are taking place in
American schools? What can be done to facilitate desirable changes in our
schools?
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Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-li. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15, March 13.
SOC 082 Women in Society I 1-2 credits
Issues surrounding the function of women in society, including feminine
images and stereotypes, women's past and present roles, and the special
situation of Black, Puerto Rican, and other Third World women.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-!l. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
SOC 083 Women In Society II 1-2 credits
Continuing study of the role of women in society. Includes the women's
liberation movement, women as a political and social force, and the social
consequence of a change in women's roles.
Prerequisites: SOC 082 Women in Society I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
March 13.
POL 090 Politics and Film I 1-2 credits
Political issues are analyzed as they relate to a series of major films which
will be viewed and discussed. (Prospective films include Modern Times,
Grapes o f Wrath, Little Big Man, Nothing But a Man, Salt o f the Earth,
Hora de los Hornos, and Weekend.)
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
POL 091 Politics and Film II 1-2 credits
Political issues are analyzed as they relate to a series of major films which
will be viewed and discussed. (Prospective films include Potemkin, Burn,
Battle o f Algiers, Dr. Strangelove, and Animal Farm.)
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
POL 092 Political Literature of the Caribbean I 1-2 credits
Interconnection between art and politics in this geographical area. Poetry,
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prose, and political writings of such men as Marti, de Hostos, Castro, as
well as those of poets and writers who, although not directly involved in
politics, provided the impetus for major changes in their society.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered:
September 13.
POL 093 Political Literature of the Caribbean II 1-2 credits
Continuing study of the relationship between politics and literature in the
Caribbean.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: Spanish. Dates offered:
November 15.
POL 094 Politics and Literature I 1 credit
An analysis of the politics of revolutionary change through novelists who
have been committed to and critical of revolutionary movements (e.g.,
Orwell, Malraux, Koestler, Brecht). This seminar will be led by a group of
second-year students under the supervision of the area faculty.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits of
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
POL 095 Politics and Literature II 1 credit
An analysis of the American historical experience through literature.
Emphasis is placed on the relationship of the oppressed to the American
mainstream. Sandoz's Cheyenne Autumn, Duberman's In White America,
and Sinclair's The Jungle are discussed. This seminar is led by a group of
second-year students under the supervision of the area faculty.
Prerequisites: SSC 030-031 Introduction to Social Science l-ll. (This
prerequisite is waived for students who completed at least two credits ot
social sciences in the 1970-71 academic year.) Learning methods: seminar.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

STUDENT SERVICES - COUNSELING
The counseling program offers a series of required and elective creditbearing modules which explore the conceptual foundations of individual
and academic personal development.
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PSY 001 Personality and Society 1 credit
Selected topics in the socialization of the young adult. A portion of the
time is allocated to ongoing orientation to the College. (See Behavioral
Sciences.)
COU 001 Workshop in Interpersonal Relations 1 credit
A 15-session, group-centered experience to clarify and explore issues of
personal growth. Meets V /jt hours a week for 15 weeks.
Prerequisites: admission/ by permission of the instructor. Learning
methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15, January 17.

i
COU 002 Workshop in I'nterperso'nal Relations 1 credit
A 15-session, group-centered experience to clarify and explore issues of
personal growth. Meets 3 hours a week for 7 weeks.
Prerequisites: admission by permission of the instructor. Learning
methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15, March 13.
COU 003 Workshop in Study Skills 1 credit
An intensive review of the issues, problems, and skills underlying effective
study habits.
Prerequisites: admission by permission of the instructor. Learning
methods: seminar. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15, January 17, March 13.

HEALTH SCIENCES
HEALTH CORE
The health core program is designed to provide the student with a base of
knowledge consisting of attitudinal; behavioral, and technical skills which
will prepare him to enter a major area of specialization within the health
field. Basic health concepts are explored from the cultural, psychological,
sociological, and physiological aspects.
Students have an opportunity to earn credits in the following ways:
1. Completion of performance objective tests.
2. Independent study (where appropriate).

HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science 1 credit
Introduction to the basic cultural, psychological, sociological, and physio
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logical concepts of health. An exploration of the structure and process of
the health team.
Prerequisities: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, Nov
ember 15, March 13.
HLT 002 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A 1V2 credits
Introduction to the basic concepts of human relations and teamwork.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, small-group
discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13,
January 17.
HLT 003 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part B V/ 2 credits
Continuation of HLT 002.
Prerequisites: HLT 002 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A.
Learning methods: lecture discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15, March 13.
HLT 004 Medical Terminology 1-2 credits
Reading, interpreting, and recording of medical terms in common usage.
Corequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science. Learning methods:
independent study, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13.
HLT 005 Laboratory Skills 2 credits
The student is introduced to the scientific concepts underlying basic skills
needed in the delivery of health care. An opportunity to develop some
basic health care skills is provided.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 004 Medical
Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15.
HLT 006 Contemporary Health Issues I IVa credits
Identification and analysis of contemporary health problems such as heart
disease, cancer, human sexuality, drug abuse, and consumer problems of
urban families.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13.
HLT 007 Contemporary Health Issues II V/2 credits
Continuation of HLT 006.
Prerequisites: HLT 006 Contemporary Health Issues I. Learning methods:
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lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13,
H L T 0 0 8 Mental Health IVa credits
Introduction to the basic concepts of mental health, determinants of
mental health, and understanding of human behaviour.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002, 003
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Parts A & B. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13.
HLT 009 Mental Health 1>2 credits
Continuation of HLT 008.
Prerequisites: HLT 008, Mental Health I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, independent study. Languages offered: English, Dates offered:
September 13, November 15, January 17, March 13.

DENTAL ASSISTING AND DENTAL HYGIENE
The first year of study in the Hostos dental program focuses on dental
assisting. Students completing the first year are granted a Certificate of
Proficiency in Dental Assisting. The second year of study focuses on
dental hygiene. Successful completion of the combined two years earns an
Associate of Applied Science degree in dental hygiene. Graduates are
eligible for transfer to senior colleges for a bachelor's degree in health
education, dental hygiene education, public health, and administration.
Students in the dental program are required to enroll in all modules in the
prescribed sequence. Credits are earned by class attendance (to include
scheduled lectures, laboratory sessions, and clinic sessions) and successful
completion of prescribed milestone tests. Credits of previous dental
experience will be granted on the basis of proficiency examinations given
by the dental faculty. Class attendance is required in all dental modules.
Program of Studies Leading to A.A.S. Degree in Dental Hygiene
English

minimum credits
6

Biology

10

Chemistry

4

Social science

3

Psychology

3

Health core

9

Technical modules in dental program
Elective

30
3

68 credits
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DEN 001 Dental Terminology 1 credit
Reading, interpreting, and recording with understanding dental informa
tion and materials in the supervision and delivery of dental care.
Prerequisites: HLT 004 Medical Terminology. Learning methods: le’cture-discussion, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15.
DEN 002 Dental Auxiliary Practice 4 credits
Study of the role of the auxiliary in dental practice, content to include
sterilization, radiology, dental materials, specialities, emergencies, and
clinical chairside assisting.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal
Relations and Teamwork - Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory sessions, clinical practice.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15, January 17,
March 13.
DEN 003-004 Oral Anatomy & Physiology 3 credits
Study of the anatomy of the teeth, bones of the skull, muscles of
mastication, tongue, face, pharynx; glands of the oral cavity, cranial
nerves, and blood vessels of head and neck.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal
Relations and Teamwork - Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology; DEN
001 Dental Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
DEN 005 Dental Science 1 credit
A general study of pharmacology, pathology, microbiology, and oral
histology as they relate to dental assisting.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal
Relations and Teamwork - Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology; DEN
001 Dental Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
DEN 006 Practice Management 1 credit
General office administration and patient management in a dental office.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal
Relations and Teamwork — Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology; DEN
001 Dental Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
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DEN 007 Pre-clinical Dental Hygiene 3 credits
The study of the principles and procedures relative to the dental hygiene
appointment and preventive dental care.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal
Relations and Teamwork — Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology; DEN
001 Dental Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory
sessions. Languages offered; English. Dates offered: September 13, March
13.
DEN 008 Nutrition 1 credit
Basic nutritional knowledge and instruction in practical techniques and
methods of applying the principles of nutrition to daily dental practice.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, March 13.
DEN 009 Clinical Dental Hygiene I (Summer session)
Six weeks of clinical experience in dental prophylaxis, charting, and
radiology.
Prerequisites: DEN 007 Pre-clinical Dental Hygiene. Learning methods:
clinic session. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: June 19.
DEN 010 Clinical Dental Hygiene II 6 credits (DEN 009 + DEN 010)
Clinical practice which involves the actual performance of the oral
prophylaxis, exposing and processing x-rays, fluoride application, charting,
and patient education. Clinical experience is obtained in both the Hostos
dental hygiene clinic and the affiliating agencies.
Prerequisites: DEN 007 Pre-clinical Dental Hygiene; DEN 009 Clinical
Dental Hygiene I. Learning methods: clinic session. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15, January 17, March 13.
DEN O il Oral Histology 1 credit
The histological development and structural characteristics of the head,
face, oral cavity, and teeth.
Prerequisites: DEN 003-004 Oral Anatomy & Physiology. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
DEN 012 Pharmacology 1 credit
Orientation in pharmacology as it affects the clinical practice of dental
hygiene and dentistry; including the study of drugs by groups, their
actions and uses, methods of administration, and toxicology.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
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DEN 013 Clinical Dental Hygiene (Lecture series) 2 credits
Lectures on advanced techniques of dental hygiene practice.
Prerequisites: DEN 007 Pre-clinical Dental Hygiene. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November
15, January 17.
DEN 014-015 Periodontology 2 credits
Study of the diseases of the gingival and periodontal tissues; their
preservation and cures.
Prerequisites: DEN O il Oral Histology; DEN 003-4 Oral Anatomy and
Physiology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15; January 17.
DEN 016-017 Dental Health Education 2 credits
Methods and materials used in teaching dental health to individuals and
groups. Lesson plans and presentations are made by the student. Field
experience is included.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent
study, seminar, field experience. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: January 17, March 13.

DEN 018-019 Oral Pathology 2 credits
Generalized study of pathologic conditions, etiologies of diseases, inflam
mation infection, immunity, and degenerative processes.
Prerequisites: DEN 003-4 Oral Anatomy and Physiology. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15, January 17.
DEN 020 Community Dentistry 1 credit
Designed to provide a connecting link between the hygienist and his or her
community. Theories of preventive dentistry with methods of promoting
better dental health through community, school, and private health
services. Field experience is included.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, field exper
ience. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

DEN 021 National Boards Seminar non-credit
Scheduled six-week seminar to assist student in the preparation for
national boards.
Prerequisites: by arrangement with instructor. Learning methods: inde
pendent study, seminar, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: January 17.
¡
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
The rapid expansion of early childhood programs has created a need for
personnel trained in the philosophy and methodology of working with
young children. The program of early childhood education at Hostos
Community College is designed to prepare students with the background,
knowledge, and skills for employment in schools, day care centers, and
other agencies providing programs for infants and young children.
The course of study conibines classroom instruction with workshops,
seminars, and field experiences. Students have an opportunity to apply
theoretical knowledge through firsthand experiences in the methods and
materials of instruction and by observation and participation in early
childhood programs.

Program of Studies Leading to A.A.S. Degree
in Early Childhood Education
English
Biology
Behavioral science (to include 2 units mental health)

minimum credits
6
2
13

Social science

5

Math

2

Health core

2

Contemporary health issues

2

School health issues

2

Speech

2

Life skills

1

Methods of teaching young children

4

Health problems of young children

2

Children's literature

4

A-V material

2

Management of early childhood programs

2

Field experience

8

Electives

7
64 credits
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Groupings of Modules into Course Equivalents
ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE 002 Foundations in Early
Childhood Education
— semester course (3 credits) in foundations
in early childhood education
ECE 003, 004 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I—Parts A and B
- semester course (2 credits) in language arts
activities in early childhood education
ECE 005, 006 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education II—Parts A and B
semester course (2 credits) in art
activities in early childhood education
ECE 007, 008 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education Ill-P a rts A and B
semester course (2 credits) in music and
rhythmic activities in early childhood education
ECE 009, 010 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education IV —Parts A and B
- semester course (2 credits) in social science and
science activities in early childhood education
ECE O il, 012 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education I and II
— semester course (2 credits) in observation
in early childhood education
ECE 013, 014 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education III and IV
— semester course (3 credits) in supervised field participation
in early childhood education
ECE 001 Programs for Young Children V/2 credits
To acquaint students with the basic objectives of early childhood
education and the various programs for young children that are provided
by public and private agencies.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, January 17.

Languages

ECE 002 Foundations in Early Childhood Education IVz credits
An introductory course in the philosophy, methods, and materials of early
childhood education, including theory, curriculum, program planning,
equipment, space, school and community services.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, March 13.
ECE 003 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I —Part A 1 credit
A course in the planning and organizing of language arts activities in early
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childhood education. The student becomes familiar with listening activities
for young children, children's literature, and reading readiness skills.
Prerequisites or corequisites: ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE
002 Foundations in Early Childhood Education. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
ECE 004 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I-P a rt B 1 credit
Continuation of ECE 003.
Prerequisites: ECE 003 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I—Part
A. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: Nobember 15.
ECE 005 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education ll-P a r t A 1 credit
A course in the planning and organizing of creative art activities for young
children. The student is introduced to various media such as paint, clay,
paper, and wood and becomes acquainted with the values of using these
materials with young children.
Prerequisites or corequisites: ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE
002 Foundations in Early Childhood Education. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
ECE 006 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I I —Part B 1 credit
Continuation of ECE 005.
Prerequisites: ECE 005 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education I I —Part
A. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: November 15.
ECE 007 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education III — Part A 1 credit
A course in the planning and organizing of creative music and rhythmic
activities for young children. The student is introduced to the funda
mentals of music theory and the techniques needed in introducing singing,
playing, moving, and listening activities in the early childhood program.
Prerequisites or corequisites: ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE
002 Foundations in Early Childhood Education. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
ECE 008 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education III — Part B 1 credit
Continuation of ECE 007.
Prerequisites: ECE 007 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education III —
Part A. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
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ECE 009 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education IV - Part A 1 credit
A course in the planning and organizing of social science and science
activities in early childhood programs. The student becomes familiar with
the materials and methods used in developing social studies, mathematics,
and science concepts and demonstrates his understanding of these
concepts through the preparation of materials and activities as they relate
to these curriculum areas.
Prerequisites or corequisites: ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE
002 Foundations in Early Childhood Education. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
ECE 010 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education IV — Part B 1 credit
Continuation of ECE 009.
Prerequisites: ECE 009 Curriculum in Early Childhood Education IV —
Part A. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, workshop. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
ECE 011 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education I 1 credit
An introductory field course in which the student has an opportunity to
observe an early childhood program such as a day care center, prekinder
garten, kindergarten, or infant care program. This experience is supple
mented by a weekly seminar.
Prerequisites: ECE 001 Programs for Young Children; ECE 002 Founda
tions in Early Childhood Education. Learning methods: seminar, field
experience. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
ECE 012 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education II 1 credit
Field experience requiring observation and child study in an assigned early
childhood program. This experience is supplemented by a weekly seminar.
Prerequisites (or corequisites): ECE O il Field Experience in Early
Childhood Education I. Learning methods: seminar, field experience.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
ECE 013 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education III V/2 credits
Field experience requiring observation and participation in an early
childhood program. Scheduled seminars with the instructor assist the
student in applying theoretical knowledge in a classroom situation.
Prerequisites: ECE 012 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education II.
Learning methods: seminar, field experience. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: January 17.
ECE 014 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education IV V/2 credits
Field experience requiring supervised participation in an early childhood
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program. The student is expected to apply the principles and skills learned
during the early childhood sequence. Observations are made by the
instructor and supplemented with follow-up conferences.
Prerequisites: ECE 013 Field Experience in Early Childhood Education
III. Learning methods: seminar, field experience. Languages offered:
.English. Dates offered: March 13.

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
The medical laboratory technology program is designed to train students
having manual dexterity and an interest in science. The level of training is
designed to permit the student to function at the technician level,
performing routine laboratory determinations under supervision. Upon
completion of training, which includes approximately 1,000 hours in an
approved clinical laboratory, the graduate receives an A.A.S. degree and is
eligible for a New York City Health Department license as a Certified
Laboratory Technician, employable in hospitals or other laboratories as
well as in research.
Since transferability has been built into the program to permit the student
to continue on to the baccalaureate degree and beyond, other laboratory
positions such as technologist or laboratory supervisor are ultimately also
attainable.
Program of Studies Leading to A.A.S. Degree
in Medical Laboratory Technology
minimum credits
English

6

Natural science
Biology (to include microbiology sequence and histology sequence)

20

Chemistry (to include clinical chemistry sequence)

12

Math (to include biological statistics sequence)

6

Behavioral science

6

Social science

■

6

Health core

5

Routine laboratory

4

Life skills

1

66 credits

MLT 001 Routine Laboratory I 2 credits
The module covers the area of^basic hematology, red and white cell
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counts, both manually and by automation; the hematocrit, hemoglobin
levels, and the differential count, stressing cell indentification of normals
and abnormals.
Prerequisites: ENG 001 Language; ENG 002 Introduction to Expository
Writing; ENG 003 Basic Language Skills; BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in
Biology; BIO 002 Blood, Food, and Reproduction in The Human Body;
BIO 005 Systems of The Human Body II; CHE 001 General Chemistry I;
CHE 002 General Chemistry II; CHE 003 General Chemistry III; HLT 001
Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002 Interpersonal Relations and
Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork —
P a r t s . Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar, independent study,
tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
MLT 002 Routine Laboratory II 2 credits
An omnibus covering clotting mechanism, serological tests, including
syphiology, urinalysis, and blood banking.
Corequisites: Eng 005 Advanced Expository Writing; ENG 006 Technical
Writing; ENG 007 Research Writing; MAT 001, 002, 003 College Algebra
I, II, III (or equivalent if student is not eligible immediately); CHE 004
General Chemistry IV; BIO 007 Systems of the Human Body III; HLT 004
Medical Terminology;
Prerequisites: MLT 001 Routine Lab I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, seminar, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: March 13.
MLT 003 Clinical Chemistry I 1 credit
The first part of a two-module sequence in classical (wet) clinical
chemistry.
Prerequisites and corequisites: CHE 001, 002, 003, 004 General Chemistry
I, II, III, & IV; BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood,
Food, and Reproduction in the Human Body; BIO 005, 006 Systems of
the Human Body II & III; ENG 001 Languages; ENG 002 Introduction to
Expository Writing; ENG 003 Basic Language; Skills; ENG 005 Advanced
Expository Writing; ENG 006 Technical Writing; ENG 007 Research
Writing; MAT 001, 002, 003 College Algebra I, II & III; HLT 001
Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002 Interpersonal Relations and
Teamwork — Part A; HLT 003 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork —
Part B; HLT 004 Medical Terminology; MLT 001, 002 Routine Labora
tory I & II. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study,
seminar, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September
13.
MLT 004 Clinical Chemistry II. 1 credit
This completes the two-module group covering classical clinical chemistry.
Prerequisites: same as MLT 003. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
seminar, independent study, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: October 15.
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MLT 005 Clinical Chemistry III
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2 credits

This repeats much of the material in iVILT 003 and MLT 004, but uses
automated systems to perform the tests. Analysis of accuracy of both
manual and automated procedures is conducted.
Prequisites: MLT 003, 004 Clinical Chemistry I, II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, seminar, tutorial. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.

MLT 006 Histology I 2 credits
Preparation of tissues for examination microscopically by a pathologist or
other authorized investigator.
Prerequisites: MLT 003, 004, 005 Clinical Chemistry I, II, III. Learning
methods; lecture-discussion, independent study, seminar, tutorial. Lang
uages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.

MLT 007 Histology II 2 credits
Special methods to supplement routines presented in MLT 006. Methods
for handling cells, smears, and exudates are studied. Cytochemical
methods are presented.
Prerequisites: MLT 003, 004, 005 Clincial Chemistry I, II, III; MLT 006
Histology I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, independent study,
seminar, tutorial. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

MLT 008 General Microbiology I 2 credits
The student learns the standard methods for the isolation, cultivation, and
preparation of microorganisms for microscopic examination and identifi
cation.
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood,
Food, and Reproduction in the Human Body; BIO 005 Systems of the
Human Body II; BIO 006 Systems of the Human Body 111; CHE 001, 002,
003, 004 General Chemistry I, II, III, IV; MAT 001, 002, 003 College
Algebra I, II, III. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MLT 009 General Microbiology II 2 credits
Theoretical and applied studies of microbiology including classification,
morphology, physiology, genetics, epidemiology, and immunology.
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood,
Food, and Reproduction in the Human Body; BIO 005 Systems of the
Human Body II; BIO 006 Systems of the Human Body III; CHE 001, 002,
003, 004 General Chemistry I, II, III, IV; MAT 001, 002, 003 College
Algebra I, II, III. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory.
Languages offered: English. Dates^offered: November 15.
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MLT 010 Medical Microbiology I 2 credits
Standard clinical methods for isolation, identification, and antibodic
sensitivity of human pathogens.
Prerequisites: MLT 008, 009 General Microbiology I, II. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory. Dates offered: January 17.
MLT 011 Medical Microbiology II 2 credits
Standard clinical methods for examination and identification of viruses,
molds, yeast, and parasites.
Prerequisites: MLT 008, 009 General Microbiology I, II; MLT 010 Medical
Microbiology I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
Specialization Options:
• Medical Executive/Secretary
• Medical Secretary
The primary aim of the medical secretarial science curriculum is to develop
a career program to prepare men and women for employment in any
facility in which health services are dispensed. The curriculum is designed
to develop educated health management professionals who will be able to
cope with the increasingly complex demands of research, clinical, and
administrative medicine, as well as the socio-medical problems of the
urban community. Where possible, our programs are planned in coopera
tion with the many professional organizations and associations in the
health field. Incorporated in the program are planned field and laboratory
experiences which provide a transition from theory to practice.
A minimum of 64 credits is required for the degree of Associate in Applied
Science (A.A.S.). These credits are distributed in four groups of modules:
Group
Group
Group
Group

I:
II:
III:
IV:

Arts and sciences core
Health core
Technical core
Specialization options

Group I: Arts and sciences core
English (required) 6 credits
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

001
002
003
004
005
006

Language
Introduction to Expository Writing
Basic Language Skills
Reading, Discussion, and Critical Writing
Advanced Expository Writing
Technical Writing

25
8
16
15-20

credits
credits
credits
credits
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Natural Science (required) 6 credits
BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology
BIO 005 Systems of the Human Body I
BIO 006 Systems of the Human Body II
Behavioral Sciences 3 credits
Note: Students are advised to take the three credits needed in the
behavioral sciences from the same cluster. (Example: all psychology
modules.)
Cultural Studies 3 credits
Note: Students are advised to take the three credits needed in cultural
studies from the same cluster! (Example: all Western civilization modules.)
Social Sciences
Note: Students are advised to take the three credits needed in the social
sciences from the same cluster. (Example: economics.)
Group II: Health core (required) 8 credits
HLT
HLT
HLT
HLT

001 Foundations of Health Science
002, 003 Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork - Parts A and B
004 Medical Terminology
008, 009 Mental Health I, II

Group III: Technical core (required) 1 6 credits
MES 001, 002 Elementary Typing l-A, l-B
MES 003, 004 Intermediate Typing Il-A, I l-B
MES 041, 042 Medical Executive Office Procedures l-A, l-B
MES 051, 052 Medical Jurisprudence and Legal Principles l-A, l-B
MES 081, 082 Principles of Administration of Health-Care
Agencies and Institutions l-A, l-B
MES 061, 062 Fundamentals of Medical Data Processing l-A, l-B
Group IV: Specialization options
1. Medical Executive/Secretary: 20 credits (required). Modules to be
arranged with program director.
2. Medical Secretary: 15 credits (required). Modules to be arranged with
program director.
MES 001 Elementary Typing l-A 1 credit
Students receive detailed information on the operation of electric
typewriters using the touch system of typing. They are given an overview
of machine parts and basic information essential for employment.
Students receive instruction not only in touch typing technique but other
skills related to typing — vertical centering, horizontal centering, tabu-
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lating, spread centering, determining margins, proofreading, and spacing
before and after punctuation marks.
Corequisites: MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process.
Learning methods: lecture-laboratory, independent study. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 002 Elementary Typing l-B 1 credit
Development of basic skills in the use of the typewriter. Letter writing,
tabulation problems, and report writing. Development of speed of 35
words per minute.
Prerequisites: MES 001 Elementary Typing l-A. Corequisites: MES 036
Fundamentals of the Transcription Process. Learning methods: lecturelaboratory, independent study. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15.
MES 003 Intermediate Typing 11-A 1 credit
Improvement of basic skills; individualized instruction and practice of
business letters, manuscripts, statistical matter; medical and business
documents.
Prerequisites: MES 001 Elementary Typing l-A; MES 002 Elementary
Typing l-B. Corequisites: MES 037 Punctuation for the Transcription
Process. Learning methods: lecture-laboratory, independent study. Lang
uages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
MES 004 Intermediate Typing ll-B 1 credit
Advanced production typing of letters, manuscripts, tabulation, graded
according to business standards. Development of speed of 50 words per
minute for five minutes.
Prerequisites: MES 001 Elementary Typing l-A; MES 002 Elementary
Typing l-B; MES 003 Intermediate Typing ll-A. Corequisites: MES 038
Business Communications for the Transcription Process. Learning
methods: lecture-laboratory, independent study. Languages offered: Eng
lish. Dates offered: March 13.
MES 007 Survey of Basic Typing Skills ’/2 credit
This intensive typing module is designed for the student who has had
previous typing experience. The keyboard is reviewed, and emphasis is
given to drills and timings for speed and accuracy; basic production
techniques are reviewed. This module improves the ability of experienced
typists to obtain credit for either beginning or advanced typing modules.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-laboratory. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 021 Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-A 1 credit
Introduction of the shorthand alphabet, brief forms, phrases, word
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beginnings and endings, and various shorthand sounds. Emphasis is placed
on the ability to read shorthand theory words and connected matter and
to transcribe notes from shorthand into correct English. Theory words and
connected-matter shorthand are dictated at a minimum rate of 40 words
per minute and then transcribed into correct English. The student is
encouraged to develop the transcription skills of correct spelling, punctua
tion.
Corequisites: MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: September 13.
MES 022 Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-B 1 credit
The goal of this module is to enable the student to take dictation at the
rate of 60 words per minute for 5 minutes on new-matter dictation and
then transcribe the shorthand into correct English within a 95 percent
accuracy level and a maximum of 30 minutes. New brief forms, phrases,
word beginnings and endings, and various sounds are introduced. Emphasis
is given to the development of transcription skills.
Corequisites: MES 036 Fundamentals of the Transcription Process.
Prerequisites: MES 021 Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-A. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15.
MES 023 Intermediate Gregg Shorthand 11-A 1 credit
Continued stenographic skill development. Emphasis is placed on building
the ability to take dictation at sustained speeds and to take shorthand
fluently. Pretranscription training is continued. Dictation is given at
increasing rates of speed.
Prerequisites: MES 021 Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-A; MES 022
Elementary Gregg Shortland l-B.
Corequistes: MES 037 Punctuation for the Transcription Process. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered;
January 17.
MES 024 Intermediate Gregg Shorthand I l-B 1 credit
Intensive review of Gregg theory. Emphasis is on the development of new
vocabulary. Dictation of unfamiliar business letters is given at 80 words
per minute for five minutes.
Prerequisites: MES 021 Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-A; MES 022
Elementary Gregg Shorthand l-B; MES 023 Intermediate Gregg Shorthand
Il-A.
Corequisites: MES 038 Business Communications for the Transcription
Process. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, laboratory. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
MES 031 Office Machines and Business Math l-A 1 credit
The student, using the touch method of operation, performs accurately
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and efficiently on a ten-key adding macliine. Verification of mathematical
problems in addition, subtraction, multiplication of whole numbers,
decimals, and fractions, short-cut and standard methods of multiplication
and division are demonstrated by actual machine performance. Through
the use of algebraic procedures and business formulas, and with the aid of
the adding machine, the student performs tasks that demonstrate speed
and accuracy in the solving of mathematical problems.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, tutorial.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 032 Office Machines and Business Math l-B 1 credit
Verification of mathematical problems in additon, subtraction, multiplica
tion of whole numbers, decimals, fractions, accumulative multiplication of
constants, three-factor or multifactor multiplication, and division are
demonstrated by actual machine performance. Students perform tasks that
demonstrate speed and accuracy in solving business problems of com 
puting cash and trade discounts and portion formulas. The student learns,
using the touch method of operation, to perform accurately and efficient
ly on a printing calculator.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: independent study, tutorial.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process ’/2 credit
This module enables the student to increase his vocabulary of business and
medical words. It deals specifically with (1) words th a t are written
identically in shorthand but spelled differently in English according to
sentence context (e.g., see, sea), (2) words th a t sound alike in English but
are written differently in both shorthand and English (e.g., affect, effect),
(3) words that are frequently used but are often misspelled (e.g., receive,
receipt), and hyphenated words (e.g., self-esteem) and (4) words that can
be transcribed as one word or two (e.g., all together, altogether).
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.Languages of
fered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 036 Fundamentals of the Transcription Process Vi credit
Continuation of MES 035. The purpose of this module is (1) to increase
the student's awareness of parts of speech and their functions within a
sentence; (2) to enable the student to formulate his own ideas into correct
sentences; (3) to increase the student's awareness of grammar and usage;
and (4) to enable him to develop his proofreading ability by illustrating
the importance of correctness in all business communication.
Prerequisites: MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15.
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MES 037 Punctuation for the Transcription Process Va credit
Students are given instruction in the nnajor nontyping skills of transcrip
tion. Special emphasis is placed on using punctuation marks to give
sentences clarity and correctness. The concom itant skills of writing
numbers, refinement of capitalization, proofreading, spelling, and word
useage are stressed.
Prerequisites: MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process;
MES 036 Fundamentals of the Transcription Process. Learning methods;
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
MES 038 Business Communications for the Transcription Process Vi credit
This module is designed to unify the skills of writing for business and
typing. Instruction is provided in such essentials of composition as style,
planning, psychology, human relations, and punctuation through letters
and reports pertaining to common business problems, especially in the
medical field. All work for the module must be typed.
Prerequisites: MES 035 Basic Vocabulary for the Transcription Process;
MES 036 Fundamentals of the Transcription Process; MES 037 Punctua
tion for the Transcription Process. Learning methods: lecture-discussion.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

MES 041 Medical Executive Office Procedures l-A IVb credits
Principles and practices of office organization and management, selection
and use of office space and equipment, selection, and supervision of office
personnel.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.

MES 042 Medical Executive Office Procedures l-B V/ 2 credits
Organizing, directing, and controlling various office activities, executive
control of office work, training, promotion, and employee orientation,
cost control, supervision of work measurement and standards.
Prerequisites: MES 041 Medical Executive Office Procedures l-A. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
March 13.
MES 051 Medical Jurisprudence and Legal Principles l-A V/ 2 credits
Designed to give the student an understanding and appreciation of the
legal problems in the daily hospital routine. Topics include: medical
records, consents for treatment, autopsy consents, medical examiner cases,
negligence and malpractice liability.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
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MES 052 Medical Jurisprudence and Legal Principies l-B V/2 credits
Designed to give the student an understanding of the legal problems in the
daily hospital routine and of his role as an employee and provider of
health services. Topics include: responsibilities of supervisors, rights of
patients, responsibilities of the health care team in the use of privileged
information and related areas, contracts, compensation liability, rights of
employees, relationship of technicians and professionals to the hospital.
Prerequisites: MES 051 Medical Jurisprudence and Legal Principles l-A.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: March 13.
MES 061 Fundamentals of Medical Data Processing l-A V/ 2 credits
An introduction to data processing concepts with emphasis on data
processing uses and applications, the DP cycle, the punched card, third
generation equipment, hardware configurations, costs, data storage facili
ties, and file organization and access techniques.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 062 Fundamentals of Medical Data Processing l-B V/ 2 credits
Examines the basics of system and manufacturer supplied software, user
software, systems analysis and design, flowcharting, programming lan
guages, documentation, processing methods, and computer room
operations.
Prerequisites: MES 061 Fundamentals of Medical Data Processing l-A.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15.
MES 081 Principles of Administration of Health Care Agencies
and Institutions l-A V/2 credits
An analysis of major principles and problems in the administration of
public and private health care facilities. Included are: delivery problems,
community accountability, health manpower needs and resources, regional
coordination, effect of government policies, the decision-making process in
organization management, the study of various organizational administra
tive structures.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13.
MES 082 Principles of Administration of Health Care Agencies
and Institutions l-B V/ 2 credits
The effect of government policies (national health plans. Medicare,
Medicaid), the decision-making process in organization management, the
study of various organizational administrative structures, and the impact
of automation on health-care agencies and institutions are emphasized.
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Prerequisites: MES 081 Principles of Administration of Health Care
Agencies and Institutions l-A. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Lan
guages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.

NURSING
The nursing program is designed to provide the student with the basic
knowledge and skills needed to identify and meet the physical and
emotional needs of the patient. The curriculum focuses on health concepts
important in helping the patient to maintain or regain a state of optimum
health.
The student earns credit as he completes the performance objectives
identified for each module (this includes performance objectives peculiar
to the clinical experiences).

Program of Studies Leading to A.A.S. Degree in Nursing
minimum credits
English

6

Biology

6

Microbiology

2

Behavioral sciences

2

Health core

10

Nursing

28

Social sciences

2

Cultural studies

3

Electives

4
63 credits

NUR 001 The Patient As A Person 2 V2 credits
The student develops knowledge and skill in basic areas of nursing, such as
accessing the patient's health status; infection control; nurse-patient
relationships; understanding environmental, religious, and diversional
needs.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002 Inter
personal Relations & Teamwork - Part A.
Corequisites: HLT 003 Interpersonal Relations & Teamwork — Part B.
Learning methods: lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: September 13, November 15.
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NUR 002 History and Current Issues Vz credit
A brief history of nursing from antiquity to present. Emphasis is on the
ethical, legal, and occupational responsibilities of the nurse in the present
and changing health delivery system.
Prerequisites: none. Learning methods: Independent study. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: September 13, November 15, January 17,
March 13

NUR 003 Man As An Organism I 2 credits
The student develops knowledge and skill in basic areas of nursing such as
assisting the patient with his nutritional needs, cleanliness, exercise, rest,
and sleep.
Prerequisites: NUR 001 The Patient As A Person. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English, Dates offered:
January 17.
NUR 004 Man As An Organism II 2Vz credits
Student develops knowledge and skill in basic areas of nursing such as
assisting the patient in maintaining fluid and electrolyte balance and
respiratory genito-urinary and bowel integrity.
Prerequisites: NUR 003 Man As An Organism I. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13, March 13.
NUR 005 Preparation and Administration of Medications 2Vz credits
The student develops knowledge and skill in basic areas of nursing such as
the administration of medications.
Prerequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II
Corequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, independent study, clinical. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: September 13, November 15, March 13.
NUR 006 Man in Society 3 credits
The student develops knowledge and skill in the delivery of health care to
patients demonstating pathological and psychological responses to stress.
Prerequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
NUR 007 Man and His Famijy 3 credits
The student develops knowledge and skill basic to the delivery of health
care in maternal and child health nursing and pediatric nursing.
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Prerequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15.
NUR 008 Nursing Patients with Major Health Problems I 3 credits
The student develops knowledge and skill in the delivery of health care to
patients with medical and/or surgical problems.
Prerequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion, clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
NUR 009 Nursing Patients with Major Health Problems II 3 credits
Continuation of NUR 008.
Prerequisites: NUR 004 Man As An Organism II; NUR 008 Nursing
Patients with Major Health Problems I. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
The radiologic technology program is designed to train the student, under
the direction of a radiologist/physician, to use ionizing radiation as an
investigative function which contributes to the diagnosis of disease or
injury.
The art and science of radiography are developed through lecture/
discussions correlated with clinical practice at an affiliated hospital. The
student engages in clinical experiences such as special procedures, general
radiography, radiation therapy, and nuclear medicine. The student also
participates in an organized sequence of radiographic experiences provided
in the radiographic laboratory on campus.

Program of Studies Leading to A.A.S. Degree in Radiologic Technology
Arts & Sciences
English
Biology
Mathamatics
Physics

'

Health Core
Medical Terminology
Laboratory Skill (Nursing)
Interpersonal Group Relations — Teamwork
continued next page

minimum credits
6
8
3
6

2
2
3
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2
2
3

Foundations of Health Science
Mental Health
Contemporary Health Issues
Radiologic Technology
Radiography 1
Radiography II
Radiography III
Radiography IV
Radiography V
Science
Science
Science
Science

1
II
III
IV

1
2
1
2

Radiography
Radiography
Radiography
Radiography
Radiography

1
II
III
IV
V

2
(to be arranged)
3
3
(to be arranged)

Radiological
Radiological
Radiological
Radiological
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical

4
3
2
3
3

Radiological Physics

1

Personnel Administration

2
68 credits

Groupings of Modules Into Course Equivalents
XRA O il Recording Media and Processing; XRA 012 Contrast and
Opaque Media; XRA 013 Radiographic Technique 1; XRA 014 Radiographic Positioning 1.
— Radiography 1
XRA 021 Radiographic Positioning II; XRA 022 Radiographic Technique
II.
- Radiography II
XRA 031 Skull Radiography; XRA 032 Advanced Procedures; XRA 033
Medical-Surgical Diseases.
— Radiography III
XRA 041 Pediatrics; XRA 042 Special Procedures,

— Radiography IV

XRA 012 Radiation Protection; XRA 014 Ethics and Law.
— Radiological Science 1
XRA 021 Radiation Biology; XRA 022 Introduction to Radiotherapy.
- Radiological Science II
XRA 031 Nuclear Medicine

— Radiological Science III

XRA 041 Supervision and Management

— Radiological Science IV
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XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing V2 credit
The student acquires an understanding of the chemistry and methods of
radiographic film processing utilizing manual and automatic processors.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 004 Medical
Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, seminar, radiographic
laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
XRA 112 Contrast and Opaque Media Vo. credit
The student examines the nature and use of contrast and opaque media
administered in general and special procedures of radiography.
Prerequisites:
Interpersonal
Terminology.
English. Dates

HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002
Realtions and Teamwork — Part A; HLT 004 Medical
Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered:
offered: January 17.

XRA 113 Radiographic Technique I 1V2 credits
The student acquires knowledge of the principles of radiographic exposure
factors and the formation of the radiographic image.
Prerequisites: MAT 001 Basic Mathematical Skills for Technical Science;
XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing; XRA 112 Contrast and
Opaque Media. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic labora
tory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 114 Radiographic Positioning I Vh credits
The student acquires knowledge and skill involving radiographic tech
niques for various examinations of the extremities, the spinal column,
pelvis, and the bony thorax.
Prerequisites: BIO 001 Basic Concepts Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood,
Food, and Reproduction in The Human Body; XRA 112 Contrast and
Opaque Media.
Corequisites: XRA 310 Clinical Radiography I; XRA 113 Radiographic
Technique I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic labora
tory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 121 Radiographic Positioning II r /2 credits
The student acquires understanding and proficiency in the theory and
practice of radiographic examinations involving the cario-respiratory,
gastro-intestinal, biliary, and genito-urinary systems.
Prerequisites: XRA 114 Radiographic Positioning I; XRA 310 Clinical
Radiography I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic labora
tory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
XRA 122 Radiographic Technique II r /2 credits
The student acquires understanding of radiographic equipment calibration.
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advanced concepts of radiographic exposure, preparation and use of
exposure charts.
Prerequisites: MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics I, II
& III; XRA 113 Radiographic Technique I; XRA 310 Clinical Radiography
I. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic laboratory. Lan
guages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
XRA 131 Skull Radiography 1 credit
The student acquires knowledge and performs radiographic examinations
of the skull, including facial bones, nasal bones, orbits, mandible, T —M
joints, temporal bone, and paranasal sinuses.
Prerequisites: XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing; XRA 113
Radiographic Technique I; XRA 114 Radiographic Positioning I; XRA 121
Radiographic Positioning II; XRA 122 Radiographic Technique II; XRA
330 Clinical Radiography III. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
radiographic laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
XRA 132 Advanced Procedures 1 credit
The student studies topographic anatomy and its significance in radiographic positioning. He becomes proficient in the theory and practice of
such procedures as body-section radiography and specialized equipment.
Prerequisites: XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing; XRA 113
Radiographic Technique I; XRA 114 Radiographic Positioning I; XRA 121
Radiographc Positioning II; XRA 122 Radiographic Technique II; XRA
330 Clinical Radiography III. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
radiographic laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
XRA 133 Medical-Surgical Diseases V/j credits
The student acquires knowledge of the nature and causes of disease
especailly congenital, traumatic, bacterial, degenerative, and neoplastic
origins; the physiology of diseased cells and tissues.
Prerequisites: HLT 004 Medical Terminology; BIO 001 Basic Concepts
Used in Biology; BIO 002 Blood, Food, and Reproduction in the Human
Body; BIO 005, 006 Systems of The Human Body II & III. Learning
methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
November 15.
XRA 141 Pediatrics IV2 credits
The module explores the techniques and equipment pertinent to pediatric
radiography.
Prerequisites: XRA 212 Radiation Protection; XRA 112 Contrast and
Opaque Media; XRA 113, 122 Radiographic Technique I, II; XRA 114,
121 Radiographic Positioning I, II; XRA 133 Medical-Surgical Diseases.
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Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic laboratory. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 142 Special Procedures 2 credits
The student examines the theory and practice of special radiological
examinations involving surgical procedures and specialized equipment.
Prerequisites: XRA 310, 320 Clinical Radiography I, II; HLT 004 Medical
Terminology; XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing; XRA 112
Contrast and Opaque Media; XRA 113, 122 Radiographic Technique I, II;
XRA 114, 121 Radiographic Positioning I, II; XRA 133 Medical-Surgical
Diseases. Learning methods: lecture-discussion, radiographic laboratory.
Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 222 Introduction to Radiotherapy 1 credit
The student examines the therapeutic use of radiation, radiotherapy
instrumentation, and protection practices used in therapeutic radiology.
Prerequisites: MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics I, II
& Ml; XRA 221 Radiation Biology; XRA 212 Radiation Protection.
Learning methods; lecture-discussion, clinical radiography. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: November 15.
XRA 231 Nuclear Medicine 1 credit
The student examines the use of radionuclides in medicine and instrument
ation in nuclear medicine.
Prerequisites: MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics 1,11
& III; XRA 212 Radiation Protection. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, clinical radiography. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
Janury 17.
XRA 241 Supervision and Management 2 credits
The student participates in lecture and seminars involving: organization
and management of radiology departments, intra- and interdepartmental
relationships, hospital policies, supervision of personnel, finance, radiation
protection and other safety factors, daily work flow charts, quality control
of daily work, equipment breakdown, and medical emergencies which may
occur in the x-ray department.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002, 003
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Parts A & B. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 310 Clinical Radiography I 2 credits
The student practices radiographic positioning and manipulation of
exposure factors in the radiology tiepartm ent of a cooperating hospital. He
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demonstrates his technical ability and knowledge of radiographic film
quality at film critique sessions.
Prerequisites: XRA 111 Recording Media and Processing; XRA 112,
Contrast and Opaque Media, XRA 113, 122 Radiographic Technique I, II;
XRA 114, 121 Radiographic Positioning I, II; XRA 212 Radiation
Protection; XRA 214 Ethics and Law. Learning methods: clinical.
Languages offered: English. Dates offered: January 17.

XRA 320 Clinical Radiography 11 graduation requirement
The student practices readiographic positioning and techniques on a
full-time basis during the summer in the radiology departm ent of one of
the cooperating hospitals. He demonstrates technical ability and
knowledge of radiographic film quality at film critique sessions.
Prerequisites: XRA 310 Clinical Radiography I; XRA 112 C ontrastand
Opaque Media; XRA 113, 122 Radiographic Technique I, II; XRA 114,
121 Radiographic Positioning I, II. Learning methods: clinical. Languages
offered: English. Dates offered: Summer.
XRA 330 Clinical Radiography III 3 credits
The student practices advanced radiographic positioning and techniques in
specialized areas of the radiology departm ent of one of the clinical
affiliating hospitals. He demonstrates his advanced technical ability and
knowledge of radiographic film quality at film critique sessions.
Prerequisites: XRA 131 Skull Radiography; XRA 132 Advanced Pro
cedures; XRA 133 Medical-Surgical-Diseases; XRA 221 Radiation Biology;
XRA 214 Ethics and Law. Learning methods: clinical. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: September 13.

XRA 212 Radiation Protection IVi credits
The student acquires knowledge of the theory and mechanisms of
radiation protection and patient-care procedures used by radiologic
technologists.
Prerequisites: MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics I, II
& III; HLT 004 Medical Terminology. Learning methods: lecturediscussion, radiographic laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates
offered: November 15.

XRA 214 Ethics and Law Vz credit
The student learns the significance of the professional, personal, and legal
responsibilities of a radiologic technologist.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 004 Medical
Terminology. Learning methods: lecture-discussion. Languages offered:
English. Dates offered: March 13.
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XRA 221 Radiation Biology 1 credit
The student examines the biological effect of ionizing radiation together
with the general and specialized techniques used in the protection of
patients and personnel from these effects.
Prerequisites; MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics I, II,
III; XRA 212 Radiation Protection. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
radiographic laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
September 13.
XRA 340 Clinical Radiography IV 3 credits
The student practices special radiographic positioning and techniques in
the radiology department of one of the clinical affiliating hospitals. He
demonstrates his advanced technical ability and knowledge of radiographic
film quality at film critique sessions.
Prerequisites: XRA 231 Nuclear Medicine; XRA 241 Supervision and
Management. Learning methods: clinical. Languages offered: English.
Dates offered: January 17.
XRA 350 Clinical Radiography V graduation requirement
The student completes a clinical internship in the radiology departm ent of
one of the affiliating hospitals, consolidating a practicum of advanced
radiographic techniques. He demonstrates his advanced skill and knowl
edge of radiographic film quality at film critique sessions.
Prerequisites: XRA 310, 320, 330, 340 Clinical Radiography I, II, III, IV.
Learning methods: clinical. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
Summer.
XRA 410 Radiologic Physics 1 credit
The student examines the physics of radiographic equipment, especially
the circuitry, accessories, and fundamentals of preventive maintenance.
Prerequisites: MAT 001, 002, 003 Introductory College Mathematics I, II
& III; PHY 001 Introductory Physical Science; PHY 002 Motion; PHY 003
Electricity and Light; PHY 004 Atomic and Nuclear Physics; XRA 113,
122 Radiographic Technique I, II. Learning methods: lecture-discussion,
radiographic laboratory. Languages offered: English. Dates offered:
January 17.
XRA 511 Personnel Administration 1 credit
The student examines and interprets the principles and methods of
efficient labor management in the maintenance of harmonious relation
ships between management and employees, personnel procedures, and
employee relationships.
Prerequisites: HLT 001 Foundations of Health Science; HLT 002, 003
Interpersonal Relations and Teamwork — Parts A & B. Learning methods:
lecture-discussion. Languages offered: English. Dates offered: March 13.
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The City University of New York/The Board of Higher Education

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
The City University of New York is a public institution comprising ten
senior colleges, eight community colleges, and an affiliated medical school.
The university-wide doctoral program is supervised from a Graudate
Center in mid-Manhattan. The Board of Higher Education is the Board of
Trustees for the university.
The university dates from 1847, when the needs of the city for free higher
education were first met by the establishment of The Free Academy —
now City College — as the result of a public referendum. In 1961, seven
municipal colleges, then operated by the Board of Higher Education,
became the City University of New York through state legislation. The
continuing growth of the university encompasses new institutions, an
expansion of facilities to serve more students, and new programs and
research geared to current urban needs.
To widen opportunity, the City University of New York has developed the
largest university-sponsored program in the nation to aid disadvantaged
high school youth to enter and stay in college through the College
Discovery Program and Operation SEEK (Search for Education, Elevation,
and Knowledge). Urban centers, offering short-term vocational training
and college-adapter courses, are operated by the City University under
contract with the State University of New York.
Beginning with the class of June 1970, the City University introduced its
policy of open admissions, which guarantees a place in one of the
university's colleges to every New York City resident who receives a high
school diploma from a public or private high school.
The colleges of the university continue the tradition of free tuition for
undergraduate matriculants who are bona fide residents of New York City.

The Board of Higher Education
Frederick Burkhardt, Chairman
David I. Ashe, B.S.S., J.D.
Herbert Berman, B.A., LL.B.
Frederick Burkhardt, A.B., Ph.D., B.Litt., LL.D.
Maria Josefa Canino, B.A., M.S.
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Jean-Louis D'Heilly, A.A., B.A.
Frederick O 'R. Hayes, A.B., M.B.A., M.A.
Norman E. Henkin, B.S.S., LL.B.
Minneola P. Ingersoll, B.A.
Robert Ross Johnson, B.A., B.D,
James Oscar Lee, A.B., B.D., M.A., Th.D., D.D.
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John A. Morsel!, Ph.D.
Jacl< I. Poses, B.C.S., LL.D.
Luis Quero Chiesa
E d w ard s. Reid, B.A., LL.B.
Barbara A. Thacher, A.B., M.A.
Francisco Trilla, B.S., M.D.
Eve Weiss, B.A., J.D.
Nils Y. Wessell, B.S., M.Sc., Ph.D.
Arleigh B. Williamson, B.A., M.A., President, Board of Education
N. Michael Carfora, Secretary of the Board
Arthur H. Kahn, B.S.S., J.D., General Counsel

Officers of the City University of New York
Robert J. Kibbee, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Chancellor
Seymour C. Hyman, B.Ch.E., M.S., P.E., Ph.D., Deputy Chancellor
Julius C. C. Edelstein, Vice-Chancellor for Urban Affairs
Timothy S. Healy, A.B., M.A., D.Phil., Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Bernard Mintz, B.S., M.A., Vice-Chancellor for Administration
David Newton, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Vice-Chancellor for Faculty
and Staff Relations
Frank J. Schultz, A.B., M.B.A., Vice-Chancellor for Budget and Planning
Allen B. Ballard, Jr., B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University Dean for
for Academic Development
Nathaniel H. Karol, B.S.S., M.A., LL.B., LL.M., J.D., University Dean
for Business Administration
Richard H. Logsdon, A.B., B.S., Ph.D., University Dean for Libraries
J. Joseph Meng, A.B., J.D., University Dean for Student Services
Benjamin Rosner, B.A., M.A., Ed.D., University Dean for
Teacher Education
Peter S. Spiridon, B.C.E., P.E., M.C.E., University Dean for
Campus Planning and Development
Henry D. Paley, B.A., B.S., Director of University Relations

Presidents of the Colleges of The City University of New York
Edward W. A ponte (Acting), A.A.S., B.S., M.A., Eugenio
Maria de Mostos Community College
Milton G. Bassin, B.M.E., P.E., York College
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William M. Birenbaum J.D., Staten Island Community College
James A. Colston, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Litt.D., Bronx
Community College
Edgar D. Draper, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Borough of Manhattan
Community College
Leon Goldstein, A.A.S., B.A., M.A., Kingsborough Community College
George James, M.D., M.P.H. Mount Sinai School of Medicine
John Kneller, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Brooklyn College
Leonard Lief, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Herbert H. Lehman College
Robert E. Marshak, A.B., Ph.D., The City College
Joseph Samson Murphy, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Queens College
Mina Rees, A.B., Ph.D., Sc.D., Litt.D., University Graduate Center
Donald H. Riddle, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Kurt R. Schmeller, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Queensborough Community College
Herbert Schueler, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Richmond College
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Richard D. Trent, A.B., M.A., Ed.D., Medgar Evers College
Jacqueline Wexler, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Hunter College
Clyde J. Wingfield, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., The Bernard M. Baruch College
New York City Community College (to be announced)

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
The State University of New York, established by the State Legislature in
1948, comprises 70 colleges and centers. In September 1970, 69 were
conducting classes: four university centers (two of which, Buffalo and
Stony Brook, include health sciences centers), two medical centers, 13
colleges of arts and sciences, two specialized colleges, six two-year
agricultural and technical colleges, five statutory colleges, and 37 locally
sponsored, two-year community colleges.
Governed by a Board of Trustees appointed by the Governor, the State
University of New York comprises all State-supported institutions of
higher education, with the exceptions of the senior colleges of the City
University of New York. Each college and center of the State University is
locally administered. Although separated geographically, all are united in
the purpose of improving and extending varied opportunities to the youth
of New York State.
The State University m otto is: "Let Each Become All He is Capable of
Being."
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OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
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Professional Diploma, Teachers College, Columbia University
Clifford Bullard, Director of Financial Aid
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B.A., M.A., Inter American University, Puerto Rico
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B.A., San Francisco State College; M.L.S., University of California
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Arts and Sciences
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Marcia! A. Walker, Acting Area Coordinator
B.A., University of Puerto Rico; M.S., University of Missouri;
Ph.D., Louisiana State University
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Ralph Ranald, Area Coordinator
B.A., M.A., University of California at Los Angeles;
Ph.D., Princeton University

Arthur Clarke, Program Director, Mathematics
B.A., Georgetown University; M.A., Fordham University;
Ph.D., Yeshiva University

Lois Lamdin, Program Director, English
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh

Raoul Perez, Program Director, Modern Languages
B.S., M.A., Howard University; Ph.D., University of Chicago
CULTURAL STUDIES
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B.A., Universidad de Valladolid; M.A., Master of Law, Universidad de
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B.A., Stowe Teachers College; M.A., Washington University
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Amilcar Tirado, Acting Program Director, Puerto Rican Studies
B.A., University of Puerto Rico, iVI.A.-M.F.A., University
of California at Los Angeles
LIFE SKILLS
Wallace Pina, Area Coordinator
B.S., Manhattan College; M.A., Columbia University; Professional
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Health Sciences
DENTAL TECHNOLOGY, DENTAL HYGIENE
Anita Carter, Program Director
B.S., M.S., Columbia University
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Paula Zajan, Program Director
B.A., M.A., Hunter College; Ed.D., New York University
HEALTH CORE
Shirley Hinds, Program Director
A.B., Hunter College; M.N., Western Reserve University; M.A.,
New York University
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY
Leroy Sparks, Acting Program Director
(See Radiologic Technology)
MEDICAL SECRETARIAL SCIENCE
Harvey Jolt, Program Director
B.B.A., The City College of New York; M.B.A.,
New York University
NURSING
Shirley Hinds, Acting Nursing Director
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RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
Leroy Sparks, Program Director
L.X.T., R.T., Alexian Brothers Hospital;
B.S., St. Louis University
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